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HOYT TROWBRIDGE

THE USES OF LITERATURE
The fono~ essays by Donald J. Greene and Edwin Honig
were presented last May at a conference on the humanities, one of
the major events in a series of meetings, concerts, lectures, and exhibits scheduled on the campus throughout the year to commemorate
the seventy-fifth anniversaty of the University's founding in 1889. The
conference was notable for the excellence ~f the papers, these two
and five others, and for the variety of the interpretive and critical
perspectives brought to bear upon literature by the speakers.
The theme of the conference, "The Uses of Literature;" was
Iirst suggested by Professor George Arms of the department of En( glish, a member of the committee on conferences and lectures for
the anniversaty year. He had found in teachin~ a course in the history of criticism that his students seemed increasingly resistant to
some elements in modem critical thought, especially its emphasis on
the autonomy of literary art and the primacy of formal or aesthetic
values. The ~tudents did not deny the validity of these ideas, which
in fact may well have seemed ~~lf:.evic1ent, but they did insist on the
significsnce for them oLf!1e sOcial, psychological, and· ethical dimensions of literafure. Mr. Arlns thought, and the comn;titte~agreed, that
the conference offered a timely occasion to air these issues anew.
Like other' movements described as "m0clem," contemporary
lite~ criticism is wen advanced into middle age, at least, beginby now to seem almost as venerable as the revoluti~ns in Painting, literature, music, and other arts from which it sprang a good balfcentury ago. All th~e movements arose in the same heady climate-' .
of change and discovery, and they were linked by many common "affirmations and rejections. In the theory of the critics, asiri the practice
of the artists, a fundamental motive was ,. the desire to liberate .the
arts from the pressUre of external convention, personal and social

ning
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imperatj.ves, forces outside art which implied a conception of form
as a mhe instrument of extraneous, nonaestheticpurposcs. Rejecting both the mode of criticism then prevailjng, primarily: moral and
biographical, and also a literary scholarship that seemed too exclusively historical and philological in method, the new critics sought
to recover a sense of. the poem as' a poem, in. its integrity as"an aesthetic object. They proclaimed the independence of art, its right to
exist for its own ends and by its own Standards.
Though particularly cogent and necessary in· the cultural circumstances of the twentieth century, these attitudes embodied truths
which need to be reasserted in every generation. It is equally true,
however, that literature can never be wholly isolated from its external 'causes and uses. A novel or poem is shaped not onJ,y by aesthetic aims and valQes but also by desires, allegiances, and convictions of its author. These in turn are conditioned by the culture of
which he is a part and in some sense a spokesman, eVen when he
attacks it. For the audience, in the writer's time and later, literary
works are charged with meaning of many' kinds and often have.
strange powers to, exalt or disgust, to stir thought and arouse feeling.
That is one reason why new developments in the arts are so often
received with angry hostility, an unconscious tribute to the depth
of their influence on men an~ society.
A three-day academic conference could not be expected to reach
any final conclusions on issues as complex as these, but we thought
they might be profitably explored in a series of papers representing
different interests and .points of view. Seven distinguishe~ scholars,
critics, and writers accepted. the committee's invitation to take part
in the symposium; they are listecfbelow with the titles of their papers.
To keep the discussion in .close contact with literary particulars, the
speakers were encouraged to illustrate, their ideas by interp~eting a .
specific literary work, writer, problem, or relationship. Three of
them considered their subjects from the vantage point of a dilferent
scholatIy discipline-Professor Commager as an historian, professor
Scott as a theologian, 'and Professor Fraib~gas a student of psychoanalytic theory. TIle other participants, primarily students and teach:
ers of literature, ranged widely not only in their choice of examples
and problems but also in their aesthetic assumptions and scholarly
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procedures. 'Both of the essayists represent~d here are also writers on
;. their own account; Mr. Greene has published fiction, and Mr. Honig
is a poet. The conference was a great success, and I am glad that
these challenging papers can be made available through the Quarterly
to a wider audience.
.

to.

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
,

fr-"

~ .: Thursday, May 7
:./J

.

•

NATHAN A. Scarr, Federated Theological Faculty, University of Chicago: "Society and the Self in Recent American Literature."
EDWIN HONIG, Brown University: "Lorca and Cervantes."
Friday, May 8
It
~ERT DAVIS, Oxford University: "Swift and his Friends: the Value
of Letters as Literary Evidence."
DONALD 1- GREENE, Victoria .College, Univers1ty of Toronto: "The Sin
of Pride: an Essay in Literary Interpretation."
REuBEN A. BROWER, Harvard University: "The Deeds of Coriolanus."
Saturday, May 9
LoUIS FRAIBERG, University of Toledo: "Durrell'.s Dissonant Quartet."
HENRy S. 'COMMA-GEll, Amherst College: "The American Enlightenment: the Uses of History."
I

, J

..

.
t.

.
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; Donald Greene
THE SIN OF PRIDE:
A SKETCH FOR A LITERARY
EXPLORATION
Half the harm that is done in this world

Is due to people who want to feel important.
They don't mean to do harm-but the harm does not interest them,
Or they do. not see it, or they justify it'
Because they are absorbed in the endless struggle
To think well of themselves.
-T. S. Eliott The Codtai1 Party
"Pride," observed Mary, who piqued herself upon the solidity of her Ie'ftectioDS, "is a vay common failing, I believe. By all that I. have read, I am
convinced that it is vay common; indeed, that human nature is particularly
prone to it."
-Jane Austen, Pride and Pre;udice

Mary Bennet, after making this eminently sound obsetVfltion,
continues on her own untroubled way, a monster of inaccessible selfcenteredness, whose only reaction to the news of her sisters downfall
is "Unhappy as the event mUlt be for Lydia, we may draw from it this
useful lesson: that loss of virtue in a female is irretrievable." Like
Mary, we have all been told that in orthodox Christian moral teaching
pride is the first of the sins and the father of all the rest, the original
sin in Paradise, from which all the self-inflicted misery of the human
raGd}stems. There is perhaps something a little reminiscent of Mary's
detiiclUnent in those modem readers and critics who, noting that
Milton and Spenser and Swift, say, subscn'bed to this doctrine and
incorporated it in their writings, in effect write it off as another item
in th~ quamt collection of obsolete information presided over by the
historian of ideas, and proceed to explore the intricacies of Paradise
Lost or The Faerie Queene or Gulliver's Trav~!s without further reference to it This, it seems tome, is a radical error. The doctrine, with.
its far-reaching implications, is central to Jllany of the greatest works
of Western literature, and to attempt a reading of those works without
taking full cognizance of it is bound to result in shallow and some~es erroneous interpretation.
'
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I want to examine a numbet of those works and see whether reading them as centered on the theme of the sin of pride does not nlake
bett~ sense of them than many m04ern_readings. First, let me try to
give some kind of exposition of that doctrine. This is a difficult task,
because its ramifications are so vast as to take in almost the whole of
humanactivity. But ceItain aspects of the doctrine which are neglected
in this preliminary aa:ount may emerge later as we consider specific
works. Pride is the condition of having a higher estimate of one's importance in the scheme of things than the facts warrant. This results
,in exaggerated claims on life to provide one. with satisfactions one has
not earned. The mere fact that one is a person of superior status entitles one to such perquisites-to have to expend honest effort in their
atta~eDt is degrading; not doing but being is the important thing;
it is really a belief in magic. The perquisites one demands from life
are also essentially ll1:agic: one wants a Cadillac, or a rich husband,
or a crown, or whatever, not because one really enjoys these things
in themselves, but because they are the outward and visible symbols
of one's' exalted status, and since one does not really enjoy them, one
quickly gets bored with them and demands even more potent symbols.
Thus there is the neat paradox that, fllthough one's values seem highly
materialistic, one does not get the pleasure out of material things that
the humbler person does.
As well as exalted, claims on the world,. pride results exaggerated
claims on oneself. Since we have been created superior beings, we feel
that our creator, or whatever power is responsible for the universe,
expects greater things of us than of hoi polloi; and since, in fact, we do
have the built-in weaknesses of the rest of creation, we know deepdown that we cannot fulfil those ~ectations, and so are in a constant
state of apprehension, of Angst. Naturally, we resent the-'~lor who
makes these impossibl~ demands of us and yet fails to reward us according to our deserts. At the same time, we try to appease this irra'tiona! and tyranDieal being with V¢ous rituals and gimmicks that we
have been told are efficacious-we play .roles-andthen become more
, resentful than ever when we discover that they don't work: the Willy
Loman syndrome, it might be called.
Historically, the habit of arrogating to the human race a high place
in the scale of creation, and making the demands on life and oneself
consonant with such a placing, is associated·with Greek thought-with
Stoic ethics and Platonic and Aristotelian psychology andepistemology, and their eialtationof. the ~nate powers -of the human mind.

in
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The answer to Aristotelian rationalism is, of course, phil9sophical
empiric~sm, peculiarly connected with English thought of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which plays dt::e alleged divine
spark of man's reason and instead exalts expe· e gained directly
through the senses. The ethical answer is given by Christianity (among
other so~ces) -at least, the variety of Christian thought associated
with Sain! Paul and Saint Augustine. This answer insists that, before
all else, man recognize and fully accept his status as infinitely inferior
to the perfection. of God. Once he does so, complacency about minute
points of superiority between man and the rest of creation becomes
pointless and ridiculous ("Behold now behemothl"), and likewise
-between one man and another ("Let him who is without sin cast the
first stone."). In relation to the infinite perfection of God, the categories of inferiority and superiority among his creation simply disappear. Relieved from the necessity of-9ompetition, scratched from the
rat race, so to speak, one's Angst vanishes, and with it the need to in- .
flict cruelty in order to remain one-up, and one can settle down to
enjoy wliat there is in life to be enjoyed when one ceases to make impossible demands on it
It is, of course, no coincidence that philosophical empiricism, or at
least nominalism, which is closely related to it, began to flourish in
western Europe along with the revival of Augustinian Christianity at
the time of the Reformation. The moral and psychiatric implications
of thoroughgoing empiricism are continually stressed by its expounders
from Fran~is Bacon to the great and lovable Bishop Berkeley. Free
yourself, they urge, from the tyranny of the demands of your pride
in being animal rationale; humble yourself simply to live and experience; you will learn much more, you will be happier, you will make
thos~ around you happier. Focus your life outwardly rather than inwardly: do not let you ego's outcry for-attention distract you from
what your sense impressions tell you. "Sensual pleasure is the sum~
mum bonum. This [is] the Great Principle of Morality," the Bishop
of Cloyne once wrote, putting it more succinctly than D. H. Lawrence
was ever able to. There is an article, perhaps -a bqok, to be written on
the close relation of the ethic of empiricismto~that of Augustinian
Christianity.
;.
If I wished to introduce a contemporary to the subject at hand,
however, it might be advisable not to start with Berkeley, who' is too
easy to misunderstand. Nor, I think, would I sena him to such official
apologists for Christianity as T. S. Eliot and C. S~ Lewis: very sound as
(

,
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their expositions of ethical an4 psychiatric principles usually are, the
tone of High Church exclusiveness they too often manage to impart
is a little putting off. I might send hiIll to such theologians as Kierkegaard and Karl Barth and· Reinhold 'Niebuhr. But I think the best
introduction at the moment would be a group of writers who have no
ostensible connection with organized religion-those post-Freudian
psychologists who have with great wisdom, it seems to me, returned
to the ~lder classic analysis of the' problems of the human condition, a
group of which Erich Fromm and Karen Homey are perhaps the
best-known names. Where Freud, or at least his popUlarizers, tend to
explain these problems in terms of built-in physical urges (which, being inescapable, add a discouraging note of fatalism to the discussion) ,
the post-Freudia~ find the explanations in psychological demands,
acquired through inter-personal relationships and cultural training.
With them, the central problem is also pride~or, to use ,a 'more
modem 'term, egocentricity. The universe centers pn oneself and the
never-ending concern for one's own status. Things outside oneself
are of interest only in so far as they relate to this paramount concern.
Love-emotional involvement' with ,something outside oneself and
different from oneself-thus becomes impossible. Pride, egocentricity,
they insist again and again, with ample' illustration from clinical experience, implies inhibition, emotional limitation; its converse, love, ,
implies emotional development, the release 'of emotional potential.
Up to this point, modem psychiatry has added nothing new to what
was known and preached by a thousand Christian doctors, from Paul
to Wesley and beYQnd; nor is this interp~etation of the cause of selfinflicted human misery exclusively Christian, if what one reads about
certain non-Christian teachings is true-most notably, at the moment,
those of Zen Buddhism. Fromm" however, adds, an insight that is perhaps original and is certainly important: quoting the great all-embracing commandment of the New Testament, "Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God . . . and thy neighbor as thyself'" he heavily underlines "as
thyself." The trouble with the egocentric is -that he does not love himself; he cannot love anything: self-centeredness is not the same as
self-love, but rather its converse, self-contempt. The ego-of the-victim
of neurotic pride has been badly damaged, usually in early youth. He
has been convinced that he can never be' acceptable to others as
genuinely is. Therefore he must~sUfe,a factitious status of superiority to his real self, fight desperately focreateand preserve a 'favorable
"image," and convert the whole of experience into a reflection of the

he
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endless struggle to think well of himself. In the mid-twentieth cen. tury, we are all very familiar with the etiology of such ·neurosis: we are
all Dr. Spack's children. Earlier centuries may not have been as versed
as we in its human origins-as Mary McCarthy puts it, no one was
much co~emed to discover the fatal error in Lady Macbeth's toilet~g; but on the complex manifestations and consequences of
pride, once it has developed, and, sometimes, on the therapy for it,
they wrote much that we might do well to take more seriously than
critics have generally done.
- One of the finest expositions of the view of morality and psychiatry
I have been trying to summarize is, I think, Marlowe's Doctor Faustus
-Marlowe, whom Eliot once characterized as "the most thoughtful,
the most blasphemous (and, therefore, probably, the most Christian)
of his contemporaries. n We all know :about the sudden appearance
of the Faust story, significantly at the time of the Reformation and
the early Renaissance; the fascination it has held for Renaissance· and
post-Renaissance man; and, of course, Goethe's attempt-which has'
the sensibility of the
never satisfied me, I'm afraid-to adapt·
Romantic age. Marlowe is at once
ditional and more modem
than Goethe in refusing to have a
g to do with the notion so
dear to the Victorians of' "divin . content.n (Readers of that
sturdily orthodox moralist Evelyn augh may recall, in Vile Bodies,
that ~1)ivine Discontent" is the name of one of Mrs. Ape the Evangelist's lubricious angels.) Faustus's discontent, Marlowe makes it .clear,
is as timeless as Satan's; it stems, we are flatly told in the Prologue,
from Faustus's "self-conceit." In the famous opening soliloquy, Faustus goes through the arts he has mastered and rejects them. They have
given him as much fame as it is possible for a human being to have.
But this is not enough-he wishes to be "etemizedn : "Yet art thou
still but Faustus, and a man." Nothing but Deity will make him
happy.
Now the interesting thing is that throughout the play Faustus knows
perfectly well that his reasoning on the subject has a childish flaw in
it. He is d bn"lliant scholar. He has studied theology, and his rejection
of it on the basis of the text, "The wages of sin is death,n is the most
transparent sophistry. To do so, he has to ignore strenuously all the
texts which tell him that there is a simple answer, to accept the love
of God. This Faustus can never bring himself to do: to accept love,
as to give it, some abandonment of one's egoism is necessary-one
has to tak~ genuine cognizance of something outside oneself. But the
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.hardened egOcentric like Faustus is as thoroughly ho~ on his dope
, :as the heroin-addict. Although, from time to time, tbtough fear of the
plain consequences, Faustus almost brings himself to the point of embracing God's love, at the brink he draws back: his agony is what
theologians have termed metameleia, regret that one has incurred the
consequences of one's actions, not metanoia, repentance, remorse for
the actions themselves. And so, although it is made clear that up to
the last strok~ of the clock Faustus can save himself if he wants to, he
will never part with his precious pride, and he goes to his doom in a
magnificent burst of egocentric rhetoric, alternately boasting, like some
juvenile deliquent, "I'm really bad"-"The serpent that tempted Eve
may be sav'd, but not Faustus"-and whining, and, at the very end,
blaming it all on something else-ecrU bum my books." It is all very
moving-and very childish and very blind.
Parenthetically, the pageant of the Seven Sins in Faustus may remind us that recent clinical doctrine has made a remarkable reQJm
to medieval moral teaching. As I understand it, avarice, lechery,
gluttony, and the rest are the progeny of pride: they are the result
of the invasion of certain natuml and in themselves healthypropensities of the human animal, for food, for sex, for the enjoyment of ;
the inaterial things of the world, by egoism, which uses them in its
service and transforms them into monstrous and pathological things.
There was a time in the heyday of Freud and Watson when physicians
tended to explain gross obesity or sexual athleticism in terms of glandular activity. But it would have come as no surprise to the older
Christian moralist to learn that clinicians now tend to discount such
theories and rather to explain Don Juanism and the rest in psychiatric
terms-as a sickness of the soul. The Don Juan does not really want
sex for itself, the compulsive eater does not really want food, the
kleptomaniac does not want possessions-on the contrary, th'ey are
probably less capable of enj'oying these things merely in themselves
than the healthy individual. What they want is the ego-gratification
these things have come to supply for them. Faustus views Lechery and
exclaims, "0 this feeds my sonll" Tme enough.
Postponing for the moment the question of how certain works of
literature suggest a therapy for the disease of egocentricity, I want
to begin by looking at works notable for the lucidity of their presentation of the traits of the disease itself. If Marlowe's Faustus is one of,the
most conspicuous of these in the sixteenth century, there is one outstanding candidate in the seventeenth-Paradise Lost, where Milton
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addresses himself to the fundamental problem, "How did sin come into
the world to begin with?" His answer is, of course, the orthodox onethe original sin is the sin of pride, the sin by which the angels fell. I
have a feeling that Milton would have :criticiz~d the quotation from
Eliot given at the beginning of this pa~er as a gross underestimate:
only half the harm done in this world is due to people who, like
Satan, want to feel important? How shrewd, how modem, how d~
vastatingly accurate are the illustrations of neurotic psychology he puts
into the mouths of Satan and Evel They might be.tape-recordings of
a neurotic's self-justification as he lies on the couch at the beginning
of what promises to be a very long analysis-the self-pity, the martyrdom, the indignant repetitions of "They can't do this to ~el," the
way'in which the plainest fact is distorted through the spectacles of
egoism. "0 foul descent," whines Satan, ~
that I who erst contended
With Gods to sit the highest, am now constrain'd
Into a beast, and ~ with bestial slime,
This essence to incarnate and imbrutel

To which one can only reply, "Well, no one asked you to change yourself into a snake." With the use of the word "incarnate,"- Milton is
¥ of course making the powerfully witty poiIit that the Son of God felt
. it no degradation to become flesh; the sheer ironic wit of Milton in
these speeches of Satan has perhaps not· been sufficiently appreciated;
in one way of looking at it, Milton's Satan, in his complete self-centeredness, his complacent self-deception, is one of the great comic characters of literature, like Lady Catherine de Bourgh or Huck Finn's Pap.
Or consider Eve expressing the feminine mystique as she debates
whether or not to let Adam taste the apple. "Shall I to him make
knOWD," she muses,
As yet my change, and give him to partake
Full happiness with me-or rather not,
But keep the odds of knowledge in my power
. . . so to add what wants
In female sex . . .'
And render me more equal, and perhaps,
A thing not undesirable-sometime
Superior; for, inferior, who is free?
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In the end 'she decides to offer Adam: a bite, on the ground that, if it
involves punishment, Adam had better die too, mtherthan 'survive
and marry another woman: this, she explains, is because she loves
Adam so much-C1Adam shall share with me in bliss and woe: so dear
I love him." The statement might serve, along with Otheno's description of himself after he has smothered Desdemona as "one who loved
not wisely but too wen/' and Oscar Wilde's generalization of the principle, "Each man kills the thing he loves," as a paradigm of the
neurotic's conception of love-from which h~ven p~~~IYe us!
The heart of the matter Is to be found it! ~~'s.. F6testi "Inferior,
who is fre~?" Again, Milton is having grim fun with the ~ocenbic's
crazy dialectic. It is desitable to be free; Eve feels hellelf inferior;
therefore, 'to feel free she must feel "sometime superior";. that this
will necessarily entail others being in a position of inferiority and
therefore not free worries her not at all-like other neurotics she has
an infinite capacity for shutting her eyes to unpleasant facts, however
elementary. The terminology no longer appeals to us, but the doctrine
of "the great chain of being," of "subordination," as Samuel Johnson called it, can be a psychmbically healthful one. For there to be
such a world as we know, for there to be love as we know it, there must
be differences between individuals-whatever one may feel for one's
qUrror-image, i1l~cannot be love-there must be variety, plenitude, and
the fact that those differences exist must be given full emotioI:Ia1 acceptance. It is only neurotic pride which imposes a pattern of inferiority-superiority on them and makes them the source of.hatred,
not love.
When we come up to the eighteenth century, we encounter that
great encyclopedia of egocenbicity,' Swift's A Tale of a Tub, which
Swift once descnoed as "a treatise writ against the spleen"-that is,
against neurosis. Its tremendously co~plex wit has puzzled modem
'readers as much as it seems to have puzzled Queen Anne, who is ,said
to have refused Swift his bishopric because she felt the work was irreligious. But whatever.recondite interpretations may be given to the
Tale-notwithstandiiig that some of the most devastating satire in it
.' is 'gainst recondite interpretations designed to prove one's 'cleverness
and advance one's status-its central theme iscrysta1 clear. It is a detailed exposition of how pride, ~ocentricity, competitiveness, one-upmanship can p~rmeate ·and corrupt every human activity~the 'Church,
the professions, politics, philosophy, literature. ''Whoever hath an
ambition to be heard in a crowd," it begins, "must press, andsqueezei
...
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and thmst, and climb with indefatigable pains till' he has exalted himself to ~certain degree of altitude above them." The instrument most
used for this purpose is words"':"it was the age which saw the beginning
of modeEp methods of mass communication, of the science· of advertising oneself. Through the clever use of words-of wind, as' Swift
points out, calling its devotees the AeoIists-one can learn to manipulate others to one's own material advantage, and, in the end, to
render oneself and others completely inaccessible to reality. The Tale
works up to the great "Digression concerning Madness": neurosis, if
unchecked, becomes psychosis. ,There have been, critics who, noting
that Swift later devoted some of his literary energy to combating what
he thought to be encroachments by the Nonconformists against the
position of the Established Church, can conceiv~ no more profound
motive for Swift's activities generally than AngIi~n partisanship.
Since SWift was a High Anglican, the argument goes, he must be
against Locke, who was sympathetic to the toleration of nonconformity, and therefore against, Locke's empiricism and generally
against "modernism" and for the ancients. In fact, I think Swift is
very much in the main tradition of his time, that of Baconian and
Lockeanempiricism, and of Augustinian ethicS. The condemnatif?n of
syllogistic logic as empty verbiage, as a dangerous substitute for! concrete sensory experience, and its alliance with pride and madness, are
commonplaces in the British empiricist writers from Bacon on; R. S.
Crane has pointed out how Swift, as a student at Trinity College,
Dublin, was exposed to Aristotelian dialectic and thought little of it.l
As for Augustinianism, no more mordant strain of satire mns through
the Tale than that against complacency over the condition of mankind. One of the books advertised by the dull and pompous Gmb
Street hack who speaks thrQUghout most of the Tale is ccA Panegyrick
upon the World." "Whatever philosopher or projector can find out an
art to sodder and patch up the flaws and imperfections of nature,"
the Hack feels, "will deserve niuch better of mankind than, [those
engaged in) widening and exposing them~" By insisting on the excellence of human nature here and now, the Hack argues, we attain happiness>-ccthe sublime and refined point of felicity called the perpetual
possession of being well deceived, the serene peaceful state of being
~ . a fool among knaves." "
I
The Hack is as obtuse emotionally he is mentally: his self-seeJdng
"shrewdness" is so all-embracing as to overwhelm any capaCity for
receiving accurate impressions from the outside world in either his
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brain or his heart. Like all egocerttrics, he 'puts his faith in authorized
gimmicks; so. worldly-wise as to be utterly credulous, he is.a scathing
representation of the eternal inside-dopester,as David Riesman calls
his type. Not that he is a new concept on Swift's part: we find portraits of him from Bildadthe Shuhite up throughPolonius and Mr.
Worldly Wiseman a~d beyond. It might be worth noting at this
point that the conception of a dichotomy between reason and emotion ~
seems to have been foreign to the eighteenth century and petbaps
earlier. In the war that Swift and Pope waged against the dunces of
their time-and every time-dullness is dullness not only of intellec-, .
tua1 but of emotional perception. They are inseparable: "The dullt "
the proud, the wicked, and the mad." .Pope lumps them all together, as \
aspects of the same disease..
Turning to the nineteenth century for case-histories of egocentricity,
one is irresish1>ly drawn to' a trio of neurotic females-Emma Bovary,
Hedda Gabler, and Anna Karenina. Emma indeed gave her ~e to
one of the most virulent manifestations ofegocentricity-bovarysme;
she acquired it, FIaubert tells us, from the assiduous study of Byron,
Chateaubriand, and Sir Walter Scott, with an adnlixture of cheap
bondieuserie from a convent school; to Emma applies Santayana's
acute observation-I don't have the exact words--to the effedtthat
there is no surer way of inflicting cruelty on others and misery on oneself than that of trying to act like a character out of a book. At- least
it can be said on Emma's behalf that her psychology and morality,
weird as they are, are no worse that;1 those of the nauseating provincial
environment where she is immured-probably somewhat better. What
can be said'on behalf of the unspeakable Hedaa I have never been able
to see, though. she has had admirers. One finds Eva La Gallienne at
one moment describing Hedda as "well-bred, of subtle intellect, cultivated, exquisite" and at another speakingIof her "spiritual poverty" and
('malign egoism." The second set of epitpets is the correct· one, of
course. Hedda, like Satan, may have· a high I.Q., but here too, as
always, egoism converts her intelligence into stupidity--she is, you
may remember, quite literally a book-bumer-andher cultivation into
·the grossest boorishness: when \yefirst·meet her she can·find no better
employment for her ~ubtleintellect than making vicious ·funof ldnd
old Miss·Tesma~'s. hat. L~e Satan, she becomes a figure of comedy,
. rhapsodizing that·Lovborg's suicide is ('an act of spontaneous beauty"
until it turns out that he shot himself, not in the heart, but in the

guts.
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But Emma and Hedda are only sketches by comparisol1 with Anna
Karenina. If A Tale of a Tub is a study of egocentricity. in breadth, so
to speak, Tolstoy's great novel is a masterpiece of analysis in depth.
It is necessary to clear up some radical misconceptions of the work.
One of the usual things said about it is that it is an expression of Tolstoy's Puritan hatred of sensual pleasure: Anna is sexually attracted
to Vronsky, gives in to the sexual imp.ulse, and so is properly punished.
Nothing could be made clearer in the novel than that this is not so.
Anna hates sex: after her first intercourse with Vronsky, Vronsky
makes a conventional remark about the happiness it has .brought
them- 'Happinessl' cried Anna,. with horror and loatbing," and
later, "With loathing she thought of what was meant by that love."
There is a curious passage in Book Six where Anna- tells Dolly about
methods of contraception-a novel and somewhat shocking thing in
~e 1870's. in it Anna uses a tone of cynicism about the whole dreary
business of sex: it is a meaningless ritual she endures only in order to
keep possession of Vronsky. Emma Bovary and Hedda Gabler, I suspect, were likewise frigid: psychologists would find nothing strange
about the classic combination of sexual frigidity and promiscuity,
which occurs in countless case histories of prostitutes and Don .Juans,
where sex has become nathing more than a· means for ego-bolstering.
Emma Bovary is what she is because of her close-lipped, tight-fisted
Norman peasant parents, combined with Scott's novels and the sentimental convent school; Hedda is so no doubt because of the late
General Gabler. The origins of Anna's inhibition we are not told: we
first meet her as the fashionable wife of the correct executive-type
Kareirin. I have used the word "inhibition" about Anna, and some
may protest-surely the source- of ~'s woes" is that, like Othello,
she loved not wisely but too well. Let us look at what happens. Anna
is living a life of frustration with her preposterous husband and her
young son, whom she feels she pught to love but can't When she
returns from a hip, "her son, like her husband, aroused in Anna a
feeling akin to disappointment. She had imagined him better than he
was in reality," and, again, "She recaUedthe· partly sincere, though
greatly exaggerat~, role of the mother living for her child, which she
had taken up of late years . . . she. had a support." The attitude is
familiar to child psychologists in mothers ~ho have been "disappointed" in their husbands or in life generally. The lad exists to give
her support; otherwise he is of no interest to her. The support he gives
is inadequate, and presently she meets the handsome, dashing
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mamma's boy Vronsky-we get a brief glimpse of the Princess Vronsky
senior, and a formidable old matriarch she is. Vronsky is always happy
to accept more mothering, and offers the jobto' Anna, who is tremendously flatter~ in spite of the sexual drudgery it involves. They go off
together in a blaze of romantic cliches, but of course it doesn't last.
Vronsky resents Anna's possessiveness, and at every threat to her possession of him she grows more and more alarmed; the quarrels between them grow fiercer; Vronsky finally grows sick of it and leaves;
Anna in chagrin throws herself under the Moscow -express. This is
tragedy? This is love? Consider some of Tolstoy's observations. After
she has left Karenin, Anna reflects, "'I have inevitably·made that man
[Karenin] wretched. • . . I too am suffering.' But howeversfucerely
Anna had meant to suffer, she was not suffering. Her complete O\VDership of him [Vronsky] was a continual joy to her." As Vronsky began
to chafe at the leash, "Thinking over that glance which had expressed
his right to free90m, she came as she always did, to the s~e pointthe sense of lief own humiliation. 'He has the right togo away when
and where he chooses.' " And so on, witlJ growing squalor, until the
end comes. As for Vronsky, "He looked at people as if they were
thiJ;tgs. . . . Anna knew how by adroit questions' to bring him to what
gave him most pleasure-his own success." In the end, Anna diagnoses
him accurately: "What was it he sought in me? Not love so much as -"...
the satisfaction 6f vanity. . ... Of course there was love too, bfit-'ilre
chief element was the pride of success. He boasted of me." As SIe
saying goes, it takes one to know one.
The Anna-VronSky affair is a classic illustration of what Fromm calls,
not love, but a dependency relationship, one of submission and
domination. "Both persons involved have lost .their integrity and freedom; they live on each other, satisfying their craving for closeness,
yet . . . constantly threatened by the . . . hostility which is bound
to arise from the symbiotic relationship. . . ." In contrast to symbiotic union, mature love is'union under condition of preserving one's
integrity, one's individualism. "Love ... always .implies a syndrome
of attitudes: ... care, responsibility, respect, and knowledge."2 In
short, self-centeredness-pride-and love are mutually exclusive, as indeed the Gospels taught long ago. Compare with Anna's demanding
attitude toward Vronsky the simple Kitty at the death-bed of Levin's
brother: "No one couIdmake out what he said but Kitty; she alone·
understood. She· understood because she was all the while mentally
keeping watch on what he needed." Compare with Anna's demanding
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attitude toward her son, Kitty's feelings during her pregnancy: ·"The
child was not by now altogether a part of heIS~lf, but sometimes lived
his own life independently. Often this separate. being gave heJ; pain,
but at the same time she wanted to laugh with a strange new joy."
There is another existence for her to love. Kitty has far greater emotional capacity than Anna: Kitty is capable of love in all its complex
variety, Anna is capable only of pride in her possessions and fear and
chagrin at the loss of them. .
The works I have mentioned so far I have viewed as case histories,
analyses of the way egocentricity works. I now ~nt to tum to some in
which the therapy for it is suggested as well-it is true, of course, in
Anna Karenina, that the story of Anna and Vronsky should be read
side by side, as indeed Tolstoy h~ prese~ted it, with that of Kitty and
Levin, where Levin, wavering between egoism and love, is gradually
educated in the direction of love. That of course is the answer-one
must learn to free oneself ~om the tyranny of the ego so as to become
capable of disinterested love of something, som~ne, outside oneself,
if only the Ancient Mariners, sea snakes. It is not an easy or simple
- process for the advanced egocentric. It involves a period- of suffering,
shame, remorse, journeying in the Waste Land, the dark night of the
soul, until there comes a climactic moment of self-recognition, of insight into what is really wrong; and after that; there may be many
.backslidings into self-centeredness and retrievals of self-recognition
before something like inner security and happiness can be obtained. It
is the pattern of repentance and conversion-metanoia-familiar in
Augustinian Christianity. It is also the archetypal pattem of classical
tragedy-Oedipus's "0 God, I think I have called qown cuxses on
myself in ignorance!" and Leafs "0 I have ta'entoo little Care of
thisl" It is also, interestingly, the pattern of many serious novels-almost the standard pattern of Jane Austen's, for instance. Considet:
f Elizabeth Bennet's great self-recognition speech in Pride and Pre_ ~ judice. If one were not aware of its "light and bright and sparkling"
setting, it could come from a tragedy as grim as Oedipus: "How despicably have I acted! I, who have prided myself on my discernment! I,
who have valued myself on my abilities! . . ,. How humiliating is
this discoveryI Yet how just a humiliationl • . . 'I could ~ot have been
more wretchedly blind.8 • • • I have courted prepossession and ignorance, and driven reason away. . . . Till this. moment, I never knew
myself." Or Emma Woodhouse: "Her conduct as wen as her dWll
heart was before her in the same few minutes. She saw it all with a
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clearness which had never blessed her before. How improperly had she
been actingl How inconsiderate, how indelicate, how irrational, how
unfeeling had been her conductl What blindness, what madness had
led her anI" One 'notices agaim..that head and heart, emotional and
intellectual blindness, are inseparable....."how irmtional, how unfeel- .
ingl" The subject of the novel Pride and Prejudice, it is not often
enough observed, is exactly what it says it is-pride (emotional weakness) and pre;daice (intellectUal weakness) are inevitably bound together: Darcy. and Elizabeth suffer equally from both at the beginning
of the story. The most self-centered people in Jane Austen, those least
capable of any emotion directed outside of themselves and most capable of cruelty toward others-Mary Bennet, Mr. Collins, Lady
Catherine, Mrs. Elton, Mr. and Mrs. John Dashwood-are' also the
sfupidest and most absurd. Like the "superfluous and lust-dieted man"
in King Lear, they "will not see because they do not feeI."
But it often takes more than a single flash of self-knowledge to effect
a cure; indeed, in the more mature and somber nOvel Emma, the .
process ~s much more long-drawn-out for Emma than it is for Elizabeth
in Pride and Prejudice. For deep-seated cases, a long period of psychoanalysis may be necessary: a detailed reliving of one's life, seeingsensing emotionally-at each po~t what went wrong. This was not
Freud's invention. I can think of at least two magnificent self-psychoanalyses in earlier literature. One is Milton's Samson Agomstes. Con:sider Samson, set apart in childhood to do the Lord's work and to that
end endowed with gifts not bestowed on ordinary Israelites-and
acutely conscious ~f the.fact He rejoices in those gifts, triumphs over
the. Philistines-and ·th~n disaster. Eyeless in Gaza, at the mill with
.slaves, he bewails his fate. One notes at the beginning of the play how
completely egoistic his complaints are-"Why did the Lord do this to
mel Me, of all peoplel"-with the implied corollary, "I'm important,"
as indeed those around him have told him all his life that he is. There
is, of course, no answer to such a question. The chorus sums it up with
theepitap~ that app]jes to all neurotics, "Thou art become, 0 worst
impriso~ent, the dung~on of thyself." He has three visitors: through
yis father Manoah he relives his youth as the dedicated child of promise; with Delilah his disastrous marriage; withtlte giant Barapha, his
defeat by the Philistines and his present blindn~sand humiliation.
It is hard to tell just liow itworks--and .perhapS tl;te .mechanism of
psychoanalytic therapy will always remain obscure-but with each
session his self-centeredness diminishes, his perspective broadens, the
I
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demands on God and himself, the resenbnent against God and ·the
guilt-feeling toward himself, lessen. From apathy he is at last stirred
into positive and determined action-the ability to act appropriately
is, I suppose, the sign of successful psychotherapy. "Be of good CQurage/' he says finally-Samson telling the-chorus to be of good couragel
....."1 begin to feeV Some rousing motions in me which disposel To
something extraordinary my thoughts." And the great deed is perform~d, and the play ends "with calm of mind, all passion spent." The
answer is of course essentially no different from that which Milton
had stated thirty years before: full o~ Angst and resenbnent at the
realization that he is growing blind, he complains "Doth God exact
day-labour, light denied?" and then tells himself firmly, "God doth
not need . . . man's works"-not even those of so important an individual as John Milton.
Blindness, a public life that had crashed in ruins, an unfortunate
marriage were the traumas Milton had to exorcise. Wordsworth, at the
time he wrote The Prelude, had, we know, two. He had left Annette
Vallon pregnant in France and was unable to rejoin her; he had
identified his whole being with the starry-eyed political ideology of
the early French Revolution-"Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive"and now could no longer conceal from himself that it had turned into
cynical and power-hungry barbarism. As with Arthur Koestler and
others of a later generation, his God had failed, as must any god we
adopt in order to prop up our feelings of self-importance. The intense
guilt and resenbnent these events must have generated, we, from the
outside, caneasily see. Wordsworth, at the beginning of the poem, does
not see them; all he is conscious of is inhibition, the inability to realize
his creative potential, to write the poetry he knows he has in him. .
So he wanders back to his birthplace, and slowly, in painstaking detail, relives his life again-his boyhoood in the lonely Lake Country,
his Cambridge years, his encounter with the big city, the involvement
with the French revolution, his disillusion with it Even here he cannot bring himself to mention the Annett~ Vallon incident: it is too
painful to bring to thd surface of his conSCiousness (psychiatrists· are
familiar with the situation), although he left an ostensibly fictional
!lccount of it under the disguised names'of Vaudracour and Julia.
. The analytic process that emerges is remarkably modem. What he
rememl;>ers best and dwells on is not any conscious·connected narrative
of the "big things" in his life, but isolated memories of small, seem-
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"ingly trivial incidents-"epiphanies"-moments when he seemed to
be living most fully and vividly. He recaptures these and dwells on
them lovingly, using them as medicines for his wounded sense of
worth. In the end he emerges, h($led, able to feel once more, able
to write again; able to say with calm and serene assurance to his friend
Coleridge, "Wh~t we have 10ved,1 Others will love, and we will teach •
them how."
For my final example of a work in the traditio,n of the classic exposition of the sin of pride and of the remedy for it, I tum"to one
which has bren, most grossly mishandled" by modem readers. I will
not presume\to guess whether this is because they ,are ignorant of that
tradition, or because it is such a powerful exposition of the doctrine
that they must either wrest it into some other shape or else part with
some of their own treasured complacency as they read it. I refer, you
may have guessed, to Gullivets Travels, by the Very Reverend Jonathan,Swift, Doctor of Sacred Theology, priest and dean in the Church
of Ireland. It is the story, you will remember~ of the education of one
Lemuel Gulliver, a good, average, la,w-abiding Englishman w~o, like •
most people, has never dreamed of examining the assumptions on
which he lives but has absorbed, as absolutes, the customary values of
his time and environment-one of those innumerable individuals
whom Eliot. describes as "decent, godless people,1 Their only monument an asphalt road,1 And a thousand lost golf balls"; as ordinary
and representative of his time and place,as~ Karenina of hers; the
common man; one of us. He begins his adventures by seeing himself
and his fellows in miniature, through the wrong end of a telescope,
living out their ordipary daily lives. He is properly filled with disgust
at the sigh4 thougH as yet he makes no connection and remains detached-detachmen~ comes easily to the Gullivers of this world. Then
he meets the enlightened King 'of Brobdingnag, who makes the connection for him. The king points out that the history of the Gullivers
of western Europe, a~ Lemuel proudly narrates it to him, contains a
great deal df wanton doing of harm. But the harm does not interest
Gulliver, or he does not see it, or he justifies it because he is absorbed
in the endJess struggle to think well of himself as a representative of
modem Western civilization:'Gu}liver has powerful inner resources
in that struggle: he is patronizingly superioIi to the Kints unenterprising refusal to have anything to do with gunpowder-"Themiserable effects of a confined educapon," he sneers at the King; ·'a strange
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effect of narrow principles and short views." At last, he comes to the
land of the Yahoos and the Houyhnhnms and, overwhelmed by the
evidence, his defenses finally collapse.
, There are two crucial points in the interpretation of Book Four of
Gulliver. The first is one's attitude toward the life of the wise horses.
They marry judiciously-their marriages are arranged by their elders
("marriage counselors" we might now call them) and· are uniformly/
happy. They have no possessive "love" for their "own" progeny,' but
have equal affection for their neighbors' children, believing that
"nature teaches them to love the whole species"-it must be emphasized that Swift uses the verb 'IJove," and that the statement is a
paraphrase of the great commandment ''Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself." They make no noisy demonstrations about death, but
call it "retiring to their first mother."
The almost universal judgmen;t of recent critics li is that Swift can be
putting forward such a picture of life only to satirize it. ''Their supposedly rational way of life," one critic decides, "is so dull and impoverished that we should not wish to emulate them even if we
could. . . . They accept such inevitable calamities as dea~ calmly; ("
they eat, sleep, and exercise wisely; they believe in universal benevolence as an ideal." The theory seems to be that it enriches and vitalizes
life to eat and drink unwisely; to greet death with the outward dis- I
plays of grief so admirably organized by the morticians of Whispering
Glades; to abandon the ideal of universal benevolence and substitute
for it-what? one of benevolence limited to certain groups or races?
One may recall that life in the Oceania of George Orwell's 1984 contains a good deal of organized public hysteria and restriction of, benevolence-and unwise eating and drinking; yet not even the daily Two
Minutes' Hate and ration of Victory Gin seems to make it particularly
rich and exciting. ''There is no need," another critic·writes, "fo suppress a feeling of amusement as we read of [the Houyhnhnms']
placid, awkward domesticity"- we, in the century of nuclear bombs
and mass genocide, need not suppress a feeling of amusement at this
miserable effect of the Houyhnhnms' confined educationI Cold, emotionless, arid, dispassionate, mathematical are S,ome of the other adjectives that have been used to describe 'those for whom "Friendship
and benevolence are the two principal virtues, and those not confined to particular objects, but universal to the whole race."
One can only reply that Swift would have been no more able.than
Milton and Jane Austen and Tolstoy to comprehend the reasoning
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that quiet rationality necessarily implies an incapacity for feeling, and
noise and irrational behavior imply an abundance of it This doctrine
-bovarysme, in fact-seems to be a product of the Romantic movement (though certainly not of Wordsworth and Coleridge, whose
moral and psychiatric teaching is at one with that of the traQitional
Christian ethic), and to have been fostered by such vehicles of ,ecadent Romanticism as the Grade-B movie and the soap opera (which,
of course, have forerunners-the comedie larmoyinte of the eighteenth
century, for instance). Contrary to what seems to be the standar4 interpretation of Gullivers Travels today, Swift is not recommending
that we steer a "safe middle course" between tlie Houyhnhnms' "excess of rationality" and the Yahoos' "excess of emotion." Whaf is
wrong with the Yahoos is not an excess but a deficiency of emotionthe fact that their emotions, such as they are, are centered exclusively
on themselves. The key to Gullivers Trayels is of course contained in
the last two paragraphs of the work, where we are emphatically told
that the distinguishing feature of the Yahoo, by contrast with the
Houyhnhnm, is pride. As love, the most comprehensive of emotions,
implies the development of man's capacity for feelfug,. so pride, egocentricity, one must repeat, implies a general inhibition of it. The
whole vast range of compassion, of empathy, of the ability to ~espond
with genuine feeling to the world outside10neself-to' other people,
to nature, to art and literature-is narrowe(t to an ability to respond
only to self-regarding situations. The' shallow emotional life of the
egocentrio consists only in pleasure in situations that bolster his ego
.
and pain in situations that he thinks diminish his status.
To be sure, the exhibitions of egoistic emotion are often spectacular
-the Yahoos, like Hedda Gabler and Anna Karenina; make the air
hideous with their cries of frustration and jealousy and self-pity. A display of neurotic "depression," of Angst, of spleen, may also be dramatic: "A fancy would sometimes take a Yahoo to retire into a comer,
to lie down and howl and groan and spurn away all that came near
him, although he were young and fat and wanted neither food nor
water; nor did the servants imagine what could possibly ail him." But
such manifestations are not to be compared for intensity of feeling
with the rich, varied,. and on the surface often quiet emotional life
of the individual who has to some extent managed to free hhnself from
the tyranny of the ego and, to lose himself in others and the wQrld of
experience outside himself. It is ItOt the HQUyhnhnms but the Yahoos
w40 are eUtotionally stultified"':not tIie quiet Kitty Shcherbatskys. but
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the noisy "Anna Kareninas; not the silent Christ of Dostoevsky's
fable but the noisy Grand Inquisitor, and the noisy Satan of Paradise
~t

f
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1
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It is true, as other critid have poin~~d. out, that the life of the
Houyhnhnms, free from pride, is unattainable in its entirety by sinful
human beings. Long before the twentieth century,-indeed, opponents
of Christianity mainbJined that the Christian (and Houyhnhnm)
ideal of loving your neighbor as yourself was unattainable by human .
beings; but solemnly to argue, as has been done, that the mere "fact"
thaf it is unattainable demonstrates that Swift can be ,presen~g it
only to satirize it seems, in its naive cynicism, a peculiaily twentiethcentury twist. My own ideal may be to become the perfect teacher,
or never to permit a misprint to pass me in proof, or to bring about
the complete abolition of racial discrimination on this continent. It
may well be demonstrated that, as things are, these will remain unattainable by me. But that argument will not persuade me to discard
them as ideals. Is The Imitation of Christ to be reinterpreted as a
subtle satire on the ground that Thomas a Kempis was well aware
when he wrote it that the perfect SinlEness of hrist is, by theological
definition, unattainable by human . gs?
No, Gulliver: will never become a ouyhnhnm here on earth, and
his ejection froni Houyhnhnmland (as Adam and Eve's from Paradise) is~ymbolic of that fact. This b1i.lngs us to the second- crux: what
happens to Gulliver at the end of the story? You will read in modem
commentaries that he falls into apathetic and irrational despair, that he
goes mad, ~d this is further proof that Swift is satirizing the Houyhnhnm ideal. But in fact nothing of the kind ,happens. It is true that
when he recognizes that he is a Yahoo and must live with his fellow
Yahoos, he is for a time profoundly distressed and confused: this is the
. normal reaction in a religious conversion at the point when a consciousness of sin is reached, or in a course of psychotherapy when .th~
patient is at last made to strip the comforting pretenses from his eyes
and see himself as he really is. But that is not the end of the therapy,
nor of Swift's story, and one wonders why critics go on trying to pretend tlJat it is. Five years elapse after Gulliver'$ homecoming, and at
the end of this time his way of life is des~ribed with perfect clarity: "I
return! to apply those excellent lessons of virtue t leamedamong the
Houyhnhnms; to instruct the Yahoos of my own family as far as I
shall ,find them doclble; to behold'my figure often in a glass." Is this
not precisely the Christian program-to strive to live according to the·
C.
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ideals of virtue (whether completely attainable or not) ; to teach others
to do likewise; continually to mortify our pride by reminding our.selves 'that we are sinners, Yahoos: to say to ourselves, as Swift said to
himself daily out of his Prayer Book, "If we say that we have no sin, we
deceive ourselves . . . . there' is no health in us; but Thou, 0 Lord,
have mercy upon us, miserable offenders"? After all the hundreds of
thousands of words that "have been expended in ingenious attempts
to get around it,· the fact remains that Gulliver's Travels teaches
nothing more nor less than the old Christian doctrine concerning the
sin of pride, cOplfortless as th;;lt doctrine may be to human complacency. It refuses to' comfort it because it maintains that such complacency is itself the main thing that gets in the way of genuine human
happiness.
The subject seems almost inexhausbole. I have tried in this paper
to make one major point: that it is an egregious error of critical
method to attempt to explicate such classics of the Augustinian ethic
as those I have mentioned without giving full weight to the moral and
psychiatric doctrine on which they are constructed. But one might
go one from this to discuss many matters. It is tempting, for instance,
to try to sketch the history of a completely opposed ethical viewwhat might be called neo-Stoicism or neo-fatalism-in works from, say,
those of Bryon down to those of Eugene O'Neill. This is the view in
which we seem to ~ asked ~o lament over "tragedies of fate," "victims
of circumstance," characters who succumb to "the Angst which is the
product of the age we live in," who have difficulty solving "the problem of self-identity in the lllodern world," and suchlike sorrows. I
have a feeling that to Jane AUsten, say, some of these works-those of
the later O'Neill, for example-would seem the most driveling sentimentality. There is somethibg illogical, as well as vaguely repellent,
, in as~ us to feel compassion for a character the maip cause of
whose griefs (as well as the griefs he inflicts on others) is that he is
unable to feel compassion for anyone 'except himself. If the writer
believes'that compassion is a good thing,. then let him show, in his
work, the evil consequences of lack of compasSion, and how it is possible to develop the capacity to feel compassion. A thoroughgoing
fatalism, it might be argued, is even anti..literary: if one really believes
in it, what is the·point of writing at all? At the best, the only emotions
it can deal in are a sterile and pointless resenqnent and self-pity, the
artistic possibilities of which are extremely limited.
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It would be interesting, too, to consider how some recent writers,.
starting from very different premises from those of Milton and Swift,
amve in the end, it seems to me, at a moral position very close to the
classic one I have been .trying to expound. It is true that, like Swift,
they do· not give a very flattering picture of the world as it is, and fo~
this reason have been called (like 'Swift) "pessimistic" and mucl~
worse. But a surprising number of them,. if one takes the trouble t<j
read carefully what they are trying to say, diagnose precisely the same
disease Swift does, and by offering a diagnosis in human terms (not
in terms of some mystical "fatality," as the fatuous Charles Bovary
explains everything in the last, superbly ironic sentence FIaubert puts
into his mouth), they suggest the possibility of a cure. I think of such
things as the lines in which Auden splendidly paraphrases the, preat
Commandment, "You shall love your crooked neighbor,/ With your
crooked heart," and the one memorable line in Evelyn Waugh's somewhat embarrassing novel, Brideshead Revisited, "To know and love
one other human being is the root 9f a!1 wisdom." In Hemingway's
~ and only important novel, The SuD'Also Rises (not, it might be
noted, "The Sun Goeth Down"), there is as subtle and merciless a dissection of egocentricity, in the person of Robert Cohn, as any in
Tolstoy or Jane Austen, and in Jake Barnes and Brett Ashley. a par;' \
trayal of people beginning painfully to win through to something
better (though Hemingway himseH was too weak to persist in that Istruggle, and fell prey to gimmicks of one kfnd or another). When
Norman Mailer proclaims "Sex for orgasm, not sex for ego," he is not
too far away from Bishop Berkeley's "Sensual pleasure is the Stll,Dmum bonum." James Baldwin's Giovanni's Room gives a most expert analysis of tIre mechanism whereby emotional inhibition is
generated and transmitted in an American father and son, and of the
appalling cruelty the egocentric is capable of when his supply of egobolstering dope is threatened. Even.in such clumsily contrived and
written pieces as Allan Ginsberg's Howl and- John Rechy's City of
Night the intensity of the message "Love or perish" manages to shine
through the verbiage and to some extent save them. It remains to be
seen whether these writers will be able to remaip true to that insight
or, like Hemingway, succumb to the innumerable enticements to stray
and end by sinking into the moras~ .
Finally, there is the problem of "tragedy," a word lhave been trying
to avoid in this discussion. In essence I agree with George Steiner, in
his recent book The Death of Tragedy, that the traditional conception
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of tragedy cannot subsist together with the Christian ethic, or the
point of view I have been trying to present.'Tragedy/' Steiner says,
"is alien to the Judaic"- and by extension, the Christian~"senseof
the world. . . . The ways of God to man are just. Not only are they
just, they are rational. . . . Tragic drama arises out of prec,isely.the
contrary assertion-necessity is blind. . . . The Judaic vision sees in
disaster a specific moral fault or failure of understanding. The Greek
tragic poets assert that the forces which shape or destroy our lives lie
Qutsidethe governance of reason." But I do not think the loss of the
traditional theory of, tragedy a very lamentable one, if only because I
have watched too many critics· and actors striving to make Macbeth,
Othello, and AntODy admirable, and therefore pathetic, characters,
and fighting a losing battle against Shakespeare's text every inch of
the way. These "tragic heroes" are pompous, sometimes ludicrous, egocentrics-Emma Bovarys in dOublets and hose. Mary McCarthy a
short time ago expressed what most. readers have instinctively felt
about "Lady Macbeth's husband" before the critics told them they
ought to feel difIerently.6 Prior to that Caroline Spurgeon had deflated him into a bundle of old clothes, an Adolf Hitler as played by.l
Charlie Chaplin.
As for Othello, Eliot long ago noted the contemptible bovarysme- .
Eliot's word-of Othello's final speech: Othello, the incarnation of
"the will to see things as they are not." "What Othello seems to me to
be doing," says Eliot, "is cheering himself rip. He is endeavouring
escape reality, he has ~eased to think about Desdemona, and is thinking about himself."" A careful examination of the play will show that
Othello never did think about Desdemona, but,always about himself.
She was never moreJ:o him than a "support"·' to his ego, as Anna
Karenina was to Vronsky's and Vronsky to Anna's.' Like Vronsky,
Othello "looks at people as if they were things," and Desdemona is
merely one of those thiugs-a precious jewel in an Ethiop's ear. It is
wrong of Eliot, though, to charge Shakespeare with Stoicism because
Othello is a Senecan egocentric. Shakespeare, I am sure, saw through
Othello, if only because he makes it so easily possible for· us to see
through him, and because by way of contrast he gives us Desdemona,
. a ·person who is capable of genuine love, and because in at least one
pnty, King Lear, he gives us a conversion, a psychotherapy, in which an
egocentric comes to know himself and to ~oine extent becomes capable of love. But as for Othello, EIi'9ll sums him up accurately:
"Humility is the most difficult of' all virtues to achieve; nothing dies

to
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harder than the desire to think well of: onesel£.7' And that, you may
recall, is where we came i n . ;
,
,

".

'·'-1

"The Houyhnbnms, the Yahoos, and the History of Ideas," in Reason and tbe
, Imagination, ed. J. A. Mazzeo (New York, 1962 ), pp. 245 if.
2. The Sane Society (New York, 1955),PP· 31-3 2 •
"
3. I put the clause which precedes this statement, "Had I been in love," in a
footnote rather than the text, so as to make things easier for the rea(}er who is not yet
ready to cope with Jane Austen's complex irony. She is using the word here, of course,
as Lydia would have used it to descn'be her relationship with Wickham. Likewise, when
Swift says that "Courtship, love, presents, jointures, settlements have no place" in the
thoughts of the Houyhnhnms when planning marriage, it would be fairly obtuse to
think that he meant by ''love'' what he means when he says (only five sentences before)
that the Houyhnhnms believe that "Nature teaches them to love the whole species."
4. The fact reflects no great credit on literary scholarship, but it seems that an
important factor in the misinterpretation of Book Four has been the elemenfflIY error
otattributing a twentietb-century meaning to an eighteenth-century word ijl Swift's
statement "They have no fondness for their colts or foals:' "Fondness"· connotes "fool·
ishn~'; it does not mean simply "affection" as it does now. The eigbteenth-pentury
meaning is excellently illustrated by a remark of Horace Walpole's about his C;I.dhood:
th~ l"supposed necessary care of me '. • . so engrossed the att~tion of my m tlier that
compassion and tenderness soon became extreme fondness" (W. S. Lewis, Ho ce Wal·
pole [New York, 1961], p. 11). Lewis rightly goes on to point out the bamiful effect
on Horace's personality of Lady Walpole's possessiYeness, her "momism," a by~product
of her resentment and self-pity at Sir Robert's neglect of her.
'
The converse of "fondness"-possessive ''lbve'' which is essentially a form of egobolstering-is ''benevolence,'' love which contains no element of the self.regarding. The
connotalions of this word, too, seem.to have changed somewhat during the nineteenth
centUry: it has picked up unpleasant associations of impersonal, institutionalized charity.
But it might wen be argued that in fact the ultimate test of genuine love, as distinguished
from neurotic "fondness," is the consistent "willing of good" to the other person.
5. With the significant exception of the oldest and most distinguished: R. S. Crane,
the late George Sherburn, and the greatest of living Swiftians, Herbert Davis. The
quotations that follow are respectively from A. E. Dyson; "Swift: The Metamorphosis of
Irony," Essays and Studies, 1958 (London, 1959), reprinted in Gulliver's Travels, ed.
ReA. Greenberg (New York, 1961), pp. 315-16, and Kathleen Williams, Jonathan
Swift and tbe Age of Compromise (Lawrence, Kans~ 1958), pp. 185-191.
6. "General Macbeth," Harper's Magazine, June 1962, pp. 35-39. Miss Spurgeon's
analysis is in her Sbakespeare's Imagery..
7. "Shakespeare and the Stoicisin of Seneca," Selected Essays (195~), p. 111.
1.
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REALITY AND 'REALISM
I'N CERVAf'\TES AND LORCA
i

I

One warm spring morning you awaken. Somebbdy is walking past
your window, whistIing~ As he disappears the sound· and presence of
the stranger unaccountably sweep into your sense of being intensely
alive. You recognize the ache of your desires, your existente; you feel
the pathos and glory of a living immediacy, your participation in
, reality. This sense, heightened by sudden awakening, makes you feel
. both oddly part of and apart from the immediate present, the quickly
vanishing moment. You have felt yourself feeling what you are. You
have been alive, this is reality.
You are in a theatre, watching a play. The first few minutes on stage
reveal two ~ctresses unsure of their roles. They hesitate, th~y seem
hobbled, their words don't match their gestures-the play drags on
without their really being inside it. Suddenly by some ch~cteristic
gesture !he first actr~ catches OD. Something.she says, the way. she
says it, and then that gesture, make d the difference. The second
actress catches on, and now the play moves easily, wanDly, 'lully controlled. The result is that you, watching the play, are suddenly' inside
it, and part of it-in that enviable situation of one who is living a part
by watching and feeling but not having to suffer it; Qf one intensely involved in 'a life not his own, yet knowing heexist& outsideit.;But~,
this you may not realize until the curtain falls and you. are snapped'
back into reality. This experience is the conscious effect of artistic
realism.
_,
The point is to distinguish between the two ideas, realityandlrealism~partly, because a literary discussion needs a theory to.,gb.:oIltbut
also because we are discussing the works of two quite'different but
very comparable literary realists,rCervantes and Garcfa LoJ:C3•.'
In rea1itywe find an immediate, ~ontinuous,non.uisct.iminating,·
unformed, nonverbal, nonformal sense oflife;inrea1ism,afOtmed
and formal sense of life which. literary art habitmllly,:transrnutes, re-
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creates, abstracts from reality. We might say that literary'realism is a .
way of feeling and seeing that nlua1izes everyday life. A classicist
would add that it holds a mirror up to nature, reflects custom, imitates .
the facts, the telltale features of reality, and redeems them in time.
Literary realists try to make reality endure beyond the moment of the
whistler passing on a warm spring morning.
In Lorca's best comedy, The Shoemaker's Prodigious Wife (La
mpatera prodigiosa) the Author appears as a character at the beginning of the play and descnoes his invention: .
The Author has preferred to set forth his dramatic example in the
lively rhythm of a familiar little shoemaker's wife. Everywhere there
breathes just such a poetic being whom the author has gressed as a
shoemaker's wife with a single ballad or a refrain of a song. Let the
audience not think it strange, therefore, if she appears violent or if
she assumes bitter postures, because she is always fighting, fighting with
. the reality surrounding her and fighting with fantasy when it turns
into visible reality.

I

Later, the stage directions in Act II use these strong words to descn"be
an actor, the Youth in a Sash:
His arms hang at his sides and he looks at the Wife tenderly. If an
actor exaggerates this character in the slightest he should be hit, over

the head by the director. No one should exaggerate. Farce always demands naturalness. The author has dmwn the character and the tailor
has dressed him. Simplicity.

In these two quotations are both the makings of a theory of comedy
and an indirect admission of Lorca's indebtedness to the Cervantine
interludes. The theory of comedy would insist on a familiar· subject
and a central character taken from ordinary life. Also, it would posit
an underlying theme and an attitude that expresses intenni ent violence, bitter postures, and a fighting with reality and with
y. Yet
these are strange words to use about comedy, ~ we normally
think of as being singletracked and dealing with the commonplace.
The words are even stranger when applied to farce, presumably full of
low..h'lnnor, exaggeration, mannerism, stylized vulgarity. But Lorca is
not only against exaggeration, he is for naturnI and simple characters
and for naturnIness in the actor's interpretation of character. The
precedent for this view of ~omedy and farce may be found in' Cervantes' interludes.

r-
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The "interlude" is a popular short· dramatic piece-k$wn? for
some reaso~ by its French name? entr'acte? rather than by ~ts more
typica1 Spanish name? entremes. This short .form was' perfected by
Cervantes? although it was widely used before him by such··· first-rate
writ~ as G~ Vicente and Juan de Ia Cueva.. The interlud~. f0IO?- ;was
used m Spamsh after Cervantes under otherlabeIs~paso? an~o? samete?
genero chico:-though never with his. skill. The typical ,interlude is a
comical piece built around. a central .incident and meant to be performed between the acts of a fulMength play, usually to keep an audience quiet. in. it are stock characters out of the commedia del1'arte
or a play by Plautus; also? a temporarily unhinged situation that is
reassembled at the end by a token marriage, dance or banquet.
In Cervantes' interludes the characters are more than stock types
.' going through their paces in a well-worn anecdote: they are vital individuals with distinct voices. :Like Don Quixote and· Sancho Panza
th~ voices engage and depend on one another; they come alive
through the irritation of their complementariness. Simply because
.they find themselves .thrown together? they must reckon with, and in
some sense, must finally absorb .each ·other? while their identities remain unchanged. The dramati~ interest rises out of the fugal and dialectical encounters of such characters. Aware of being actors, they
draw on, and out of one another; the impulse ofoppositio~, which
stimulates the sense of their individuality. In The Hawk,.Eyed Sentinel (La guarda cuidadosa) the chief character? the soldier,: is more
confident of his ability to ward off possible suitors than of the likelihood that he will win the scullery maid, whom he is forced t~ give up
at the end to a smug, second-rate,subsacristan.. In Choosing,;:a Councilman iIi Daganzo (La elecci6n de .los alcaldes de D~o) the
bickering councilmen continually exchange insults and pedantic
qwobles. Their pedantry is outrageous and infects all the rustic candidates for office, who then display disconcerting traits of their own. .In
The Divorce.court Judge (El inez de.1os divorcios) a dialectical inter..
play takes place between each of the _couples. In. every case, they
mercilessly challenge one another's existence but, in effect, only to
reinforce it by their persistent assertiveness. Their incompatibility is
amplified by the opportunity they. have· to voice their grievances pub1icaIly in open court. But the fact that they agree to'be judged despite
their monstrous differences? helps to·:reinstate them in the community
they have been rebelling against. So the status·quo is maintained, and
the principle of incompab"bility is acknowledged only to be tran·
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scendedby the social injunction "That any truce, however sho~1
Beats the best divorce.t ' A truce, not a settlement or resolution, is the
final note in all·the iriterludes.' Reality,. which includes the incompab1;>iIity of individual wills, must be"given its due. But in -the end the
social injunction that checks incompaboility also dissolves for the
moment all individual differen~in. Cervantes' interludes.
Such characters are supremely! aware of being actors; but so are
those in the commedia de1farte, who usually tum out to be histrionic,
flat, and unreal. What keeps Cervantes' characters from suffering the
typical degeneration? The answer.seems to be that they are caught
up in the illusion that their world is real and that they do not have
to quarrel with it: instead they must demonstrate its actuality by being
themselves, the individuals they were meant to be. Anything else, as
for example, the assumption that they are grossly more or less real
than themselves, would be inadmissible on such a stage. To take them
as Simply inflated or deflated types would give rise to a mistaken identification, the sort of thing Cervantes ridiculed in the Maese Pedro
scene of Don Quixote. Remember how the furious Knight mounts
the stage to destroy the imaginary blasphemers of his ideal, who, when
he cuts them down, tum out to be puppets--or sawdust and rag dolls.
Here the dramatic and perhaps metaphysical lesson is that as soon as
you interfere with the make-believe, that magical distance separating
audience and actor, the indispensable illusion of reality turns to nothingness.
.
Lorca's drama appears to share a good deal with these interludes. In
Lorca, from the slightest farce to the sharpest tragedy there is always
a coherent and dominant theme. The same is true of Cervantes. This
is not a matter of temperament, but of artistic fidelity to the illusion
of life and to the life of illusion. Their magic is real; their reality i$
magical. They both. wish to preserve the dignity of the human character-an odd idea in comedy,' where one expects to find, in Aristotelian
terms, a looking-down on human· beings, analyses of moral weaknesses
and typical foibles, essential deh1Jmanization. The humanizing affinity in Cervantes and Lorca may be illustrated in several ways. One
way would be ~o show how each develops the theme of jtk!ousy. If
'you took the three interludes which deal particularly with this subject
and compared them with Lorca's account of the same theme fuThe
Sboemakers Prodigious WHe, what would. emerge. w01;1ld be the
typical humaneness of their comedy. And, if you went onto compare
the use. of comic conventions in these texts, more· would emerge to
t

~
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show how similarly they regard the elements of fantasy and the elements of reality in drama. What might grow out of these two demonstrations would be a third: the matter, harder to define or to illustrate,
of the same ligntheartedattitude toward life~nd-death concerns.
In some way both writers express whatispoeti~y irreducible by
means of comedy, although they are temperamentally far apart. Our
Lord Don Quixote, said Unamuno, lost his mind for us, for our eternal benefit-lito leave as our inheritance an eternal example of spiritual generosity. The same might be said, on a lesser scale no doubt, of
_the hearts of Lorca's characters, as they derive from the Cervantine
interlude.
It is perfectly clear that Lorca- had a special interest in the inter-.
ludes. As director of La Barmca, the govemmenes traveling dramatic 'company, Lorca's first offerings were The Hawk-Eyed Sentinel and
The Cave of SalamanCa. In a newspaper interview conc~ming his own
play, The ShoemaIcer's Prodigious Wife (1930), Lorca speaks of its
language with Cervantes in mind:
q

The language is popular, spoken with a Castilian accent; but it contains Andalusian forms and expressions, -enabUng me at times-such as
when the shoemaker preaches-to produce a slightly caricatural effect .
in the manner of Cervantes. (Interview in La Naci6n, Buenos Aires,
Nov. 30, 1933')

In the same interview Lorca speaks of the theme of his play. He says
theplay tri~ to express "the,struggle of reality with fantasy":
In my Shoemaker's Wife I sought to express--witbin the limits of
ordinary-fatte, and without laying hands on the elements of poetry
within my reach-:-the struggle of reality with fantasy that exists
within every human being. (By fantasy I mean 'everything that is
unreallz3ble.) -

1"his intention is

indicate~

in the__play's subtitle, "A Violent Farce
in Two Acts and a Prologue". Violent farce would also-descn"be-the
three interludes on jealousy and -other Cervantes -interludes too~ We
find the same kind of incited violence in both authors, and it impresses US because..this quality makes- for an-authentic revelation of
character- not traditionally found in comedy.
-Their common theme is the classical one of 'the jealous old husband
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and the desirable young wife. This is the theme of three other Lorca
farces: The Love of Don Perlimp1Jn for .Belisa' in his Garden; In the
Frame of DOf! Crist6bal; The Tragicomedy of Don Crist6bal and the
Lady ~osita. An old theme even in Cervantes' day, it has a certain
prestige; it gives the writer a chance to exercise .his ingenuity and to
make something of his own out of it. In· Cervantes and Lorca there
is more: the consciousness of the theme'~ tragic implications. Jealousy
~ the motivating force at the heart of the Spanish honor. plaYs; infidelity, attack upon the family, incest, and loss of pride are other
instigative forces at work in such plays. We remember these things
in reading Lorca and Cervantes because the tragic elements in the
honor plays are always in the background, and, being there, help us
understand their compassionate treatment of comic character. For
example, at the start of The Basque Imposter (El viscaino lingido)
the two tricksters So16rzano and Quinones exchange these observations about their victim, a stylish prostitute:
I

"Quinones. What sort of honor or skill is there in cheating a woman that you take such great pains to do it?
So16rzano. It's fun tricking that kind of woman. Besides, I'm not
carrying the joke too far. I mean, I won't offend God or hurt the
woman herself. A joke's not funny if it makes a person look contemPt
ible."

The seriousness of the thought is arrestiIig. It shows that a compassionate feeling for one's fellow man is the mle~.andthis the. last thing
we expect in farce. Of course, the serious unplications of jealousy
are treated in Cervantes' exemplary novels and seveIal·full-length plays;
and we are familiar with Lorca's tragedies, Blood Wedcling, Bemarda
Alba and Yerma, where it is not perhaps jealousy so much as faniily
or personal honor that is at stake.
.
. Insist~ce on honor, at least its manifestations in Golden. Age
drama, is pathological. It is the expression of thwarted will and rage
gone underground in a close, autocratic, inhuman society. The .man
who suffers actual or imaginary loss of his honoris in a state of siege:
he lives in a vacuum of fear and anxiety. Waiting to work out the
strategy of revenge intensifies his sense: of loss and dissatisfaction: he
irrationally sinks into the belief that he has been deprived of his
identity. He thinks the whole world--stars, heavens, fate, fortune-7are
shaped to the size of hJs insult. Nothing more egomaniacal, self-cen.?
'.
I'
.
.
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tered, can be imagined~ Even after Ievenge, when the insult has been
redressed (a process often presented metaphorically as th~ surgery of
death), the attacked ego still rankles, humiliated in itself. Honor
seems a kind of disease cutting man, off from society. It is th~ extreme
dead enc;l of a once humanly prized idea of dignity, nobility, and selfesteem.
'
It is against such a background that we must think of the comedy
of Cervantes and Lorca. Characters grown enormous in their tyran~
nieal self;hurt (actually, their capacity to hurt others) can only be
chastened by forcible return to a social communion, by stem laughter,
a kind of blanket-tossing humor that is corrective. This is the typical
so1ution in several 'of the interludes: Choosing a Councilman. in
Daganza, The Wonder Show (EI retablo de las maraviIIas), and The
Jealous Old Husband (El viejo celoso). An unexpected variation on
such a solution appears in Lorca's puppet farce The Tragicomedy of
Don Crist6bal and the Lady Rosita. The tyrannical ogre husband,
having at last been stabbed by the lady's lover after inflicting untold
abominations on all concerned, refuses to die. It takes him a while; he
still goes on rampaging, with the knife da~1ing from his chest. It is
only later, full of his own vengeful self-importance, that Crist6bal
falters, turns over, and dies to the sound of springs creaking inside him.
He is a sort of vengeance-and-punishment machine, about whom it is
observed, "Hey, he has no blood! Lookl See whars coming out of his
belly buttonl Do you know something7'Cristobita was not·a personl"
(How close we are here, incidentally, to the rabid officer dying on his '
own punishment macliIDe iIi Kafka's Penal Colony.) The inhuman
monster is not a person, obviously, any more than the stock figure of
the honor-lost hidalgo is in· Golden Age drama. Lorca seems to be
mocking the dehumanized vengeance-seeker who goes back to the
melodramatic past of Spanish dfama. Using such a figure, he constructs a playful satire with serlonsovertones.which enrich and balance
the comic sifuation. Even' in -a-cmde puppet. farce Lorca sees to it that
character has meaning.
Something of the same point may be made about Cervantes' Jealous' Old Husband.'AY0ling- Gallant is secretly hidden in the house of
Lorenza, the lovelorn wife, under the watchful eye of her old hUsband.
When a neighbor lugs in agigantic tapestry, everyone but the old man
. senses that the Gallant is standing there behind a full"sized repre-·
sentation ·ofthe knight· Rodamonte. Then theCallaIltslips into
Lorenza's room where she realistically reports what is going on as she .
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embraces him.
bold is the trick and so convinced is the husband
of his own vigilant security that he is compelled to. take the reality
as a delusion of his wife's, while on his side of the door his young niece
is frantiCally supporting the reality by urging her uncle to break down
the intervening door. When he agrees to do this the wife opens the
door, hurls water in, his face, and allows the Gallant to escape unnoticed. The silent Gallant is visible to everyone except the husband.
Conveyed through an illusion (the tapestry), the punishing reality he
represents does not touch the husband at all. Drowned in the delusion
that no male can enter the house, the husband remains deceived. He
is simply made to apologize to Mistress Nettlesome, his neighoor. But
we kno~ that she initiated the trick and hence we must assume that
the old man's blind jealousy will be punished again and again, since
he will continue to be duped by his own jealousy, and deluded view
of reality. This seems like a very stern corrective; the erring or more~ed-against-than-sinning wife, we almost forget to notice, gets off
scot free. But the jealous old husband Strawtubes, despite his own
blind spot, is an enormously credible and fully human figure, as we
readily recognize from his -conversation with a Friend:
'

\

Strawtubes. My friend, my dear friend: a seventy-year-old man
who manies a girl of fifteen is either out of his mind or yeams to get
to kingdom come in a hurry. I manied th~.little Lorenza because I
wanted some company, a little comf~rt, 'someone at my bedside to
close my eyes when I come to die. fno sooner got married than I ran
into a tornado of troubles and heartaches. I had a house 1:il1 marriage
unhoused me. My lodgings were peaceful till maniage dislodged me.
Friend. That was a bad mistake, my frienp, but not a fatal one, for
as Paul the Apostle says, "It is better to marry than to bum."
Strawtubes. There was nothing burnable in me, my friend. The
slightest spark would reduce me to ashes. I wanted a companion, so I
looked for a companion, and I found a companion. Now God help me
-for there's no one else who can.
Friend. Are you jealous, my friend?
Strawtubes.Of the sun glancing at her, of the breeze touching
her, of her own skirts rubbing against her.
Friend. Has she given you reason to be jealous?
.
Strawtubes. Positively notl There's no way she possibly could, and
no ifs or:buts about thaU Besides being locked with a.key"the··windows"
are shuttered and have iron "bars. No door is ever opened. No neighbor

.
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dares cross my thr~hold, and while I'm alive no one ever will. Remember this, my friend: women don't pick up bad habits by going to fairs,
parades, or public gatherings, no matter how many. Where they're
spoiled, where they slip, and~here they really tumble is at a friend's
or a neighbor's house. A nasty woman like that packs more wickedness inside her than ·darkes~ midnight. And lJ,lore ~ations are
made and brought off in her..J1;1ouse than in any crowd outSide.
Friend. I can believe it. But if Mistress Lorenza bever leaves the
house and if n0\>OOy ever gets in to see her, why are you so continually
worried?
Strawtubes. Because some day little t.orenza will find out what
she's been missing and that'll be temol~so temole that just thinking
about it frightens me; and fright drives me to despair, and my d~
.ga11s me continually.
.
Friend. You've good reasdn to be frightened, because a woman
wants all the enjoyments of matrimony straightforward.
Strawtubes. My wife enjoys them doubled-I mean, twice-over.
Friend. Maybe that's just what's wrong, brother.
Strawtubes: No, no, absolutely not. Lorenza's innocent as a dove,
and so far she d~'t know a thing about such complicated ideas~ And
now, good-bye, my friend. I'm going home.
Friend. I'd like to go along and meet y01,1rwife, Mistress Lorenza.
Strawtubes. Friend, you know that old 'Roman proverb that goes:
Amicus usque ad aras, meaning, "A friend as far as the altar." That's
to say, friends should do everytbingfoI each other except what goes .
. against their Maker. Now, my friend, I say usque ad portam, as far as
the doorway, meaning that no one oversteps the threshold of my
patience. And so good day to you, my friend, and pardon me. Exit
Strawtubes.
Friend. I've never in all ~y life seen anyone so suspicious, so
~ jealous, or so obnoxious. He's one of those fellows who go -dragging a
rope to his own hanging-the kind that die of the sickness they dread.
Exit the Friend.

The humor in this situation comes from the fact that Strawtubes is
being exactly what he ,is, an old man more Joyal to bisownjea1ousy
than to his wife or.friend. But he is still capable of having a wife and
having a friend; he is nota monster; his jea10usyis a. human: failing
and he can be! duped. He will sufferforthistbumanIy,' and. Dot
monstrously. He incites contempt in his friend, ..who 'W'oilldsurely
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dupe him if he could. But in calling him "one oj those fellows who go
dragging a rope to his own haiIging~the kind that die of the sickness
they dread," the friend seems to be describing the vengeance-trapped
monster and self-victimizer of the honor plays, who is conscious of
duping himself. This is one of the forebears of Lorca's Bemarda Alba
and the vengeance-stricken mother of the Bridegroom in Blood W 00ding. The presence of such typically obsessed tragic figures, standing
in the shadows· as they do, gives these comic characters a peculiar
glow, a kind of redemptive reality, which they would not have in the
comedy of other national literatures.
In .spanish literature a broken-down soldier, home from the ~,
has as much honor and dignity, though he loses out in the ~d, as a
shoemaker's wife successfully defending her honor in Lorca's farce.
It is not at all strange that these are both characters in comedy. In
the Cervantes interlude the subsacristan mocks the soldier for being
boastful and looking so bad; the Soldier.replies with full dignity.
Sacristan.. You'd have to- do a lot of smashing to make anything
look as smashed as those clothes of yours.
Soldier. Clothes- don't make- the man. A soldier in tattered battle
dress is as honorable as the college man in a worn gown that shows how
long he's studied. Move On now, or I'll do just what I promised.

IIi Lorca the- exchange betWeen the -Mayor and the Shoemaker's
Wife after her husband has left her displays a similar ingenuousness
accompanied by the Wife's fierce insistence on her honor.
Mayor. What a disillusioning worldI I've known many women
just like poppies-like fragrant roses-dark women with eye8' like inky
fire, women whose hair smells of sweet oils. and whose hands are always: very ~ women 'whose waists you .can .encircle with these
two fingers; but like. you-there's n0<:Jne.like·you~ Day before yesterday I was sick all morning because I saw laid out on the grass two of
your chemises with sky-blue n"bbons-and it was like seeing yoQ,
Cobbler's Wife of my soul. .
Wife, exploding .furit;>Usly. Be' qui~ old· man. Shut upl With
. grown daughters and a large family-you shoiIldn't come courting in a
manner so indecent and SQ bol~-faced. .
MayQr. I'm a widower.
Wife. And I'm a Imlrried womanl

0
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Mayor. But your husband lias left you and WIll not retuml'm
sure.
Wife. I'Illive as if I still had him.
Mayor. Well, then, I can testify, because he told me, that he
didn't love you even as much as this.
Wife. Well, I can testify that your four wives-may lightning
strike th.em-hate you to death.
Mayor, striking the floor with his staff. Now that's enough!
Wife, throwing a glass. Now that's enough! Pause.
.Mayor, under his breath. If 1could hav~ you for my own, I'd show .
you how I would tame youl
Wife, 'coyly. What's that you're saying?
Mayor. Nothing. I was just thinking that if you were as good as
you ought to h; you should understand I have the will and the generosity to make out a deed before a notary for a very beautiful house.
Wife. And what of that?
Mayor. With a drawingroom suite offumiture that cost five thousand reales, with centerpieces on the tables, brocade curtains, fulllength mirrors. . . .
Wife. And what else?
Mayor, in the manner of a Don Juan. The house has a bed with
a canopy upheld by copper birds and daisies, a garden with six palms
and a leaping-fountain, but waits-in order to be happy~fora person
I know to want to. take possession of those rooms where she would
be.... Addressing the Wife directly. Look, you'd b~aQueenl
Wife, coyly. I'm not used to such luxury. You sit down in the
drawing J;'oom, .crawl into the bed, look ·in the mirror, and lie with your
mouth open underneath the palm trees waiting for the dates to fallbecause I'm qot giving up being a shoemaker's wife.
Mayor, in an ~ect~ tone of voice. Nor am ,1 giving up being
Mayor. But it's time you knew that daylight won't: break anyeax:lier
just for your disdaining it.
Wife. And it's time you knew that I don't like you or anyone in
the village. An old man like youl
Mayor, indignant. 'I'll end by putting you in·jail.
Wife. Just you dare!

.#

;.

f

Jt.'

This is a typical comic situation: as the characters exhibit their pride
we take delight in the interchange. '¥et in a,quite similar exchange in
Mariana' Pineda, the tragedy Lorta had written three·years.earlier, we
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feel a quite different emotion, even though the police chief Medroso
offers Mariana as much for betraying her lover as the Mayor offers the
shoemaker's wife for deceiving her husband.
. The Shoemaker's Prodigious Wife was written and produced in the
middle of Lorca's short career as a dramatist. It is clearly modeled on
the Cervantine interlude, with its typically absurd humor, characters
rising into individuality, reconciliation triumphing over folly, a humorous situation based on the honor plays, and a rousing ballad at the
end. Even more notably, we find in this play the themes and intonations, the characters and ~ects, of all of Lorca's other plays, com.ic as
well as tragic. To suggest a few of these we may start with El publico
(The Audience), Lorca's last play, of which only two scenes have so
far been allowed to appear. In The Audience and in The Shoemaker
we have the same strong dramatic element of oppressed persons fighting agaiIist the pressure of mass opinion. The Shoemaker's Wife's last
words as her husband rejoins her are addressed to the neighbors a~
pearing in her window sneering copIas (couplets) against her. She
. shouts, "Quiet, long tongues. . . . Now, come ahead, come ahead if
• you want to. There are two of us now to defend my house. Two! Twol
My husband and I." She has learned that when one is alone, there is
no defense against the envious detracting- mob. Again; the nameless
youths who come t~ court the Wife are like the mannequ~ figures
in Lorca's If Five Years Pass( Asl que pasen cinco anos) , representing
dehumanized attitudes rather than substantial characters. The dis- 4
guised husband and his puppetry are analogous' to old Don. Perlim~ "1
lin's creating the illusion of a young swain in order to teach his wife ~_,t.
how to 10v~ in the tragicomedy The Love of Don PerIimp1fn and '!
Belisa in the Garden. Again, there is' a curious chorus of neighbo~
comically lamenting the Wife's devastating effect uPQn the men in
the village, in an antiphonal exchange which exactly echoes the tragic
refrain in Blood Wedrling:
Red Neighbor. Blood bas been sheet.
Yellow Neighbor. There are no white handkerchiefs left.
Red Neighbor. Two men like two suns..
Yellow Neighbor. Pierced by knives.

There is also the Wife's awareness of her vigorous forebears, her pride,
and herdespemte inability to find an hopomble solution to her situation, which suggest Yerma~ She is speaking to her disguised husband:
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version of what is real, as Lorca does in his plays and Cervantes· in the
interludes. The closed-in world. of the stage does not keep the real
world outside; it essentializes and realizes that world.
Perhaps there is an illusion beyond illusion which must be encoun- ~
tered before we can recognize essential reality on the stage. This is
shown in several of ~e Cervantes interludes. Take Trampagos, the
Pimp Wno Lost His Moll (Trampagos, el ronan viudo). There the
social norm.is that of the ungerworld, closed in on itself, with its own
code of conduct, which seems to mock by imitating the behavior o£
people, in respectable society. Suddenly there is an intrusive note,
when a constable is seen approaching. The gang freezes and panics.
But Trampagos quickly reassures them that it is only the law going by,
abstract artificial, collective, nonhuman. And such a world can be
handled simply enough, even invisibly. As he says, 'The con~table's
a friend/ Of mine-no reason to be scared of him./ ... Suppose!
He'd stopped, he couldn't nab us. I'm sure of that.! He'd never
squawk because his pahn's been greased."
Or, take Tne Wonder Snow (El retabIe de las maravillas), where
the illusion is twofold throughout. For vanity's sake and morder to
keep up appearances, the better people in town, the officials and their
families, are forced to accept the stage managefs conditions without
question. To see the invisible tableau he has prepared, the inner
audience must qualify by having been legitimately born (not bastards)
and pure-blood Christians (not heretics). Anxious to prove themselves qualified, each tries to outdo the other by reacting to what he
plainly does not see 3$ though he were experiencing it with all his
senses. Outdoing the, manager's deception, the last word in self-delusion comes when the Mayor has his compliant nephew mOunt the
stage to dance with the invisible figure of Herodias, who made John
the Baptist lose his head. The nephew simply.gyrates alone, dancing
with himself. The other side of the illusion is that when an intruder,
the Army Quartermaster, enters, the inner audience refuses to return to the reality of their uninitiated lives but incriminates the newcomer as a bastard and a heretic for outrageously saying he. cannot
see the tableau. The illusion has swallowed them and the curtain goes
down o~ the ri<?ting dupes ~sthe stage manager steps forth .~romising
to decet.ve the whole town m the· same way at the next performance. ,(
It is not the. illusl?n that h~ ~umphed so muth as the folly' of those
who would. take It for reality ·m order to pr~etVe the appearance of.
negative virtues"':'their not being bastards antI their not beingheretics.
I
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A realist lives in his work. He is its style, its form, its reason for being. We may ~o longer be in the habit of .confoundingDon Quixote
with Cervantes himself, but that does not mean ·that we cannot p.erceive the personal world of the author in the heroes he chooses or the
victories and defeats they encounter. In their different ways Cervantes
and Lorca insist on being present in their work. !tis not just in the.
obvious instances, as where Cervantes refers to himself by name in the
Quixote and to his book··in The Basque ImpoStor~ ·orwhere Lorca
refers to himself by name in one of the ballads' of Romancero gitano.
It is in the values, the qualities, say of patience, humility~ and in a
curious bedrock sort of life-acceptance that we find Ceryantes in his
work. Similarly it is with the virtues of love, force, and renunciation
(qualities he himself designates) by which we identify Lorca in his
work. These are subtle matters and not easily illustrated. But I do wish
to indicate in some' way what the Lorean essence and what the Cervantes essence are like. So I have chosen to plagiarize some material
from the Preface to my book on Lorca, and then to quote the last
paragraph of Cervantes' Prologue to the Reader, from the 1615 volume
of Eight Plays and Eight Interludes, Never Performed, written a year
before his death. This is the paragraph on Lorca:
Reality, Lorca said, is prose, what lives now, the present tense: it
is. The beauty of. truth is poetry, timeless, always existent, all tenses.
To be made conceivable, reality requires the poet's strategy, and poetry
needs for its truth what Lorca ca11ed "the opening of the veins," the
expression. of human pride in love, force, and renunciation. . . . Understood in this way, Lorca a~ the eJ,ld of his life was writing for very
high st:tkes-and the only ones by which he could sustain his vision '
of human pride. "When the pure forms were wiped out," he ends a
poem in Poet in New York.
. .' • I sensed that they had murdered me.
They swept through cafes. gmveyards, churches.
they opened the wine casks and the closets,
they tavaged three skeletons to yank the gold teeth out.
But they never found me.
They never found me?
No. 1'hey never found me.

The lines have often been taken as a p~phecy of his own death in the
Goyesque horrors of the Spanish Civil War. But-they speak more precisely about his obsession with the figure of human pride..They say
that in a world where( the possibility of the triple human equation no-
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longer exists, there is only murder and pillage, death and anonymity.
If we-have anything to learn by studying Lorca, it is, in the end, the
knowledge of how he attempted to uphold the pure fOIIlls,the strategies of victory against certain defeat in the arena of evety day, the life
of uncontestable reality.
"-

The Cervantes who wrote the Prologue to his plays was tp write a year
later on Apri119, 1616, four days before his death, this dedication of
the novel Persiles, to his patron, the Count of Lemos.
I would that these ancient rhymes, famous in their time, and beginning "With my foot already in the stirrup," were not so apposite in
this letter of mine, for with these v.ery words I can begin and say,
'·With my foot already in the stirrup;/ In the agony of death,/ Noble
Lord, I address these words to you." Yesterday I received exLreme
unction, and today I pen this dedication; the time is brief, my agony
increases, hopes diminish, and yet withal I go on living out of my
desire to live; for I should like to set.the limit of my life far enough
ahead to greet your excellency and welcome you 'back to Spain. . . .
Three works still remain unfinished. . . .
This passage is suddenly introduced here in order to give a taste of the

utter sanity and full-bodied sense of reality of which the author of the
comic .interludes was capable. And now th.e last paragraph of his
Prologue.
.
Some years ago I returned to myoId pastime, and thinking the
times were still the same as when they sang my praises, I again began
to write a few plays. But I found no birds in last year's nests-I mean,
I found no managers who wanted them, although they knew I had
them. And so, I put them away in a trunk,'consecrating and condemning them to etmlal silence. In good time a lbookseDer told me he
might buy them from me, although a royally licensed stage manager
had told hi~ that a good deal could be expected from my prose, but
from my poetry, nothing at aD. To tell the truth~ I was certainly Pained
to hear this, and I said to myself, '·Either I have changed and become
a,nother person or the times have improved imtn:ensely.:...whic~ is genemlly the other way around, since people alwaYs praise' the days gone
by." I went back to glance through my p~ys and some of the interludes with which they had. been put away, and I judged neither'kind to
be so bad as not to deserve being brought out of the obscurityinwhicb
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that ~lever manager .bad cast them and into the purview of other
less finicky and more' understanding managers. I grew tired of it all
and,sold them to the same bookseller who has published them in the
iplf»rint now offered you here. He'paid mea modest sum; I took the .
money agreeably, without having to haggle with actors and managers. I
wish the plays were the best in the world, or at least reasonably good.
You will be the jUdge of that, dear reader. And jf you find anything
good in them, contrary to what that stage Illanager critic of mine says,
tell him to amend his criticism, since I offend nobody; a.nd tell him to
note that they do not contain any patent or covert sort of stupidity.
The verse is just what is called for in these plays and is of necessity
"written in the low style, the only one ofthethtee styles that is possible.
The language of the interludes is appropriate to the chamcteIS p~e
sented in them. And if he amends his views in regard to all this, I will
offer him a play I am now writing, called The Deception in Plain
View, which, if I do not deceive myself, should, make him happy.
And so with that, God give you health and me patience.

The translations from The Sbocmab:r's Prodigious Wife are by James Gmham-Lujan
and Richard L. o'Connell (Garcia Lorca: Five Plays, New Directious 1963). The
translations from the CemDtes' interludes are by Edwin Honig (cervantes: Interludes.
A Signet ~ N"ew American LI'bmy, i96.f} .

• EDWIN HONIG is th~_ author of nine books; the most recent is his ,translation of the Interludes, -of Miguel Cervantes, a Signet Olassic published
by the New American i Libmry in 1<)64' An acknowledged authority on
Lorca, Honig's Garcia Lorca was released' by New ,DirectiOIlS in 1<)44, and
the revised edition was issued as a pa~back in 1955" Northwestern Uni.versity Press published his Dark Conceit:7'heMakingof Allegory, in 1959.
A major American POet, he has written three volUI1les' of verse, and is c0editor of the Mentor Book of Major AmericanPaets. His writing has appeared in themaj~r reviews, among them Kenyon, Sewanee, Partisan and .
Saturday, as well as The Nation, Paetz¥, Accent, and Commonweal. Now
a member of the English Depamnent,at Brown University, he lived' in
Albuquerque in 1947-49, during which time he held a Guggenheim Fellow·
ship and served as Poetry' Editor of New Mexico Quarterly. He was
awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship again in 1<)62(
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The Pipe Smokers
Eclogue for an Unspecified Occasion

...

A. This summer cannot last. Its tales
will tell us what last summer told,
and nothing more. More of, the samepersuade us, surely, of its gold
accomodations: sun and sunflowers, and the admitted flame
of certain evenings with bells '
and spells and recognitions (one
must acknowledge thes,e), but how
do these apply? I say, who fails
us now failed US before. His'name,
although indifferent, is the same.
B. I think that summer is a sad time.
c. I don~tagree.
B.
I mean, aUour
summers, strange seasons, often seem
endless. Or strangely multiply,
out of all proportion to the time,
in a kind of progres~hour by hour
and flower by flower, to the end.
C. I think that there is too much wind
in sails, trees, tongues.
D.
. I think the end
is endless, but how qoes that apply?
-If, as you say, application
is necessary, surely there
is time '. •• ?
A.
But your time is not my time
B. And my time is not your time
C.
And our'
time is not ever quite oUIOwn. '
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D. (As mere aside, I prefer my own.)
A. In consonance with this affair
of desperate inventiveness
we seearound us everywhere
ifs high time now that someone took
it on himself to do, devise,
evolve, attempt, or otherwise
(reasoning from a physics book)
deliver us from our distress
construct a Time for our despair.
-That is to say, why shouldn't it
be possible somehow to invent
some simple, obvious instrument
for measuring the kind of time
wemean •.. ?
D.
(He means the kind of time
we all insist on in our rhyme!)
A. I mean some old mathematic made
useful, starting where the sundial left off: not light and shade,
but that kind of premonition.
B~ You mean, perhaps, a certain kind
of a machine not quite machine
butclose to it, perhaps designed
after the-inner workings of
the Hower that we look at when
we choose to look at Howers, in
their time (which is not ever ours),
moving with them when they move
on all their various ways to love,
going where they go in time
not quite time . . • ?
C.
Or do you mean
a kind of clock not quite a clock
a kind of clock almost a clock
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to measme the inconstancy
of yenow afternoons at sea • • . ?
-Which are often interminable,
I mustadmit, in spite of all
the usual things:
D.
.,
the casual
attendance to one's house; the dry
preoccupation with.the skyhigh rents this season dooms us to;
c. the refusal of om animals
to eat, to love, or to sit still;
B. unable to get*comfortable
in any chair, however welldesigned or placed;
D.
last year's car
with a broken axle;
C.
next year's love
already making its demands
with all contrivances of bands;
D. neighbor-watching, because we are
confronted with no other view
from om windows;
B.
and winter chill
and autumn wet and summer still;
c. the possibility~ eYeIlt
of forgetting to get up at seven
and losing even ourdull jobs;
D. theaccumulatioI1offurnitme
(the Louis deskwithmissing knobs,
the damaged, fr.Jil Venetian chair)
for which wehave rio heart orroom;
Be' and spring's too brlefand antumn's old
and swnmet'slongandwinte¥scold;
D. and still the'incessant,en~esscry
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for more time! Your clock should by
unwinding, going backwards to
a time when we had Time to do.
A. -All of which, certainly, is,
as speculation, valuable. But
let me (to interrupt) propose
a question (which mayor may not
be useful) : Who among us knows
(from books, or observation, or
merely reasoning from the facts
at one's disposal, if nothing more)
how the summer's fable goes?
"":"1 mean, its book of silences,
that fata1look, which we present
as, sometimes, perfect (a lament
too frequently subscribed to, too
often indulged in; caught, sworn to).
I m~ its myth, to which we bring
all the glib uncertainty,of
our eloquence: the sea, the sun,
and the sun's weather that sits upon
our house well into eVenlng, .
coaxing from the casual room
occasional constructs, certainly,
or an idea that is almost on
the edge of truth (or passion),

)

in~tingcertainodddi~essiom

from thelighted pipes, the few
yellow bottles of smoky liquor
in which, we say, we see suns float,
or a figure in a gtlded boat:
in short, the fol-de-rol, the claptrap cadences that catch us up
and'give a kind of credence to
the stuff of our credulity,
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the room of our particular view.
-Do not misunderstand me. I
realize that we must not·
merely catalogue, merely decry
these things (which have a certain place,
of course, and can be accomplished
with some intelligence and grace).
I insist, only, that we shed
our enthusiastic notions of
validities, importancesthe various attitudes of love
lost, or won,to which the pipes.
persuade us with their axioms,
or by their very silences
(having recourse to the enormous
summer's rhetoric of sun• light and stray fires )-as,
waking to summer on our bed,
we are convinced of its passion,
sto~ed to stillness by its look,
deluded by its Time into
timelessness. I say (as I
have said before) :. Look.
D.
.
At stones?
A. At ourselves, impelled ~bY'some
unrecognizablCr unknown
event that is still to come
neXtautumn, winter, summer-one
marvelousweather all our own, .
always just about to begin.
D. This summer's ruin clatters in .
our bones.
C.
Termites will take our house.
B. The yellow moths will storm again
tonight, after the SUD, and douse
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our lanterns with their drunken wings.
D. As drunkenly as June begins
another round oftoo few days
and too few things too many ways
C. which no one wants. And no one sings
B. and no one moves or dares to breathe
for breathing may by chance deceive
D. us into life, make us believe
B. the constantsermons that we preach
C. intenninably. As each to each
D. we riddle with our insect speech
B. and back to ba~ as leaf to leaf
C. we try persuasion, try belief
D. try manners, fOIDlal ~egance
for want of any other stance
C. try loving what we will have lost
next season, at whatever cost
B. too many things too many ways
too much ~e in which to IBise
D. too many questions. -Admittedly
(discussion is endless), we
cannot last. No more can summer
then, confounded by our tales,
or by our sheer temerity,
do other than ring in its sPells
and wait until we finally err.
What does it matter if no one singS,
or what this summer's season brings?
Will there be sun, or snow, or min?
And if the teImites take our house
will it be their, or our, gain?
-I have been called a prophet of doom
bysome few friends, in this room.
And rightly. I admit it. I
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claim it as prerogative
ana choose it as a way to live,
as preferable to the uncertainty
of seasons, suns, or the dark world
of our friends who still lie curled
in their belief in flower or leaf.
It is not their, but my, belief .
in such things that moves me to
disaster in my public view.
C. As someone said, it's a question of
the various attitudes of love:
what we will or will not take
or where we'll go or what we'll do
or who we're getting closer to
or how we'll make our last mistakeno different this summer than
the last, indifferently the man
or mouse, the killer"or the slain,
or both, or neither, keeper of
birds or beasts or flowers, in love
or out, in sun or wind or min,
so long as we (soPlehow) remain
consistent to our kind of pain
as landlords of summer's dying house,
the dispossessed possessors of
every time and kind of love,
whose fathers, brothers, sons arouse
us to inheritance, then die
intesiat~ leave us passion by
default, their cancerin our blood
and bones, and their, and Adam's sin
upon our heads, where we sit in
our riddled ho~sein this green wood.
B. In our greenhouse in this green wood
to sit under the sun and sun-
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flowers where once our grandparents stood
is all we need. There is no one
can call us from our trellises
where we climb up to take the sun,
be greener than our silences,
intoxicate more than these wines
whose color is what loving does,
be faster than this house of vines
whose fastness has your house my heart
entangled in its crossing lines
across the roof my sky your art,
commensurate with all we know
of where the summer's fables start.
Because there is no one and no
one comes except the sun, will there
at last be time and time to grow
upwards by light to lighted air
or down among the roots of friends
who have my time and time to'spare?
My house your heart is where it ends:
the greenhouse growing in our blood
is wheremy life your love begins.
A. Enough! We have enough of spells
to last until we're blind and old,
and something more. Not quite the samebut surely what we've just been told
of clocks and ~owers and ,the sun
is quite enough to name his name·
who gives us pause, and know his tales
for what they are? To. be undone
by where he goes is to allow
no room at all. I say, he fails
.
us still, who failed before, an~ name
him with his proper name: the same.
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LOUISE srOLL

EPISODE
Later,
When the child was gbne
I summed it up.
.
I told myself the mother was simple,
And in simplicity sustained somehow
Without resentment that the child without a mind
Washers.
Earlier,
Before I knew the mother
She meant to me some jangled unfamiliar bejng
To cope with such~
And the child, before she was a child to me,
A dnobling, gurgling, pitiable thing.
Always I was shaken
By the sight of her, and even more
The mother in her normal ministrations.
And yet she made the child laugh.
Later than later
I summed it up again.
She did not dream, as I did, .
Thatthe,cbildwould wake up nonnal;
And therein lay her strength.
Dreamless, and not a WOIllanoffaith,
And not without hetquestioning sadness,
She lived an episode-of love.

\..
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FRANKLIN M. DICKEY

MUTABIUTY CANTO
Embracing the past won't do it.
Bones beget bones
And the great house crumbling in air.
;0

lxion falling upon the future
Engenders monsters:
Some of these are wise
In educating heroes;
Most arm against the Lapiths
And long to engineer mutability
Out of existence.
Fickle lovers, unfaithful wives
Remain more true than centaurs,
Than Yorick's skull and Hamlet's memories.
Cressida grown old
Enjoys the clacking of her beggar's bowl:
Don't pity her, or us.
NOTE: The reader may need to be refreshed on the imageS
borrowed £rom Ovid and Henryson. bion, attempting Juno's
virtue, was deluded by a cloud clev~ly designed to resemble
the goddess. His seed falling to earth gave rise to centams, one
of whom was Achi11es' tutor and a pattern of wisdom. Most,
however, are noted for their abduction of other persons' wives
-hence the fight with the Lapiths, a hospitable folk who foolishly asked the centams to a weddiq'gfeast.bion, of course, is
now bound to an ever-fuming wh~ in lteD.· Cressida in her
old age contracted leprosy, thought: by the sixteenth-centmy
Henryson and his. l'eaders to be a venereal disease, and sat by
the roadside equipped with the customary "clacking bowl"
which lazars carri~. Trollns, passing in triumph, does not
recognize ~er and tosses her a few coins out of pity.
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SISTRAQUE: HOPI, ZURI, AND ZIA
"And rittle-tattles eke:"
That was dead by Ovid's time,
Alive again, if just, in Golding's
And dead again in ours.

Yet on rocks and in mountain valleys here
Where people smiling tum their backs to us"Come in, come in, sit down '
Weeatweeds"-

And giggle mostpolite1y at o~ questions,
. Things are tauglit by voice and gesture,
Not by print, though most can read.
And here, just like Shakespeare,
There is always a clown in the sacred dance.
When this is lost,
What can possibly,
Simply,
Matter?
NOTE: The 1567 edition of Arthur Golding's translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses
renders the Latin sistraque as "rittle-rattles eke," A sistrum-plura1 sistra-was a ritualnoisemaker among the· Egyptians. It was hung. with little pieces of metal which rang .
when the instrument was strock or shaken.

r
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JEAN JEFFRIES
THE LAST GOD
fragile unicorns,
tinkling hooves sounding
down the verdant hills
of earth

a pool revealed incredibility
and (fearing laughter)
they vanished into myth

,

!

PETER F. NEUMEYER

MOMENT

The skin, the vein, the meat, the seedDon't talk of microcosms; don't profane
This grape, plucked from its feIIows on the vine,
bitter stiIl, but ripe and covered all with dust,
with grape dust, pollen and the sweat from sun on fruit,
And don't demean the object with comparison
to think of grape to Horace-grape to Keats
or grape to anything but this one vine and
this one moment, this one fruit
not to be crushed on tongue but by the teeth
and seed spat forth, projectiled into bush
and this one grape and this one summer moment
this one fruit
and-still I am drawn back again
to all the warmth and all the love and all the balance
of the lands, and of the men who worshiped this,
who worshiped grape, who worshiped love
who worshiped-most awkward to confess todaythegrape ..
the gift
the sun itself
most awkward; I must think on this.
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PETER F. NEUMEYER

AT THE OCEAN

When the wild white waves
Would wind their song
At the crags of the bitter shore,
And the creeping things and the things that soar
Had fled to their various caves,
When all the earth was clothed in gray
And the mist had marked the death of day
And the gull had shrieked its last dry cry
And the sun had gone awayThen I looked about
And I saw you there
And the fog began to rise
For your honeyed hair
And your sea gray eyes
Had melted the death in the air.

JACE: MATI'HEWS

. THE SHAPE OF WALKING

I have found my life to be this:
the shape of walking, and the world
is stairs that climb upwards
in shelves of silence, is paths stretched
through the wilderness of days . . .
And in the matter of destinations,
and highways-bland flatnesses
enginee,red up on terrains that roll I have realized that the true ones
and bump like a wild, hardened sea grow like flowers upon the stems
of clay. These are the world,
of the routes I take. I awake
and I am the walking through . .. in the silver momings-and watch
not the man who walks, but the very my mind fly out upon the rims of light,
movement, which would be my life probing landscapes for the heart;
even if no man were there to fill it and then I begin t9 walk, learned
like a dull actor overchallenged
in hope; for it is footsteps
by the genius of the role.
which tell us where we want to go.
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srANLEY COOPERMAN

ANNIVERSARY: OCTOBER IN ESFAHAN
We searched for God
in broken bottles,
bits of blue
leaves,
the pungencei>f divine
camel-spit,
and caq>et:s
woven by goat-women
(their line of jaw-bone
shouting of mountains,
their eyes
moistening a kiss
of dust).

Because the mouths
of old men
were painted with dung,
we held
to the salt-driven wind
our laughter,
casting blood
into the broken sermons
of death;
on hills
consecrated to birds
(their beaks
filled with ancestors )
we followed
There were moons beneath our hands, dawn-horsemen,
peb,bles of gold
our hooves
that took flesh
annointed with silver.
proclaiming
o my brothers
the taste ohlistance
we may yet dream of fire
sweet as any woman,
and pomegranates,
the whirled pulse
thundering
nights df silk:
from all horizons, places
the winged
captain
.1
of stone.
who shares the tent
of our skulls.

JANET N. LEMBKE

FOR HEINRICH, SLEEPING
Angles rounded in red blankets,
you ~ea countryof dunes
stirring, driven even in the low
sweetafteIwindsoflove,
unmaking all my maps.
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JAMES HEARST

WILDERNESS TOKEN
Wild grapes tied their vines
in a loose knot to the branches
of haw trees strung with benies,
spiced the air with broken clusters
swelled by rains, plundered 1?Y bees.

Dry paths led the boy with a gun
through tangled sumach to the creek's
edge where a pool hugged the roots
of leaniIig trees and handsful of yellow
leaves sprinkled the blackwater.
Indian stiIl he stood, two wild ducks,
a mallard drake and hen, filled his
hunter's eyes, irridescent and shining
they kissed the black water-the wilderness
held its breath, the gun kept silent,
the pair started a single ripple
and swam deep in a boy's October memory,
.honey clear air and gold leaved sky,
j}ntil a cold November wind shrivelled
the last grapes, and love fell with broken wings
after a short flight through a man's heart.
f
EJ·1ZA'BETH BARTLE'lT

ON A ROCK OF ATLANTIS
Five. Between each the ages
thatsepamte, yet unite
the pi1laredspan.

Unevenly they stride
through the gray, silent dawn
towards the sea

The oldest leads and guid~
oflongexperience.

Where the Waves still breathe
ofsleep, and empty miles
unwind the shoreline.

The others fonow. Up and down
to th~1astsmallboy
trailing bebin~.

Fivefigu.resprobetheWiI\d,
the tide.. Tlt9"pace their length
.along the sand

as the short, crooked thumb
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And pause. No light breaks.
The stillness keeps, as though
the current

And frightened by its dream
of a dead world's beach,
begins to slip.

Deserted, had suddenly ceased.
With poles, hooks, bait in hand,
the five move on.

Until five fingers rise
on the promontory's tip
and lift their poles.

.Heavy with clouds, the sky
broods behind a mist,
leans on cliffs

Upheld, the morning wakes,
pours gold. Fish leap.
The land's alive.

Poetry Contributors .
~ Author

of the recent collection
It Takes Practice Not to Die, ELlZA. BETH BARTLE'IT has also published
Poems of Yes and No, Behold This
Dreamer and Poetry Concerto. Mark
Van Doren sees her POems as "clear,
swift, and strong; and witty, too, in
the best sense of that word"; Richard Eberhart ca1ls them "mature"
with ?i bite to them"; .Marianne
Moore admires this poet's discipline.
She has been anthologized in New

Poems by American Poets, III, New
Voices II, The Golden Year, The
American Scene and Poesie ContemporaiJJ.e aux Etats-Unis; recorded
by Yale" Harvard, Fairleigh DicIdnson, Stanford, the Library of Congress; published in many magazines.
~ Not all of STANLEl' CooPERMANS greatest experiences stem
i\rom his Fulbright lectureship at
University of Tehran, 195~, yet
the Hadjee Theater at night the
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wedclliig of the Shah of Iran (wjth Poeb;yPrlzeof the Midwest Bookthe' ushers' carrying submachine sellers 'Association. '.1?oetIy, Prairie
guns) and bouzoukee music are Schooner, LadieS Horne TournaI and
certainly among them. Galway Kin- the New York Hetald..TiibUlle have
nell, whose work he admires, was published <his, verse. He believes
his friend and colleague. there. "regular:habits of writing. are worth
Cooperman, .~ assistant professor more than allfheimoments of in..
of English a~ Hofstm UDiv~ty, spiration put together.'1 ·
Hempstead, Long Island, Las pub- U1JEAN JEFP1uEShas been instmclished almost equally poetIy and tor. of English at University of
literary 'criticism in a number of Georgia since reCeiving her M.A.
magazines; fiction'in Playboy, ROgUe last year at Louisiana State Univerand Swank. Besides the Fulbright, sity. New Campus Writing ,IV,Mo.he has had fellowships at Indiana tive,' Georgia Review,DiscoiJISe,
University where he received the Watauga. Review and Burning Water. have carried her poems. In her
Ph.D. in '1962.
• F~ M. DICKEY, chairman senior'yeat at Louisiana College, she
of the department of English of the received first prize in' poetrycompe'University of New Mexico, is a .tition. In high school, herfust pwscholar whose field is the English fessional interest in the printedword
Renaissance. His Not Wisely but' was as a free-lance composer of
Too Wen: A Study of Shakespeat.e's crosswordpuzzIes.,
Love Tragedies was published by the ~ JANET liEMBn nf Milwaukee; a
Huntington Li'braty, where he, was fOInlerstudentofclassicallanguages
awarded a grant. Other fellowships ~t ~ddlebmy eollege,lists her
he has held include those of the occupations ~~. titles ·as· "wife,
Folger and Newberry Libraries and mother,poe~.", She believes her
the Guggenheim Foundation. On poetic miSsion is J;~toilluminatewith
sabbatical leave this coming year, tense poetic statement; the closeness
he will continue 'hi$ studies in Eng- of Women. (not quiteyoUllg, J.llidland and in Italy.
twentiethcentury,~sub1lIban w~m
W JAMES HEARST of Cedar .Falls en) tothefundamentaIs· of life:
lists "farmer" at the head of his food and 'shelter;birtb, m~ykinds
occupations,and "teacher" (at State of love,anddeatht ,evenithat'of a
College o~ Iowa) second. But after sad ten~ntstore turtle.;> and in ,a
that, he has found time,or,Jlmade'~ sense ofmfinitygaiued. thrQugl!an
i~ to produce four vol~es oiverse,:. e~dlesscycleofcleani11g and cossetCountry Men, 8unat Noon, Maningand'cookiIlg~"
and His Field and LimitedView. In 'WA prize..winning~t,and·.story
1962, he won :the I()wa Authors writer, JACKMA'rI'He\VS,ls professor
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of English at Urbana College in
Ohio. He won the Vanderwater
Prize for poetry ~t his alma mater,
Ohio State University, was represented in Best Poems of 1959: Borestone Mountain Poetry Awards, and
won first prize in the Views Annual
Fiction Awards. His· collection of
short stories, Bitter Knowledge, was
published this year by Scnoner's.
Stories by Matthews have appeared
in Accent and Southwest, Chicago
and Sewanee Reviews, Envoy, NMQ
and others. He has published over
fifty poems in such publications as
Nation, New Republic, Poetry,
MademoiseHe and the New York
Times.
W PETER F. NEUMEYER, an assistant 'professor of education and tutor
in the English department at Harvard, came to the United States as
a boy, before World War II, from
his native Munich. He believes "the
experience of writing one fair poem
is worth days on a critical essay." He
says, "I write poems when I'm sad,
or in love, or otherwise moved," and
he counts suffering a valuable ex. perience. When a diving accident
hospitalized him for months, it
"opened my eyes to the beauty and
the glory outside, and I've loved
things more ever' since." Neumeyer
recently won the Rebel Writing
Contest.
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' " A resident of Nassau, the Bahamas, Floridian RONALD PERRY,
following army duty was for three
years a member of an engineering
firm in Laos. He has traveled widely
in Southeast Asia, the Middle East?
Europe andtheCanobean since.
His poems and tmnslationshave
appeared in Poetry, Hudson Review,
Quarterly Review of Literature,
Folio, Penny Poets and NeW Poets
of England and America. Since
1959, when he left Laos, he"has had
two volumes of verse published..
Concerning writing activity he
states, "What started out to be a
sonnet may wind up as anything
from a distinctly irreguhir couplet
to a full four-act play; on the' other
hand, sonnets sometimes seem to
end as sonnets, too."
'U'LoUISE SToLL, her husband and
three-year;.old daughter, having concluded a nine-month European trip,
are in Kenya this academic yeat.
where he is teaching law. at. the
Royal College in Nairobi. Mrs. Stoll,
who counts giving birth as her greatest experience, took an advanced degree in philosophy as a Woodrow
Wilson fellow at her alma· mater,
Chicago, in 1961. Until her studies
were interrupted by the chance to
trave1;:she was working on a PhD.
dissertation in aesthetics at Berkeley
in her native California.
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Frieda Arkin
.MORNING'S TIME ENOUGH
I'got home, and the minute 1 put my foot, to the back stoop I had
the feeling that there was a lifetime ahead of me, doing just this, setting my foot to the first step with the sun ·goingtiown behind me.
Coming home from work tomorrow and the next day and eVery day,
barring Sundays, like right now from ,the lumbetmill or later on
from the train station where myoId man worked, always coming
home from· the job and feeling just this way . . . my mother in the
kitchen every day at five, the old man rolling in half all. hour .later,
then the eating, then the sitting around, then bed. That -\\Tas what
life panned out.to, and' I felt it didn't rea11y pay' tOgIow up to it.
When I came into the kitchen theJ:e she was standing'.at the
stove. I closed the back door quickly-not counting the wind, there
was winter snap in the air already, and November only just starting.
Without knowing I'd even noticed it, I'd seen how the chrysanthemums had turned brown around the edges, hanging from their stalks
when I'd come through' the back gate. I "didn't feel any pleasure,
breathing in the warm kitchen smell. I just got busy with the buttons
of my jacket.
She hadn't a word to say.
"What's for supper?" I asked. From where she was standing I
could see the way her short gray hair curled a little over one cheek,
and for some.l'eason I remembered how myoId man liked to make
a cup of his band and pass it slowly over her hair in an arc when he
was feeling good with her or with life in general. I tended to think
the old man was kindo£ hard on her-he wasn't an easy guy to have
around. That's what I meant, about the job and everyday being
like the next ... Daddidn't·seem tp mind alI that. .1 made a little
commotion, hanging my jacket on the chair, and she looked up,.
her eyes coming on me quiet and 'resting there. .
."'We've got to 'gbover to see Mrs. Whitby after supper,":she .saidJl
I felt a clunK in my stom~ch, as though. j'dkn.ownwhen I came
in that she'd say that, and why. "Thehial over?" I asked her.
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"It was murder in the first degree." She looked down on' the floor
as though that was the only way she could get the next words out.
"They gave him the chair."
_.
.
. I stopped the business with my jacket an~ stood there with my
hands hanging down at my sides. Whit. Whit was going to get the
. .
l
ehaIr.
"Judge Cokes phoned me. She doesn't know yet. He thinks we
should be the ones to break the news to her."
"It'll kill her," I said. "I wouldn't want to be the one to tell her."
"I'll be the one." Her face was tight, and some of the brown-edged
feeling I had curled up-into pity, I suppose, for her or for Whit or
for Whit's old lady-I didn't know for sure. "You two boys were
good friends once, it's only right you should be there. -And Dad
too."
"Judge Cokes say where they're keeping Whit? He still in -the
county jail?"
•
.
"Yes. He says they'll be moving him to Sing Sing tomorrow."
'CYes," I said. "Well, Jesus," I said, thinking of Whit in Sing Sing.
I 6na11y got the jacket slung over the back of the kitchen chair. "He
say whether they're going to appeal?"
She ,turned full to me then, her cheeks pink as a·girl's in the open
air. She always had a young look to her, even now- with her face
solemn and long, moving her lips like an old lady chewing on a
thought. "It won't do no good," my mother said finally, "the Judge
-says she oughtn't to be encouraged ;to throw -her money away. It was
an op~n and shut case."
I guess r d known that. Most of the town felt it was pretty clearcut, but there were still some of us who thought Whifs age would
play some part in the verdict. What I mean, he wasn't twenty yet.
You'd think they'd take that into account. But I guess the jmy saw
it different. Bill Hovey never had a chanceto defend himself. Whit
had been nursing that grudge for some time. He'd even said, and
the fellas had heard it and I had myself, only thank the Lord they
never asked me, that some day he was going to have to do him in. I
even forget what was the particular reason, Whit had. so many things
like that going. It was the kind of a guy he· was. But Christ,... with
a bowling balll
So it was all ove~. I guessed Juage Cokes had to follow through
on what the jury directed, you couldn't put any blame on him.. Somehow, though, I coqldn't think about Whit and what was ahead fOf
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him, and I came on over to the stove to get a little closer to' Mom.
She'd be feeling' pretty bad because of Ellen Whitby.
When.1 got near her I remembered a time I came running in after
one of Whit's beatings, I was justa kid then; and my nose was all
blood, and she was standing at .the same place at the stove. That·
time, her face got white. I'd never seen her look like that before. Her
hand holding the cold water-soaked 'rag was shaking'so that I'd had
to put my own over hers and hold it there to my nose. She's never
cussed that I know of, but the way she held her teeth together with
her lips i drawn back 'made me want to clap my hands' over my ears
instead. When 'She calmed down she said-and her voice was like
water moving down the creek 'und~e ice-she said, "If he hurts
you like this, Tod, don't play with him any more, you hear me? Stay
away from that boyl" And the old man that night, after she'd told
him: "ListenI Give it right back to him, in the mush, hear? Don't
come snivelling home, you're big as he is, the little bastardl"
It surprised me, hOf: Mom .lit into Dad then. I could .swear she
felt the same way abot¢ 'Whit, but she defended him,. saying something about boys always fighting. She'd been r~ friendly with Whit's
mother then, and I guess hadn't wanted to start. anything. Thinking
of it and woI\dering whether she still remembered, I moved back
away from her, toward the table. I'd heard myoId man's car tum
up the gravel.',
I doubt ft1e~e's a house big enough to hold the oldman. Whenever he came mto-a room-it was a1wa~ as though a mountain moved
in, for all ~at we were about the same height, and no matter what
the weather' was, winter lor summer, he always' carried a chunk" of
outdoor cold with him. I could feel the chill whenever I got within
I
.
a foot of him.
I saw his big body -through the glass and _then the door opened
and he was in. '-'~I heard it" I heard all about itl" He closed the door
so hard the panes rattled. He went over to the counter and -set down
his lunch' box, then turned and peeled off the red scarf he had
woUnd' around his". throat-it _got pretty cold :up on those boxcars
long before winter put a hand to -the ground below. Then he started
pushing' himself out -of- his heavy striped jacket. He turned his big
moon face, red and puffed from the wind, down 'on the floor.
"Judge Cokes phoned today," my mother told him. "Hein' asEllen and I was so close once, he thought I-we- should he -the-ones
to break it to her."
j

,
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MyoId man grunted. "It's likely she knows already.". But his
voice Rut the lie to his words. Whit's old lady never did go to the
tria4 not on a single day, nor wouldn't ever listen to a word said
about it. Shed said, way early down to the grocery store, how Whit
was innocent and that it was an accident, and she should have known
better than ever tohave let him tak~ that job over to the bowling alley,
it was too dangerous, but she'd learned her lesson the hard way. G0ing on that way about it, you'd think Whit was ten years old. A
blind spot, I'd heard my Dad ·say once, where Whit was concerned
she nad a total blind spot. She probably expected Whit to be acquitted the first day-she had got him this lawyer from over to the
city. Everybody knew that accident stuff wouldn't pull, only nobody
had the heart to let on to her.
Dad hung his jacket on the nail near the stove and came back robbing his hands together and sniffing loud.
"It's going to be hard for her," my mother said. There was a· sound
to her voice, almost as though she was satisfied or something, the
way she said that, but when I looked at her I saw her face bent down,
moody and sorrowful. She was cutting bread into those even slices
that she likes, and arranging them around the plate.
MyoId man laughed, a cut between a cackle and a crow. "Hard
for berI" he said, and I couldn't bring myself to look at him. It didn't
matter any more how things had been between Whit and me now
and then. We'd .used to call him a yegg, from· those gangster movies,
and he was that, some of the time. He was built heavier than me
and he wasn't easy to get along with, but wed had our good times.
I'd shot baskets with him back in high school, and gone fishing with
him a few times since, and for some reason I kept having these
thoughts about the times we'd fiddled with Bunsen burners together,
making chlorine gas and all, in chemistry. It was this Way Whit lived
in my mind, this old way, that the old man couldn't e\Ter see, and
maybe that nobody could.
"H~s her SOD," my mother said, and from the way her voice was
I knew without looking up that she'd raised her eyes and was holding
them to me.
My father pulled out his chair without a word and sat himself
down, and I did the same. I shivered as the block of air moved out
andtouched me.
Dad reached fbr the bread and the butter with both hands. 'The
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boy was never any damri good;" he said. nShe spoiled him and she
mined him. That's what's going to do her in, 'knowing that." His
teeth clamped ,down over the bread and hem.oved his blue jaws up
and down in rhythm. I had to move my head to the side as Mom
set down the steaming plate of soup.
"You mustn't talk like that," she said ~o him, "going there tonight don't you let her guess you ever thought such a thing. You're
to let me handle it."
.
From the words, you'd think she'd wrapped up all her grievances
for me a~t him-wrapped them up and put them away-forever.
But my ear caught that the tune was wrong. lsuppose it was -nati'"
ural, and she wasn't alone in that . . . plenty of folks in town would
be remembering the times Whit got. into some of his mean moods,
hKe the time he pushed Ben Nearing off the railroad trestle he and
Ben and Ben's brother and I· were crossing, and Ben broke a leg.
Maybe it was too much to expect, her forgiving Whit -all the things
tho/e were against him. Somehow, though, I could, and I knew of
more things to lay to him than she ever could have. But they all
shriveled up when I recollected where Whit was, and why.
I dipped in with my spoon. I wasn't sure what the oldman meant
by ·spoiled. Whit's mother and my own were pretty m~ch alike.
You'd expect- that they'd grown up and gone to' school together
here in town, and our two families were pretty close up."to the. time
Whit's old man died of the flu. Whit and I were about twelve then,
it happedtd the same winter he sneaked· into thechem lab and
busted up the microscope I'd ma~e for the state science ·fair.
I don't:. think he did it out of cussedness. He'd toted .itoff to his
house to.thow to his dad~ who was sick abed then, claiming he'd
made it nimself and was going to win a science scholarship with it.
He did it, I honestly believe, to give his old.man some cheer while
he was ailing, because if ever there was one thing Whit's Dad was
hot on, it was higher education. He'd tall on about that to both of
us all the time, and I think that was what gave me the idea of building the thing in the first place. I was' pretty faixrin science then, and
Mom and I thought it wouldn't do any harm, me trying for some..
thing like that. But the heart went out of me when Whit dropped
it in the snow and stepped on it. It was t()gooffthenext day for
the display, and of course it was· mined beyond'help. -I wasn't so allfired put out about it, beyond the moment-l doubt that it would
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have really got me anything. But Mom carried on about it something: fierce. She was that wild. And there wasn't a thing she could
say, because Whit's old man died that -night.
Things sort of cooled off between her and Ellen Whitby after that.
Mrs. ~tby claimed, later, it was an accident and she was sorry,
but if was a nice though on Whit's part, trying to cheer up the old
man and all. I was plenty sore,. but when you're a kid you forget
things pretty quick. We still palled around now and then, him and
me alone or with the other guys. The whole thing wouldn't even
have come to my mind if Dad hadn't said that .about Whit being
spoiled. Trust him to look down on a house where there wasn't a
man to ron things.
Even with. all the hurrying we did, it was close to dark before we
left the hous·e. The wind was up for sure nQw, and the leaves belted
past us so thick I realized what a waste it was to have raked them up
Sunday. Everybodys yard was going to be covered by everybody else's
leaves, unleSs the gale blew them clean out of town.
We walked three abreast, and I watched our shadows growing long
on the sidewalk ahead of us as we passed the streetlights. Mom
walked in the middle. She was talking to the old man about how she
felt about me, how he should try putting himself in a mother's place
for 0!1ce, .that·he ought to be feeling nothing but pity for Ellen
Whitby now, let bygones be bygones. She carried on a lot about pity
aiId mother's feelings-treading on ground the old man hated, I was
surprised she .couldn't see it. First thing you know, I was thinking,
she'n get him so hot mad he'll end up bI~g it out to Ellen Whit·
by himself, maybe shaking his fist into the bargain. Even I could see
this was no business of his, it's the one thing needs what you might
call a woman's touch. But she kept on and she kept on, and· he
never said a word,. just plowed along. I couldn't tell her. And I
couldn't walk behind· them, either, because of what I was scared to
think about.
~
I neve~ did exactly see Whit in my mind, on that walk over. I
kept having this picture of· a guy sitting-well, in the death house,
. say, with his arms folded and his knees crossed, some guy in a dirty
white shirt with the sleeves rolled up, lookin~ down on the stone
floor. I couldn't see Whit there, but....t here was this guy.
. She kept the lawn very tidy, you could see that even with the
leaves blowing around. There were two round beds of orange gera,Diums on either side of the front walk, set in circles of white painted
c

,
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cobblestones. The nearby lamppost threw enough light so we could
see how they stood up sturdy, not drooping like the flowers at home,
and my mother stopped and leaned over them and said "Look, her
geraniums are still budding." Then she straightened and we went- on
up the walk until we reached the steps, and this time she went first.
We stood still on the porch after she rang the bell, then I turned .
to look at that neat lawn. Maybe she mowed it herseIt; or one of
the Nearing boys across the street came over. I turned and faced
the door when I figured she'd have got. tir!te to· reach it
"She don't appear to be home," my father said, and there was rich
relief in his voice. "Could be she's heard, and's gone over to the
country jail."
.
Mom reached out again and carefully put her finger to the black
button and held it there.
The door stayed closed. It was only then that I saw· that none
of the windows facing front showed a light. Mom turned, finally, and
looked at the lawn herself. In the half"tlark her face looked puzzled.
"Let's go on out back," she said, and without waiting for us she
began to go down the wooden steps. We followed, walking behind
het along the narrow cement walk and around to the side and back
of the h o u s e . - , ;. ';
The light from the kitchen window spread out over the back lawn,
and we saw Mrs. Whitby on her knees in tJte middle of the yard.
It was crazy, in the dark like that. At first I thought she was praying,
and then the light picked her out better. I even saw the dirt Hying
up like oil from a geyser and she ~topped her digging, seeing us, and
sat back and rested the trowel on 'the grass beside her.
"Well, hello therel" she caJ]edjo us. Her voice, rising high above
the sound of the blowing leaves, was full and cheery. "Come right
on back, 'folks. I been wanting to get. one of these little evergreens
planted all day, before the frost sets in." ·She was squinting at us,
leaning her body forward from the waist. I don't think she knew who
we were, those first minutes.
We came up slowly and she sat back and smiled up at us like a
,_ perky bird there on the lawn. Smiling and welcoming, just as I remembered her always looking when I'd used to come back home
with Whit.
.
"Evening, Mrs. Whitby." MyoId man spoke first, and his voice
took me because it was so gentle. Mom went over to her quickly and
leaned down close. "Ellen," she said. I stayed where I was. .
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Mrs. Whitby got to her knees as though it was painful, and then
she jumped to her feet. "Hello, Tad," she said, turning her pleasant
face my way.
She didn't know, I saw. She didn't know..
~'Mrs. Whitby is speaking to you, Tad." Mom's voice had a little
edge to it, but I could see it was from nervousness,. it was still her
sickroom voice, like the. way she'd said "EUen." I went over ,and held
out my hand. Whit's mother didn't shake it, just stood there holding
it betWeen her own two, and I could feel the rough canvas gloves
across my skin, and the smell of the fresh black dirt on them.
¥.<~
.'d'You're w,0lrking do~ to the lumber place nhow, aren~t y?U?" Shfte
fl sat to me. ' t must leel good to get a nice jo so soon, 'ngh t a er
~ high school" My face was stiff with the cold,. but 1 tried to push my
cheeks back and smile at her, and I remembered that feeling I'd had
~ when I reached home about jobs, jobs forever. Now it didn't seem
half bad~ \
''Yes,'' my mother said, "I went down and spoke to Mr. Shelton
myself, right after Tad graduated. He's got himself a good job there,
nice and settled." 1 thought she was going to say more, her voice
sounded that proud, but there was already more in her voice than
the words said. A godawful feeling came over me, that she should
say that to Whit's old lady right then.
.
There was a little silence, but 1 saw Mrs. Whitby still smiling up
at me from her tilted face. ''You'll be coming over again once Whit's
back, 1 hope," she said, &~we've both missed you the past year. It's
a shame, the way f91ks let themselves grow away from one anoiller,
a shame." She turned her head towards: Mom, and 1 saw now that
she was grayer than she used to be. I moved a little bit; my hand
stiII hel~ tight in hers. Then she let go to wipe her wrist across her
forehead. The movement left a black smear of dirt above her eyebrow.
MyoId man cleared his throat. '~y'n't you two women go in
the house," he said, "leave me and Tad here to plant this little tree,
Mrs. Whitby?" He stared out over the top of the black hedge at the
end of the yard. "C'mon Tad, we can finish it up easy.". I leaned
down and picked up the burlap-covered root baU and stood holding it.
Whit's mother shook her head, laughing. "No, no, I won't have you doing that. It's too dark now anyway. Let's go in and 1'l1 111ake f
some coffee." She .looked at us, bright and pert,. waiting to shoo us
to the lJack stoop. ~'I might even leave it for .next week,. Whit will '"
t
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surely be back by~ then. I figure a boy ought to attend to things
around the house."
That same silence came·again, and she folded herhands,stiU wear. ing ~e gloves, and looked down on them.: 4lThings wiUbe a little
different around here, I figure.Whit'sag()od.boy~Imaybehaven't
been finn 'enough with him. Might even bel'Ugo :downandspeak
to Mr. Shelton myself, get him. settled iII .~ nice .job~"
My mother drew air, sharp, into. he~ nose.~ICoI1le, Tod," she said,
lldontt force Mrs. Whitby. It's cold out here.We~Ugoin the house,
like she said." I guessed· she didn't want to do it alone,· there· with
Ellen Whitby. I'd have felt the same way. But I sure hated going
into that house with. them.
~
Ic1umped up the steps and followed them into the kitchen. Whit's
mother let Dad help her out of the heavy blnesweater I remembered
seeing Whit wearing l()tsof times.
"Have the water boiling in a minute." She was .quic~atthe sink
and then at· the stove. "Whit·aIways .likes a cup oJ coffee in the
middle of the evening like this, and I figure he's groWI1aIreacly,and
if ibdon't keep him awake which 'it don't, itcertain1ydon't, it can't
do him any harm." She looked over at me~again~ .a Jittleshyly, and
my stomach about turned over. ''That gafor you t()o;To~ boy?" , .
I nodded. Mom was looking at her, gravean.d watcb~ })utshe '
didn'tsayanytbing•. I1's< funny; but only myoId manloo~edright,
the way someone should look at a,·time like this,; hunched up over
near the window. I thought now would .bethe time to do it, there .
wasn't any sense to all this claptrap. It was like a person being-dead, ,
only somebody close doesn't know it yet, and the person coUldn't
~ be completely dead until everybody knew it. Mo~·shou1d be telling
her right away, that veXY1llinute.To hell with th~ coffee.
"I know you come· over to cheer ·me.. up."Whifsmother ,leaned
against the table with. her hands,.,bendiIlgforward. ~~lt's reaIgood of
you, out now the trial's about done, and lJojoW how thejuty wi1l
,find, and'the worst will be over-soon. Itwasa.. dreadful::aCeic1ent,.an
awful accident," she said.. "I'msorry as canbe,abont'theHpvey boy.
1 called ··Mrs.'Hovey .a.. couple weeks ..ago..' Sbe~bung up.on.me,but
I understandhet.f~lings~Iguess.l"d dothe~e,in ,nersI,oeS."
The strea1c of dirt across her .foteheadgav~.fler.a'qtieetJneny •. lopsidecl;look~.MY motherreachecleut and touched me on the arm, as
if.l'dsaidsometbing.
,I
.
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"I know, Ellen," she said, her voice real soft, "it takes a mother
to feel these things. It takes a mother," my mother said, looking at
Ellen Whitby, "to really know what it feels like for her child to be
hurt." Then she said, "That coffee's perking. Let me fill the cups."
I could hear the wind roaring, and kept thinking of the good
black outside, and the lawn with the leaves boiling over it, and the
little evergreen tree. I'd have given my arm to be out there right then.
The old man too, I'll bet. He was still standing at the window.
We came to the table, and the two of them started talki~g about
the old days when Whit and I were kids, and every now and then
they'd take turns smiling at me with fuzzy looks, as if they weren't
quite there, or Mom would reach out and touch me on the arm or
on the shoulder. I didn't think it was the right time for such thoughts
as I knew she was paving, like that here I was, her boy, her safe boy,
and all that. She couldn't seem to get enough of me...I slid a look
over to my Dad once, but he spent the whole time bent over look·
ing'into his coffee cup.
They carried the dishes over to the sink, washing and drying and
sb"ll talking a mile a minute, all the time laughing their secret moth· .
er laughs. Dad and I just sat. I let my thoughts stay outside with the
. d•
';
WID
Then my father hit the table, one heavy fist smash. I could alm~st
see the words ready to come out, blue, but he never loosed a .pne,
because Mom suddenly laughed high up, a tinkling girl's laugh,land
she threw her arm around Ellen Whitby's waist. "Why don't I come
over in the morning, Ellen? There's such a lot we have to talk about,
and it's getting late. The men have to work tomorrow and alL Why
don't I do that, Ellen?"
Whit's mother dried her hands, busy and happy, and her eyes had
a moist look, as though she was thinking pf throwing her arms around
all of us and hugging us tight to her. She was happier than she'd
been in years, you could read it on her face.
'That will be grand," Mrs. Whitby said, "just grand."
Dad got up. "Come along, Tod," he said quietly.
I thought of the howling night ahead and her in her bed; happy,'
like this, and then I thought of the morning, and the price she'd
have to pay. I looked at my mother, and I wondered for the first time
who was going to tell Ellen Whitby.
"Look," I said, '100k," but this time it was Dad who reached out
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and put his futnd on my ann. "Come along, Tod," he said again. He
sounded almighty tired.
We got back outside. First, nobody said a word after we told Mrs.
Whitby good night. I shoved my hands in my pockets and movedalong next to Dad, listening to the sharp clicks of my mother's heels
behind us. They sounded like het voice had early in the evening.
Satisfied. We walked like that for two blocks, and then Dad stopped
cold under the street light and turned to wait for Mom to reach up
with us. She came·on without slacking her steps. Her eyes were bright
and hard, tearing a little from the wind.
I guess it was because I was watching her eyes all the time she
came towards \IS, but it hit me, then, quite su4den, when she stopped.
She. was smiling.
"Well," my Dad said, "I seen your pity. I seen all this pity and
these ,mother's feelings you was talking' about." He stuck his ann
out, pointing up. "May the God Almighty forgive you," he said.
There wasn't a ripple in the ;skin of her face. "I aim to tell her in
the moming," my mother said. "I don'ftrust to the God Almighty
to always set things straight. It come on me all of a sudden, there's
some things you have to take into your own hands. Maybe it's time
she got a little of her own back. I figure morning's time .enough."
Dad turned, and I went on: with him. I wasn't thinking of anything much, not of Whit or his mother, and after a little time I
didn't even hear the sharp heel clicks behind us anytnore. Dad and
I walked like that the rest of the way home.
-

~ FRIEDA
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THE NEW MEXICO YEARS, 1915-1920
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I
He made his home for a time in the great Southwest and
all poems touching desert, sky, storm, and out-of-doors enchant the reader with a wistful10nging to share the$e experiences. No wonder critics have ranked him as the finest
interpreter of the beauty of the American Southwest. . . .
-The Christian Evangelist, 1929.

He came out of the Middle West. Born September 9, 1889, in Illinois, educated at the University of Wisconsin, his appetite for meeting life head-on whetted by four years on the docks of Panama, where
he cursed eight hundred sweating Camoeans "out of the toilets and
onto the job." Yet he was, paradoxically, gentle by nature-a .scholar
who ·had, as a student, translated Horace into English verse for classroom use. He was small of stature, and never weighed more than a
hundred ,and thirty pounds. "He moves like an athlete," people said,'
and they were right. They respected him. What they didn't know, unless they read, was that he was first, foremost, and always a poet.
Glenn Ward Dresbach was twenty-five years old when he arrived in
New Mexico in the spring of 1915, fresh from his first victory over .
whatever daemon possessed him to seek out life in the lraw, and fresh
from a first triumph of sorts in his literary pursuits. (Hie had read his .
"Ode on the Completion of the Panama
. Cana}" to a, distinguished
group attending a banquet honoring Col. George Washington Goethals, and had received such an ovation that the officer took him aside
afterwards and growled with good humor, ('I thought I was the guest
of honor heref")
.
Whatever destiny guides the precarious existences of poets, Dresbach seems to have been guided mightily in the move to southwestern
New Mexi~o. He was due a month's paid vacation following his separa'-
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tion from the Canal Zone, and he chose to spend it, while recovering
from an attack of dengue fever, at Silver City, a resort and mining
town which straddled the Continental Divide in a place colorful
enough and wild enough to suit any man seeking a frontier, an inspiration, a cure, or a job. It offered·a vantage point froin which to view
the savagely contrasting countryside: the Gila cliff dwellings to the
northwest, the Black Range and Mimbres mountains to the northeast,
the alkali flats of desert to the east and south, and all around, the
rugged, copper-laden hills whose sides gaped with man-made wounds.
Even the poet's "vacation" was not an idle time. It was a mere two
weeks later that the Silver City Independent first carried the Dresbach ,.
by-line, over a poem which indicated that the poetic processes were ~
already at work digesting and interpreting the countryside in which the
poet found himself. Titled "The Kneeling Nun," the poem took as its
point of departure a legend-ridden rock formation overlooking the
famed Santa Rita copper mine some fifteen miles eastward. After this
initial nod, Dresbach submitted only previously published poems to
the local newspapers, retaining first publication rights for periodicals
which paid him for his labors and which afforded a larger audience.
Out of a deep respect for art, he had long since decided to make his
poetry pay, while maintaining his own exacting standards of craftsman- t
ship. But he had a level head, and knew that man cannot live by verse
alone. Thus he had mapped out early a twin career of business and
poetry. It was a hard and proud task he had set for himself, but he
was not spiritually alone. Among early champions was Harriet Monroe,
who recaIIed his monastic labors in Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, in
192 7:
"When Poetry was young, Glenn Ward Dresbach was living and
working on the Isthmus of Panama-working days on some government job, working nights on. his poetry. Later he moved to Tyrone,
New Mexico, following there the same program of persistent, almost
.
incessant labor. . . <."
The year which' brought Dresbach to southwestern New Mexico,
whose landscape I! he was to record with a fidelity and craftsmanship
rarely so consistently equalled by another poet, 'brought also a feverish
upsurge in the copper-mining industry. Silver City thrived at the crossroads. It busied itself with living down some of its too-colorful past in
order to make itself attractive for a new era of prosperity. Billy the
Kid's first killing, reputed to have occurred locally, was not a proper
come-on for prospective residents, nor were rumors that a fonner
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bawdy-house belle, Ada Hume, had only a few years since become
mistress of the prison where she was serving time for killing' a bartender ill a jealous rage. The city fathers preferred to remind newcomers that the town had raised funds recently to give Silver City a
first~Iass baseball team, and that because of advancing copper prices
the Phelps Dodge Company was about to reactivate Tyrone, twelve
miles south. Some exploration and leaching had been done by the
company for the past three years on its newly-acquired Burro Mountain holdings, but poor prices for the generally low-grade ore had
precluded the advisability of shipping much of it to the company's
smelters elsewhere. Now it had been decided, with a favorable fum of
copper prices in the face of military buildups, to construct a new concentrator at Tyrone and to revamp the entire camp. Rumor had it that
the wives of two leading executives of the Phelps Dodge Company
sparked the building of the fabulous "new Tyrone'" which was to
feature a railway station fashioned after San Diego's, a hospital second
to none in the Southwest, and elaboratelyappointed office buildings.
Announcement of the Phelps Dodge project was made public two
weeks prior to the arrival in Silver City of Glenn Ward Dresbach, who ;
was destined to became their most famous employe~, for literary if not
for metallurgical reasons.
With a war stirring in Europe and copper prices climbing, Phelps
Dodge lost no time in building its model mining town at Tyrone to
develop the extensive holdings it had acquired in the surrounding
Burro Mountains m1912, where copper had been mined in a desultory
fashion since its discovery there in 1871. Other mines in the area were
mnning full time in May, when President Wilson declared that the
United States would not go to war with Germany, for the nation "is
too proud to fight." A month later, after Italy had entered the war, the
headlines read: AMERICA UNREADY IF WAR SHOULD COME. The June.15
issue of the Independent devoted a full page to "A Bigger Tyrone in
the Making" (the camp's population had surged to the 5,000 mark),
while the featured fiction was Devil Dick's Career and His Ignominious End, by Malcolm Macloud, and the year's Maxwell with seventeen new features was advertised at $6<)5. The latest musical hit-at
least locally-was Copper League Waltz, composed by John W. P.
Vitulu of nearby Fort Bayard (sheet music 15 cents) .
, In the midst of this electric atmosphere of business boom and war
'signs, Dresbach moveQ to Tyrone and quietly went to work for the
.Phelps Dodge Company. The new concentrator was about to go into
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construction when he arrived for his Drst\ interview With Eugene M.
Sawyer, superintendent in charge of operations for the company's
Burro Mountain Branch. After studying the new man's record of education and prior experience as agency accountant for the Panama
Railway, Sawyer remarked, "Well, young man, when can you go to
work for us?"
Dresbach replied that he ~ould make the move in a matter of hOllIS,
requiring only enough time to secure quarters for his, wife and himseH, and to fetch their luggage from Silver City. Laughing, Sawyer ex- "
pressed appreciation of this eager spirit; but, he added, the company
had not moved ahead so spiritedly in completing the new concentrator.
Dresbach explained then that he had been in the tropics for four
years, and would welcome some rough-and-tumble outdoor work until
he was needed in the proposed position of construction accountant
He had been reared on a farm, and he could do almost any kind of
manual labor. His move to Tyrone completed, Dresbach was assigned
with another young man to unload and stack timbers for mine shafting. Later, when the foreman inquired of his co-worker how the new
man had stood· up under the task, that honest fellow admitted that
Dresbach had just about worked his feet into the ground. The fqllowing morning the foreman found a different job to test the newcomer's
stamina. "This is pretty hard work," he told Dresbach as they made
their way dqwn the hill to the precipitation troughs. 'eyou have to
smash up tin cans with a 12-pound hammer." The yOUI}g man went
to work, giving to the hot sun and high air the muscles toned in college by boxing and pole-yaulting, and in Panama by living by his fists
as well as his wits. He found an old Spanish American laborer diligently pounding at the cans he had taken from the great pile between the
road and the precipitation troughs slanting on trestles overhead. After
being flattened, the cans were carried up and dumped into the troughs
where copper-impregnated water from the mine flowed and eventually
changed the tin into a copper precipitate. After two days the foreman
from the upper mine level paid Dresbach and the old man a visit. The
poet heard the laborer remark, in reply to an inquiry, that Senor Dresbach worked too hard. The foreman turned and told Dresbach he was
going to be tired out before he went on to the concentrator job. He
summoned him to the office, where Dresbach settled for some routine
accounting until a month later-in July-when he assumed his position
as chief construction accountant. It was a jpb which lasted through the
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entire construction phase of one of the finest concentrator plants in
the Southwest. When operations began the following year, his position was metallurgical accountant.
As that first summer wore on, there was trouble with Pancho Villa,
and the headlines read: UNITED STATES READY TO Ac:J: IN MEXICO. The
state, militia was being reorganized. In the fall, friends and relatives
involved in the war in Europe were sending back reports of horrors
and injustices, and by December there was talk about America and
Austria severing diplomatic telations. In Tyrone, New Mexico, Glenn
Ward.Dresbach was not ready for a war; he was ready to put-out his
first book of poems.
II

' .

I

When I wrote about the desert and the range country, I
had known intimately all the details and the magnitude of a
vast and dynamic landscape.-G. W. D.

'-

There was ,nothing unique in his experi~nce, Dresbach explained to
those few who expressed an interest in his combined careers. He had
chosen to create a poetry extending the continuity of the great mainstream of English literature, and at the same time to earn an honest
living to support his art.
"Lyric poetry," he said, "is a distillation of the human understanding of one's contacts with nature and human nature."
..'
Dresbach's contacts with nature seemed to be more satisfactory in
those early stages of his career than his contacts with human nature~
An ill-starred youthful marriage, the need to be recognized as a valid
spokesman for humanity, and the fierce determination to;make his way
without help from his family back in Illinois, all warred in a reserved
young man who desired acceptance £,rom his fellows but who was oftentimes too proud to seek them out. Rather, he sought a larger
humanity than he was able to find singly: he chose as his best companions the awe-inspiring, challenging panorama of the kaleidoscopic
New Mexico landscape, finding in it, as his masters had in their environs, his own place and thus every man's place in the world around
him. From his study window at Tyrone, Dresbach could seethe -three
humps of the Burro Mountains on the right, while on the left, spread
the undulating desert and the minor mountain ridges stretching into
the distance. His work began early 'to reflect this height and breadth,
haltingly at first, then strongly and surely as he grasped the meaning of
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vastness and its relation to a questing mankind;. he was a natural poet,
but he would not be merely a nature poet.
Although he worked in an executive capacity, the young poet made
friends most easily with common laborers, both Anglo and SpanishAmerican. One of them gave Dresbach a dog, half Airedale and half.
bloodhound, explaining that the animal had become so attached to
him that he wouldn't stay home, and, anyway, the son-of-a-bitch
snored. The dog, known as Ike, curled up under his new master's desk
in the steel-and-galvanized office building during the work day while
Dresbach tabulated costs and earnings from.the coq.centrator operation. Then, on weekends, they sh~ed an equal freedom as Dresbach
took his Winchester .44 and a little food, and they went forth to learn
the desert and the hills in all their moods. At night, with a little fire
before hiin and the dog curled up at his back, the young poet listened
to the wind in the cedars and the small sounds of a vast space of earth
. lying beneath a vaster sky. Sometimes, while he lay on a sun-warm
rocl<: contemplating the magnificence which surrounded him, lizards
would emerge from their crevices to bask on his outstretched hand.
. Such an image· figured in his poem, "In Western Mountains." Dresbach early sensed the inevitability of his coming here, and thechallenge offered by the countryside, as explored in these lines from ''To .
the Desert":
Vast of the flaming lights and walling haze,
Land of the distant snow-peaks piercing blue;
I would not have you less
That I might draw you closer to my days
And make too common your wild loveliness
And the space-gro~ identity of you.
No mortal heart is great enough to hold
The mad outpourings of your molten gold,
No hands can bear the weight
Of your heaped rubies tossed into a sea
Of opal mists, and one must see you great
And lonely or else lose you utterly. . • .

~w~kend

~ountains

On
trek into the lower
near Tyrone, the poet
found a beautiful little valley with a small stream which talked to him
as it went over the-rocks on its way to the Mimbres. Buttercups grew
waist-high along its sandy edges. On ,one side of the narrow -valley he
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came upon a ridge covered with small cedars growing from the crevices
in the rock; there were vines blooming in soft pastels which dropped
lik~ rainbow water to the valley floor. He explored a small cave, whose
round-eyed occupant he never identified. He thought only what a
marvelous place it would be in time of storm. Later, when he told his
wife about the cave, she asked if he had not been afraid to go alone
into an unknown place. Dresbach replied that the little cave was not
much different from many experiences which one encounters in life,
that without courage to enter and know such things as caves, for instance, one would lose a great deal personally, and the world might
lose some of the spirit which has created greatness in it. Later he wrote
of himself as a boy:
H

We had such places-cave or tree or hill . . .
And we are lucky if we keep them still.

.

,

If Dresbach felt at one with any.image of the landscape, it was with

the twisted cedars which clung to black ledges in the Burro Mountains, growing in rock. He approached them with reverence whenever
he wrote of them.
Come not on mincing feet of one who goes
To dance the nervous measures of an hour,
Nor with the comic tread of one who knows
The sudden wine and not the dregs of power.
These are not common floors you walk upon
But bare earth's tortured passions cooled in stone;
These are not changing roads of conquests gone
But groping paths the spirit climbs alone.
So come as one who caught, far off, a note
Of waterfalls up canyons gnashed and dry,
And climbed to where the plumed boughs seemed to float
Along the haze of ridges wedged in sky,
To hear, among trees grown from unkind ground,
The tides of distance breaking into sound.
uAll frail things pass," Dresbach observed in a poem titled uDesert,"
which commenced,
~
.
.
Here.thwarted gods have left their signatures
Of pain upon chaotic heights of stone.
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It is little wonder that· the Boston Transcript remarked, "Dresbach
has made the beauty of the desert a gift to us, and he has put the magic
of poetry into it"
.
He fished with his Spanish-AIilerican friends. The fishing -was poor,
but Dresbach enjoyed the scenery. He absorbed color and atmosphere
and distilled them into singing lines with universal implications,
regardless of the personal implication of the moment. Mer an outing
~long the little stream he had discovered, he composed a poem con~idered by many Critics as one of the most perfect lyrics in the English
. language.
THE LITl'LE SPRING FLOWS CLEAR AGAIN

The little spring flows clear again

'. While I stand looking close to see
What clouded it. If wings were here
To splash the SIlver merrily
They flew before I came too near.
And if a fawn had rubbed its nose,
Thrust deep in silver running cool,
Upon the bottom of the spring,
It heard me wading in the pool
Of shadows where the thrushes sing.
The little spring flows clear again,
But now is clouded in myinind
The flight of wings that went awayAnd something that I came to find
Was loveliness afraid to stay.

Although Dresbach's work appeared widely in.some of the lead!ng
periodicals of the day-Munsey's, ScnODer'S, AinsIee's, Smart Set, The
New York Times, Poetry, and others-and though he was in touch
with poets and editors all over the country, in Tyrone he.lived in a
literary desert as total as ~at real desert which .spread out beyond the
mountains. Yet he preferred this isolation to cultivating phoneys and
coterie' groups; he remarked in after years, "I wouldn't have gone
around with the type of people who later drifted into Santa Fe and
Taos. r d just as soon be seen with a streetwalker."
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In 1916 Gorham Press of Boston, which had published Robinson's
first book, brought out Dresbach's first, The Road to Everywhere. The
majority of the poems in this slim volume had been written in
Panama, including the "Ode," but a few of the better ones from his
university days were also included. Dresbach had written the' publishers, in response to their inquiry, that he would not subsidize a book,
but would consider publication on a royalty basis. Their reply was
favorable; they felt this could be arranged, considering Dresbach's early
prestige. The book's appearance was, locally, little noted, nor long
remembered by the poet in making up subsequent collections, although most of the edition was sold within the year. An unidentified
writer for the Los Angeles Tribune noted:
,

There is a young man down in New Mexico who, when he is not
poring over the accounts of a big copper company, dabbles in verse for
recreation. Some time the call will come and in response this young
man will push aside his account books for all time and devote all of his
time to the muse.
For this young man has the true gift of poetry.
\ His poems deal with nature in her infinite variety of moods, of
man and of the relationship between man and nature . . • the volume
being well worthy of the careful attention of the lovers of poetry.
o

•

The expression "dabbles in verse" must have stung the twenty-sixyear-old poet, to whom his literary pursuits were easily half his life, and
the better half at that. But, again, he knew that the New Mexico years
were only the beginning of his writing power and his earning power in
business. He was learning to tum things into words, to translate physical phenomena into the universal idiom of enduring poetry. He was
learning to know his own validity.

~

The blades of bunch grass glinted in the sun.
Across the rocky hills the stunted cedar
Was stunned with glare, and lizards would not ron
Till nearly stepped upon . . . A weather breeder
Is what a day like this is called by one
Who knows such silences. • . .

Nevertheless, the critics romped on him. He was "too literary" in some
cases, they said. Dresbach fought back. "I was creating new verse
forms, built carefully according to subject and tone to make a com-
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plete unity." He worked like a monk in a cell ("in spite of raising a
little hell"), compelled to make money to support a wife and to keep
.writing. "It was enough to kill anybody. Any damnfool who knew me
and my work would know I was working for pennanence7 rather than
for local recognition!"
,
But if a little anger followed the publication of The Road to Evetywhere, it soon gave way to detennination and more hard work. A new
Dresbach began to emerge: more confident of himself as poet and executive, a little cocky, in fact, a bit of a dasher. "The Beau Brummel
of the camp" was the way he was remembered by other executives in
later years. He wore a cap (the winds did not encourage a regular
bat), fine riding boots, whipcor~ breeches, and tweed suit coat. He
smoked a pipe and wore goldriinmed spectacles. Though a small man,
he had the bearing of a leader-slightly overbearing, some thought who
did not fathom the depths of his ambition.
"
His inhom leadership was 'a trait which would serve him well. In
Septembef 1917, unable to remain in the high free air of Tyrone while
his friends and family fought in a larger war ,than he·had ever knOWD,
Dresbach requested a military leave of absellce trom Phelps Dodge to
enlist at Camp Cody, New Mexico.
His farewells were not so much for people as for places. One morning in late summer, while waiting for his requ~t for leave to be acted
upon, Dresbach and a big husky foreman and a young lady visiting
from Boston, started ·out in a pickup truck, headed for the mountains
which stood like three burros humped against, the sky. Ever since his
arrival in New Mexico, Dresbach had intended to climb the highest
peak of the middle mountain, and now, with so much uncertainty
ahead, it was time to do it. After traveling as far as they could by road,
the party set off on foot over valleys and ridges to the base of the Burros, where yucca and ~gbom gave way to pmon and cedar. They went
straight up rQck fonnations,·leaping and· catching rims, sometimes los.:
ing ground in small landslides. Occa~iQna11y Dresbach and his male
companion were obliged to hoist manfully on the Boston girl's stqrdy
posterior to get her up a ledge, but she never complained of rough
handling. When, however, she finally decided· she had had ~no~gb,
another thousand feet still separated poet from sky; Dresbacb told'tqe
foreman to take the girl back by'way'of whatever trails Lthere w~re7 to
enjoy the scenery leisurely-she had done all that could be expected of
a young woman in that clime. The two departed, riot too reluctantly.
Dresbach proceeded up the face of the peak, by rocks, cedar roots; and
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all that the mountain had to offer. When he had scaled it· and stood
in a grove of pine and cedar which had, for ages past, dropped its
needles on a little amphitheater of stone, he stepped into it with the
sense of walking upon a cosmic unity. For from that point he could
see the mountain ranges in Arizona, here and there the sun-tipped
peaks of southern New Mexico, and to the north, the somber dark
ridges of the Mogollons.
.
He came down with the final acceptance and understanding of all
that the mountains and deserts of New Mexico had given him as a .
defense against the war.

Up there I wondered if but yesterday
I cursed the little things that barred my way
To quick desires . . .
There, through yeats of fires
From summer suns and ashes blown
From bumed-out winter moons, that cedar clings
To sheer rock-aIoneGroping here with a root and there with one
Asserting its right to stand up in the sun
Or face the storm's hurled shock~ . . .
And, since it was not left to grow where run
Sweet juices of rich earth, it grows-in rockl

III
If scars are worth the keeping
The steel is rich indeedo heart, this wistful reaping
Of restless waiting seed
That flowers where you bleedl
. -G. W.D.
The year which fQllowed his entry into military service was for
Glenn Ward Dresbach at once a heartbreaking and exultant one. For,
while in his meager quarter-century of life he had begun to learn th~.
meaning of shaping the language to a singular intent, now he learned
what it was to shape men to a purpose which, at least momentarily,
seemed more important than all those years of words. He wrote: 4

From this spark-showered grinding stone of days
I lift you, tempered steel of my intent,
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Glad that no fang of rost on you displays
The first significant, insidioUS, den,t.
Glad that my endless n~ has kept you bright,
That when your point is dulled its temper takes
New keenness on, I hold you to the lighto supple strength that bends . . . but never breaksl

o steel that I have whirled about me so,
My back against the walll 0 ~teel that I
Have used to rend my gnawing thongs and go,
To pry the fallen walls -and find the skyl
You have been true . . . No conquest flaming near
Shall find your warrior fallen-on his spear.

He was promoted to private first class after ten days, to sergeant a
month later. In January an old acquaintance, General Goethals, wrote
a letter in his behalf, addressed to· Chief Surgeon General W. C.
Gorgas: "Mr. Glenn Ward Dresbach ... served on the Canal credit~bly for four years ~d was ob~ged to leav~ on account of ~l1lIeal~. He
IS now Sergeant, FIrSt Class, m the Medical Corps and IS #eeking an
appointment as a commissioned officer in the Sanitary Corps. . . . I
feel that he is fully qualified for the position and I trust that you can
see your way to advancing him to the position he is seeIcing."
Dresbach,was ordered to Washington, where he was commissioned
as a first lieutenant and assigned,to Camp Meade, Maryland, to beCOme Capb\in Dresbach four months later. His assignment: Medical
Supply Offieerand Commanding Officer of the School for Medical
Supply Officers-in charge of training green recruits to become junior
officers who could tgke the field with a combat unit or take over as
. medical supply officers in base ~ospitals.
"He was the most popular officer in Camp Meade (64 regiments) ,"
in later years wrote Harvey Chalmers II, one of Dresbach's star -officer
candidates. "His company as individuals were always getting into
scrapes such as kicking the guard in the face during the conrse of ronning cases of hard liquor through the lines -under a misty moon. A
word from our Captain squared us with the authorities. Then he
would reprimand us. And what a reprimand! The- gentlest of words.
All the while his eyes said, cOh God, I wish I were a private!' ~,
Dresbach was faced nofonly with -the task of converting -greenhorns
into responsible officers, but of pulling the medical supply department
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of the corps up from the dangerously slipshod methods to which it had
fallen, or, more accurately, from which it had never risen. His keenly
analytical and orderly mind accomplished this to such a high degree
that graduates from Camp Meade found themselves in immediate
~ demand at the Port of New York, where thousands of wounded troops
arrived weekly from the battle fronts of EUrope. Dresbach lectured
each night at seven, standing under the glare of an electric bulb swinging in the new, unpainted shack which served as the medical supply
office. He wore cordovan military boots, whipcord breeches, a white
shirt, and carried a white stock. His blue eyes burned with purpose.
His audience, a full company of enlisted personnel selected for him
by the Surgeon General's office, were attentive of his precise, authoritative delivery, and oblivious to the heat. The word which characterized Dresbach, they said, was "inspiration." Few of them knew that
their captain was close kin to the muse, ~nd when his second book of
- poems, In the Paths of the Wind, appeared in 1918, classes went on as
usual. He completed his recommendations for reorganization of the
entire medical supply procedure for the army. He taught procurement
of supplies, their accountability and responsibility, and the difference
between the two. When Dresbach recommended his men for commissions, they invariably were ready and in demand. From Camp Meade
they w~nt to camps and base hospitals all over the country to establish
some of the orderliness which their captain had instilled in them.
Exhausted finally from the incredible pace he had maintained, Dresbach collapsed with influenza 'after a class one evening. His temporary
absence from his station served to prove his importance to the seryice.
His studies hounded him. His incapacity angered him, who had known
the freedom of mobility in body and spirit. Though he might have
found emotional relief in writing, he found little time or energy to do
so. There was a mammoth job ahead, and after that, there would be
time forl:toems.
As testimony to his persuasive military leadership, Dresbach's
promotion to major had been approved when the Armistice was
signed. But without a war there seemed no purpose in remaining in
the army. In January 1919 he left Camp Meade to return to his waiting. job in New Mexico.
When he walked into; the Phelps Dodge office in full uniformswagger stick and all-Hutchins, the cashier, looked up and stared.
"My God, you're a beautiful thingl" he exclaimed.
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IV
There's something ,more in searching fora thing
Than finding it.... -G. W. D. ("The Prospector")

t

On a summer evening the Dresbachs and their neighbors in the
other side of the cottage gav~ a party for some of the company executives and the hospital corps. Among the guests was Eugene Sawyer,
company superintendent. Arriving early, SawYer found Dresbach in his
study (CCHe wasn't a very social man," a neighbor recalled in later
years), where he was about to open the late mail.
After their greetings; Sawyer expressed his satisfaction with Dresbach's accounting, and wanted to know-ccnow that we're off duty"how the poetry was going. The poet invited him to sit at his desk and
open his mail, which included returns on poems sent out to Hearst's
International, The Commonweal, and The New York Times.
It was a good day for poetry. Dr~bach's warning that he might have
a fistful of rejections was needlest~ The astonished superintendent extracted checks from all three edi~9rs, ranging from ten to fifty dollars.
He wanted to know how long this had been going on. Dresbach explained that he had started selling poetry nationally while still at Wis'consin, and had been doing a pretty steady job of it ever since. But the
money, he added, was not the important part of it. The test of a poem
is not necessarily the amount paid for it, but whether the poem itself
will attain permanence in the continuity of English literature.
But"though poetry prospered, and though Dresbach had become as
a blood brother to a landscape which was to influence the tone, muscle,
and much of the subject matter of his work for years to come, the
copper industry at Tyrone faltered under the facts of low..grade ore and
declining prices following the close of the World War I. From his
vantage point as metallurgical accountant, Dresbach was in a position
to know that a shutdown of the camp was only a qlatter of time, and
not much time at best. In 1920 the Four Seas Press of Boston· published his third book, Morning, Noon, and Night, a collection of
poems which lndicated the potential of depth. and vigor with which
his years in the Southwest had endowed him. In October he wound
up his affairs and prepared to extend his business experience in EI Paso,
reluctantly leaving a time and place which had strengthened the sinews
of his craft to the verge of that much desired pennanence.
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In closing out Dresbach's personal record, a Phelps Dodge executive scn'bbled this eloquent summation of his career at Tyrone: Fair
accountant-good poet.
EI Paso's Fewel Street was a terraced thoroughfare which undulated
down the mountainside and ended at the Rio Grande. From his studio
apartment (he was alone now, having separated from his\wife) Dresbach could see the mud huts of the Mexicans on the outskirts of
Juarez, the mountains rising beyond, dark and barren, changing with
the hours. The fragrance of high-country pinons was missing, and he
had given his hunting dog to a rancher when he left Tyrone, but the
new environs were not so different that he lost the natural stimuli of
the five years past. Indeed, the landscape from Fewel Street only
whetted his appetite to continue exploring the world he had cOme to
know so intimately. He wrote and sold his poems widely, and started
gathering a new collection, which again reflected the incalculable influence of the years in New Mexico-poems with such evocative titles
as "A Burro Load of Cedar," "Cattle before the Storm," "Strays," and
liThe Deserted Homestead."
Pursuing two careers simultaneously, as always, Dresbach went to
work setting up a new accounting system for Peyton Packing Company, a task which took the better part of six months, after which he
was made auditor and credit manager as well as accountant. He relaxed a little socially, and allowed a local writers club to meet with him
on Saturday nights, feeling he owed other writers any help he could
give them, even though his had been a solit!ry struggle.
In the sculpture-strewn studio which he rented at' his own price .
(news of his fame had preceded him), dilettantes came to hear the
poet and to offer their verses for his recommendation. Dresbach
tolerated these intrusions on his time and energy with some pleasure,
and his guests in tum spread his fame and bought his new book enthusiastically when II!- Colors of the West appeared in 1922, published
by Henry Holt. It contained, among the lyric poems reflecting his debt
to the Southwestern countryside-or its debt to him-the long nar.rative poem, ''Wild Apples," which could not escape, at least in part,
the label autobiographical.
. . . And Malcolm's wife, a woman made of stuff
Of strange confusions, did not care enough
For more than superficial things to give
An understanding that his love might live.
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. . . By day he work~ by night he wrote to find
If life's expression eased a troubled mind,
And saw his art in competition win
The notice virtue gains where there is sin.
o

Malcolm, the name given the protagonist, leaves his wife in comfort
and goes to war, then returns hoping things will be better. But things
are not better. Letting her go, together with his life's savings, Malcolm
seeks a retreat in the country he has loved, a place where wild apples
grow ~s warm and sensuous as a young woman. Such a young woman
comes to his cabin, pursued by the man she despises, and the two 1l}ale
animals lock horns, Malcolm's conquest to be followed by the subsequent conquest of the young woman. In the morning however, 'she
decides to go back to her man~ as she is all he has. "Something always
brings/ An end to something else," Malcolm muses when she has gone. \
Then:
"Life is not well defin~" he thought. "It goes
In crazy circles . . . Beauty like the rose
Flashes from it. Wild apples grow and fall
In each new Eden . . . I would taste them allForbidden fruit. For I have heard the sound
Of ripened apples falling to the ground. . . ."

Untypical of Dresbach's art, which generally noted the whole opti~
'mism of human experience while never overtly evading its rawer a~
peets, the hero of "Wild Apples"
. . . hastened back to Life that could not give
Sure 'answers to his will to love and live,
Keeping a sense of some futility
In all but visions that his eyes might see.

Seldom again was so private a note, so personal -a philosophy, to appear in his published. work, as if the catharsis of writing out a bitter
experience had purged his whole self, and his art proceeded on an
even tenor.
.~
'
,
while Dresbach was involved in personal difficulties, financial
troubles had begun- to plague the entire Southwest in the slackening
of business after World War I. Much of Peyton's . dealings were with,
,
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nearby Fort Bliss, and these naturally dwindled in the wake of troop
cutbacks at the installation. These and other postwar factors brought
banks in the region to the brink of failure. Dresbach himself, wno had
reached the peak of his earning power with the packing company in
less than two years, lost money. Undaunted, he.got out of EI Paso with
his shirt and a book manuscript, and headed for Chicago and a decade
of prosperity both in business and poetry.
. When Dresbach had been in his final year at the University of Wisconsin,the poet-teacher William Ellery Leonard had summoned him
to his office and admitted that he was deeply impressed ~y the young
man's work. Was he planning to teach English? Dresbach told him
no, .he wanted to get out and meet life on its own terms, to work and
to create poetry free of the academic atmosphere.
Fourteen years later, when Holt published Dresbach's The En~hanted Mesa, Leonard sent him a postcard which read: "Dear Boy,
you've done itl God bless you."
. It was, in a sense, only a beginning. The New Mexico years remained with Dresbach for a long time to come, as evidenced by Clill
Dwellings and Other Poems, two years later; Star-Dust and S$0ne,
which won the Po~try Society of Texas Award in 1928; and The Wind
in the Cedars, which Holt published in 1930. Of the first named, The
Measure noted that "Dresbach has comprehended a great landscape
. . . It marks his emergence as a definite figure in American poetryi'
He has been called "the Poet of the West" and "the Poet of the
Southwest," and he has acknowledged always his debt to a region
whose magnitude and muscle gave something of these qualities to his
work.
It was this spirit of vastn~ in his work which brought Dresbach
into. the International Blue Book in 1928, and which led Lord Dunsany to recommend him that same year for membership in the London '
Author's Club. It sustained him during the depression years when he
underwent a rigorous twelve-year period of lecturing and writqlg. In
1941 he sought the quietude of the Arkansas Ozarks, where, continuing to write and publish widely, he began the work of preparing his
collected poems for publication. Here, in a cottage-perched on a hill- .
side in Eureka Springs, he lives still, with his poet wife Beverley
Githens. He is seventy-five years old-gnarled and tough as the New
Mexico cedars he loved, but still as brilliant of mind as the stars on a
summernight.
,
.
Thirty years after his departure from the Southwest, a critic wrote in
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Saturday Review, on the publication of his Collected Poems, 1914-,
1948: "There is. no poet who has given a better accounting of his
talents in the. service of poetry."

DRESBACH'S PUBLISHED WRITING
BOOKS BY GLENN WARD DRESBACH

The Road to Everywhere. Boston: Gorham Press, 1916.
In the Paths of the Wind. Boston: Four Seas, 1918.
Morning, Noon, and Night. Boston: Four Seas, 1920.
In Colors of the West. New York: Henry Holt, 1922.
The Enchanted Mesa. New York: Henry Holt, 1924Clill Dwellings and Other Poems. Boston: Harold Vinal, 1926.
Star-Dust and Stone. Dallas: P. L. Turner, 1928.
This Side of Avalon. Boston: Harold Vinal, 1929.
The Wind in the Cedars. New York: Henry Holt, 1930.
SeIect~ Poems. New York: Henry Holt, 1931.
Collected Poems, 1914-19"fB. Caldwell, Idaho: Canon Printers, Ltd., 1950.
PERIODICALS

From 1911 to 1950, poems by Dresbach appeared in a1lleading periodicals
which used vezse including Ainslee's, AIrs Wen, American Mercury,
Argosy, Atlantic Monthly, Bookman, Catholic World, Christian Science
Monitor, Commonweal, Dial, Good Housekeeping, Harp, Kaleidoscope,
Ladies' Home Tournal, Life, Literary Digest, McCalfs, Munsey's, Nation,
New Mexico Quarterly, New Republic, New'York Herald Tnaune, New
York T~es, Overland, Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, SatuiclayEvening

Post, Smaner's, Smart Set, Southwest Review, Spirit, Virginia Quarterly
Review, Voices, Yale Review.
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ANTHOLOGIES

'Dresbach's writing was reprinted in some two hundred 1Ulthologies and
textbooks. Among those including Dresbach pPeIDS written during, or
under influence of, the New Mexico years:
The Home Book of Modem Verse, compiled and arranged by Burton Egbert Stevenson. New York: Henry Holt, 1925.
'
The Boo~ of Poetry, edited and introduced by Edwin Markham. New York:
Wm. H. Wise & Co., 1926. (Vol. III)
The New Poetry, edited by Harriet Monroe and Alice Corbin Henderson.
New York: Macmillan, 1932.
The Best Poems of 193." selected by Thomas Moult. London: Jonathan
Cape, Ltd., 1935.
Contemporary American Men Poets, edited by Thomas Del Vecchio. New
York: Henry Harrison, 1937.
Anthology of Magazine Verse for 1938-1942, and Yearbook of American '
Poetry, edited by Alan F. Pater. New York: The Paebar Co., Inc., 1942.
Signature of the Sun, Southwest Verse 1900"'19;0, selected and edited by
Mabel Major and T. ,M. Pearce, Albuquerque: 'The University of New
Mexico Press, 1950.

W

EDSEL FORD has had a published collection, The ManchiId from Sunday Creek, and poems and stories in more than a hundred magazines including some of the largest circUlation. His home is in Arkansas, where
he has won the John' Gould Fletcher Award on Arkansas Poetry Day. In
1959 ~d again in 1960, he won the Monday Prize of'the Poetry Society
of Georgia..
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PUEBLO GoDS AND MYTHS, by Hamilton A Tyler. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 196+ 313 pp. $5.95.
.
The intriguing ideas in this book are little indicated by the prosaic
title and humdrum jacket. One lifts the cover expecting to spot a few
new insights into a subject often pursued since its introduction in the
Codex Hopiensis of Jesse Walter Fewkes, butone soon becomes fascinated
by his own involvement in the larger implications of a topic pertaining to
all mankind.
Hamilton Tyler, who thinks of himself "in the tradition of the English
scholarly amateurs, often country divines," ensnares the reader in his introductory page with hints toward "reconciliation of contradictory beliefs,"
"the PueblC?'s own .words as often as possible," ~'ilo thesis," ~"Greek culture." Then he continues his hold with: "Why do the Pueblos dance?"
An old quest for the answer is happily continued in com~y,with one
who has the capacity to absorb drumbeats and the empathic imagination
Uta leave the ranks of the observers and join th-ose of the believers."
Tyler explores many ceremonies and persQnages of three Pueblo Indian groups-the Hopi, Keres, and· Zum. Although he begins with Death,
his course leads logically through the ancient pantheons, from myth to
myth, in the Pueblo world.
Characters of long and enigmatic acquaintance, such as Masau'u, 1<0yemshi. and Paiyatemu, come almost close enough· to touch through this

",
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provocative exposition of heretofore largely unpondered associations both
intertribal and multiple-ethnic. The Creators, the Germinators, War
Gods, Clowns, and the host of supernatural beings, great and small,
move in many-faceted reflections of their counterparts from Athens,
Mycenae, and other classic centers, which sometimes seem nearer through
.
the centuries than the Pueblo villages do today.
Examining several recent analytic views of the universal "Face of Animism," Tyler deepens his search for satisfactory answers to his initial question. He summarizes and criticizes three interpretations in comparison with
the Pueblos' living demonstration of their own-Buber's animism as a
major step in man's quest for one god; Freud's as analogous to an infant
~ge in individual maturation; and the social determinist's (represented
in certain aspects by a trio of anthropologists-Parsons, Radin, Titiev) as
a stage in the development of society.
This potent assemblage makes for exciting speculation, but it enlarges
the question while narrowing the possibilities of an answer from any
others than the Pueblos themselves. Tyler offers some magnificent exhibits of Pueblo achievements as determinant to his own answer and which
substantiate the answer each thoughtful reader may find for himself.
In seeking a clear Pueblo picture, Tyler points out typical discrepancies
in his sources. He frankly questions some'reputable records, interposes
s~ldom quoted ones, and plausibly emphasizes first-told testimony. "Bless
the great scholar," he says of Matilda Stevenson, and turns again and
again to the direct voices of Hermequaftewa, Katchongva,. Nequatewa,
and a few other contemporary Pueblo men.
Even so, this .book unavoidably has built-in distortions. Surely no one
more than Tyler himself knows that even an interpretation as perceptive
as this must largely be based on shifting and imperfect Pueblo images.
Now we see through a glass darkly, and probably shall until the Pueblo
philosophers speak in representative numbers for themselves. It is to be
hoped that when that time comes, another Tyler, perhaps a Pueblo.Tyler,
clarify the composite view so essential to the reciprocal knowledge
·btsic to One world.
-Dorothy Dunn

wiJl

A graduate of Chicago's Art Institute and an authority on American Indian art,
Dorothy Dunn is the author of the forthcoming Modem Indian Painting to be published by the University of New Mexico Press. She is also the author of a section in Indians of the Americas, National Geographic Society, 1955. A recipient of the Palmes
. d'Academie from the French government, she is an honomy associate in Indian Arts,
School of American Research, Santa Fe, and haS received a cifationfrom the Indian
Arts and Crafts Board, U.S. Department of the Interior. She has traveled widely and
taught in Indian schoo~ her most adventuresome j011mey occurring in 1928 when she'
drove from ~cago through Indian country in a seventy-five-dollar Model T.
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NAVAHOS HAVE FIVE FINGERS, by T. D.AIlen. Nonnan: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1963. 249 pp. $4.95.
Spring and summer, for two years; Don and Terry AIlen lived among
the Navajos in a remote part of northeastern Arizona. They were fortunate, the couple told their publishers, to be granted the opportunity of
operating the· Tselani Health Center "at the beginning of the education
epidemic that swept the Reservation following World War II." Before and
after, for something like twenty.;five years, the AIlens returned to Navajo
country as they could.. This book is the happy result.
.
At Tselani they occupied a five-room cottage "plain as prunes, but clean
and comfortable." In the amber light of their first evening, "the only
sound we could hear was the rhythmic putt-putt of the trader's electricitygenerating plant." They were in an outstation of Ganado· Mission, thirtyfive miles to the southeast.
Lest there be any mistake, the AlIens do not write about themselves.
We find them in the background, sensitive observers. For communication, while dispensing pills, treating cuts, broken bones, babies' diarrhea,
and discovering the merits of juniper bark for infants' diapers, and while
coming to grips with the sweating certaintieS of a woman~in labor or a
fevered man slowly dying-for communication thtough ~ of this, they
depend upon Didibah Singer-"Didi"-a young married hidy who wears
bobby socks and saddle shoes.
The AIlens write with warmth, a scuffed-toe simplicity, and a lflIe understanding of people. They shun the statistical or documentaIy; their book
h\lS no formal structure, but rambles and is as accidental and episodic as
life itself. They are concerned with one theme only: the common ground
between human beings, the universal qualities of fun and laughter, of
love and pain and suffering-however startling the differences of color,
custom, heritage, or language. Navajos, they say, "are like the rest of us,
in that we have one or two good physical features and one or two characteristics of which our race might be proud . • . we should be. hard
pressed to pick a sample white man to send to a world's fair, for instance~"
Navajos we encounter here are modem Navajos; their interests or problems are of this era rather than of yesterday. Only in observing the older '
people, at a school meeting and afterward, in their fearful approach to
modem medicine, do the AIlens relate Navajo behavior to the tribal past.
The dialogue throughout is unfailingly true to Navajo speech. On one
occasion, preparing to take a sick man to the hospital, they are astonished
whe~ all of the man's relatives, suddenly appearing from nowhere, swarm
in~ their pickup truck. Didi notices the AIlens' concern and asks, "You

I
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think you having enough room with all that man's family?" And later,
when she learns the man has died, Didi explains the attitude of the
family: "They liked him get it Christian burial." The words and cadences
are perfect.
Nowhere do the Allens sentimentalize or overdramatize their subject.
This the reader is aware of from the beginning, most gratefully so, I· think,
in three passages: ·the touching affection of an elderly grandmother, who
is brought to the health center, for her quietly attentive husband; in a
chapter about a prodigal lambing on the eroded land of young Ben Lee,
and the authors' wry conclusions about the irreconcilable ways of Nature
and solicitous government; finally, as the Allens take a middle-ground
position between those who would solve the "Indian problem" with a
sea of pity and a landslide of cast-off clothing, and those who would tum
their backs and leave the Indians to struggle alone.
This is an authentic book, it is low-keyed, but it riI\gs true. I question
only two brief references to traders who, the Allens tell us, with cttwo or
three exceptions" have come to the reservation for profit alone, and whQ
"have had nothing to do with their customers on a common level of cultural exchange." This generalization, they admit, may be partially untrue~
H the rather special meaning of "cultural exchange" may be interpreted
broadly in reservation terms, the entire generalization, in fact, is far from,
the truth.
If the Allens have not added anything new to what already is well
known of Navajo mores, it is because they did not attempt to do so. In
writing this Qook, they have said, they hoped only to "help open the
door of understanding between whites and Navajos." This is eminently
worth doing and most readers may agree they have suc~eded handsomely.
Twelve black-and-white photographs by Arthur Dodd illustrate the book
and a. fold-out map clearly presents the region of the narrative.

-Frank McNitt
Author of two authoritative books about the Navajo country and editor of another,
Frank McNitt is holed down in a Connecticut farmhouse in Woodstock sifting "8
mass of material which may eventually become a Navajo tribal history based mainly
on the Spanish and American records of war and conquest." The two books he wrote
are Ricbard Wetberi11: Anasazi, UNM Press, 1957, and Tbe Indian Traders, University
of Oklahoma Press, 1962. The latter press recently published his richly annotated edition of Navabo Expedition, Lieut. Simpson's 1849 journal. ,Once sales manager of UNM
Press, McNitt counts as his hobbies exploring the Southwest and woodworking at home.
l
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LAND & CATl'LE COMPANY: A PANHANDLE ENTERP~
1882-1957, by Lester Fields Sheffx. Austin: The University of Texas Press,
196 3. 402 pp., 38 mus., 7 maps.16.50.
This is a Western story with a difference-a story of swivel-chair Wall
Street cowboys as well as home-on-the-range cowboys. The, title of the
book is a little misleading. The Francklyn Land & Cattle Company lived
out its short unhappy life by 1886. In its heyday, though, it embraced
most of one county in the north-cen'tral Panhandle and big chunks of
three others, with thousands of head of cattle ranging in adjacent Indian
tenitory. The men who managed this company, and its successor, White
Deer, were sagacious, honorable, exceedingly hard-working, and full of
golden dreams-dreams that never paid off until oil was found there
short;1y after the first World War.
Tlte real story is told in the letters and documents of the men who
ran the show. They may have been strong and silent, but they certainly
weren't incommunicative; they expressed themselves beautifully. Hence
the job of the author is really that of a competent editor, presenting the
documentary evidence. That evidence is from a I recent donation of company papers to the Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum of Canyon, Texas,
where ShefIy headed the history department of West Texas State College.
Little more than bridge sentences are necessary for the epistolary technique employed. It is a tale of woe put an engrossing one-a running gun
battle with grass fire, drought, claim jumpers; rustl~, absentee owners,
obscure titles, politicians and rea1-estate prospects. The book tells what
actually happened far better than a Zane Grey novel, which isn't to say
that it is devoid of drama. It is a real addition to Southwestern lore.
THE FRANCKLYN

BRAYE W ARmORS, by Norman B. Wiltsey. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton
pri4ers, 1¢3· 379 pp., 37 mus., $6.,0. INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST, by M.
Jour~n Atkinson. San Antonio: Naylor, 1963. 343 pp. $,,95, A popular
hist~ of militant Western tribes, Brave Warriors considers Nez Perce,
Cheyennes, ,Medocs, APache, Crow, Sioux and Comanche. While in no
sense lthoroughgoing study, a chapter on each of these people chatacterizes
and etrama~es a crucial moment in its history. The author is an editor of
Western fiction magazines. Indians of the Southwest has just been reissued
in a "revised and enlarged" fourth edition. Unlike Brave Warriors, it pretends ·to be no ~be-by-tribe summary but rather a believe-it-or-not gtab
bag of extremely Variegated fact and legend. But like the former, this one
possesses an adequate index and bibliography as well as rough. somce
documentation.
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AN APP~: PAPERS FROM THE

FERENCE ON THE HIsrORY OF

DENVER CoN-

WESTERN AMERI~ ed. by Robert G. Ferris.

Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Presst 1963' 295 pp. $5.50' This is a
collection of twenty papers from the second conference focusing on the
major themes and problems of the West. Among the authors are two
faculty members of the University of New Mexico. Gemld D. Nash,
assistant professor of histOIy writes on "Research in Western Economic
History---Problems and Opportunities." Donald C. Cuttert professor in
the history deparbnent writes "Spanish Scientific Exploration Along the
Pacific Coast." Robert H ..Lister, now engaged in salvage archaeology at
the Aswan Dam in Egypt writes "Salvage Archaeology Today and the
Glen Canyon Project." Dr. Listert whose books on Southwestern archaeology and quhuahua historyt written with his wife Florence, will be published by the University of New Mexico Press, is a professor of anthropology
at the University of Coloxado.

THE

FRONTIER ExpERJEN~ READINGS IN THE

TRANS-MlssIssrPPI WFSrt

ed. by Robert V. Hine and Edwin R. Bingham. Belmont Qilif.: Wa~
worth Publishing. 432 pp. $6.95. Here is an extensive anthology of true
and interesting material on the Old West with seemingly no area left
unexplored t literally or figuratively. Famous writers and famous Americans are representedt but by no means all are noted. Among the well
known are Bernard De Votot Francis Parkmant Paul Horgant John
Charles Fremont Stephen Aus~ Theodore Roosevelt and Horace Greeley. Divisions of the book cover Understanding the West The Explorer
and the Government The Far Western Fur Trade, Oregon: from Trap
to Territoryt New Spain and the Santa Fe TIailt Texas,: from Settlement
to Revolutio~ Manifest Destiny and the Mexican War, Mormons, Minin~ Cattle, and Indians. The editors are of the University of California,
Riverside, and the University of Oregon, respectively.

PRAmm TALES

AND

Cow

TOWNS,

THE OPENING

OF THE

~

OLD WFSr, by

Floyd B. Streeter. New York: Devin-Adair. 214 PP.$4.50' Originally publiShed in a smaIl edition in 1936, the book is a reissue of a Western classic.
The author was h"brarian of Kansas State College and delved in original
sources to gather eyewitness accounts of the early days in the old West.
Interesting as history, the book recounts Western folk legend as well, with
accent on color and personality, famous gun battles, xaids and robberies,
tales of roundup, tIail, and buffalo range.
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THE OREGoN DESERT, by E. R. Jackman and R. A. Long. Caldwell, Idaho:
Carton Printers, 1<)6+ 407 pp~, 100 photos, 18 color plates, $4.95- The
publishers say modestly but with justice, "This book _•• is a hard one to
define. A single paragraph may be a mixture of geolqgy, history, biograpiy, and rich desert lore. There is no other book about the Oregon
desert and this one fills the void." It may be added tbatthis channing
graD bag should keep the void filled for a long time to come, offering
interesting comparison to the Southwestemdesert. The authors are
descnDed as "a cowboy who thinks like a scientist and Jackman is ,a
scientist [with the extension service of Oregon State University] who
thinks like a cowboy." Their combined experience on' the Oregon desert,
totals a century at least and they have had a freewheelliig tjme unburdening, it here. The book is a bargain and worthy of 'any Westem
•
..
,
co11ection.
r
CiusTos, TALES AND TRADmoNS OF THE
SPANISH SOUTHWEST, by Arthur L. Campa. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1963. 223 pp., 12 illus. $5'95. Perhaps "Tales and 'Tmditions" ,
is as good a subtitle as any, for these stories, which, surprisingly, are too
well documented to be called mere legends. Here are tales of lost mines
known to be stacked with gold, of buried treasure found and lost again,
stories of picturesque and colorful characters: hermits, cowboys, nuns,
priests, and medicine men. The author knows the territory well, baving
been bom in Mexico, brought up on a West Texas ranch, -and educated
at the University of New Mexico where he' received two degrees, apd at
Columbia where he took the Ph.D. He is chairman of the d~~~t of
." ,
modern languages at the University of Denver.
TREASURE

OF THE

SANGRE

DE

~'

NEW MExIco WILDLIFE, published bimonthly by the Information and
Education Section of the New Mexico Deparbnent of Game and Fish,
State Capitol, Santa Fe, $1.00 per year. Th~ magazine contains current information on hunting and fishing in New Mexico with articles on scientific
matters, biography,'tmvel,'animal and plant identifitationand other materials of interest to sportsmen and other outdoorsm.en. Approximately half of
each issue is devoted to informative illustmtions. O£partic:uIar value is the
Januaiy-February 1(}64 issue, which features '3 series of studies of the functions of the several divisions of the New Mexico Division of Game and
Fish written by leading experts. The magazine reflects the taste ofth~ editor,
David G. Jackson, who has paid great attention to attractive layout.

;
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PAPAGOS, by Charlsie Poe. San Antonio: Naylor, 196+
159 pp. $4'95· Here are anecdotes of 90ldie Richmond, pioneer woman
trader and Indians' friend of the Papago country, the lonely Arizona
desert stretch southwest of Tucson, told in simple and straightforward
fashion by a feature writer for the Abilene Reporter-News. As good-humored as these tales -are, it is to be regretted that they do not tell us
more of the relatively little-known Papago, one of the few North American Indian tribes sti11 living on ancestIa1 land.
ANCEL 1:0 THE

THIS HIGH MAN: THE lJFE OF ROBERT H. GODDARD, by Milton Lehman.
New York: Farrar, Straus, 1963. 488 pp., illus. $6.50' Robert Hutchings
Goddard displayed remarkable staying power in his early experimental
-rocketry. The impact upon om expanding world of his investigations in
C4pm~ science" is recognized only in retrospect. When he was working in
Massachusetts, Maryland, and New Mexico before World War II, he
coped with inertia of interest and misunderstanding by nearly evetyone,
layman and military alike, but the Guggenheims and the Smithsonian
Institution financed him. Lehman's book shows hard-rock research and
sympathy for Goddard, who emerged- finally as _one of om modenr heroes.
As Browning expressed it, "This high man, with a great thing to pursue,
. • • •"
Dies ere he knOWS It.
AND SOCIETY IN CoLONIAL MExIco: TIm GREAT HACIENDA, by
Fran~ois Chevalier, tr. by Alvin Eustis, ed. by Lesley Byrd Simpson. Jrerke-

LAND

ley: University of California Press, 1963. 344 pp. $8.50. This is a translation of a monumental French study of the social system of the Mexican
hacienda, first published in Paris in 1952. Unbl this century, the hacienda was the basic unit of most Mexican society and remained relatively unchanged in spite of revolutions. The author builds his classic case with
a wealth of historical fact.

i
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THE LoNG SHADOW: EMILY DICKINSON'S TRAGIC POETRY, by Clark Griffith.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 196+ 318 pp. $6.00.
Mr. Griffith's purpose in this solemn study is to lodge Emily Dickinson
within "the trdgic trddition to which she properly belongs." He demonstrdtes persuasively that her trdgic poetry, like Melville's fiction; charts the
abortive quest of the human mind for repose in a quaking and murderous
world. The critical perspective resembles Allen Tate's. Mr. Tate believes
that Emily Dickinson bad the good fortune, for her art at least, to live at
the decaying edge of the Puritan tradition, and that from the conflict
between her deeply rooted tendency toward orthodox belief and the con·
. trary show of malevolence all about her came her anguished art. Mr.
Griffith substitutes Emersonian Transcendentalism as the liIrking dispensation, and reveals with skill how Emily Dickinson dramatized the con·
stant testing and rejection of that optimistic outlook. She started from
the Emersonian assumption that nature betrays the universal purpose, and
discovered the purpose to be malicious. The discussion nicely ventilates
stuffy notions of Emily Dickinson's intellectual seclusion from the world
beyond her window.
Interpretations of "The last night that she lived," "Because I could not
stop for Death," and "I heard a fly buzz-when I died" are unsurpassed in
acuity. Mr. Griffith discerns the ironic nerve that sinews her poems. His
solemnity, however, betrdys him in interpreting the spider poem beginning
"Alone and in a circumstance." With misplaced sobriety, he declares that
lIthe trespass cannot really be restricted to the spider, but . . . it is an
offense . . . , a trdnsgression of such magnitude that it must be spiritual
and must baye originated with God." If one recalls nineteenth-century
sanitation arrangements, the offense in the opening lines hardly seems
metaphysical:
Alone and in a circumstance
Reluctant to be told
A spider on my reticence
Assiduously crawled.

.

More serious objection must be made to regarding the· poems as psychological symptoms. In a tactless epilogue, Mr. Griffith extrapolates from
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an innocuous remark of the poet reported by T. W. Higginson. "I never
knew how to tell time by the clock till I was fifteen," she supposedly
said. ''My father thought he had taught me, but I did not understand
and I was afIaid to say I did not and afIaid to ask anyone' else lest he .
should know." The comment, he concludes, not only· shows that Emily
Dickinson's childhood was "long and troubled" and a "world of Parental
tyrannies," but that from the experience "there ultimately developed het
neurotic obsession with temporality, which is the chief obsession of her\
poetry." He goes further, as "one legitimate way of illnminatingher>!
poetry," to trace her poetic agony to the menses: "She could well have
. transformed menstruation into a process so grim and tem"ble that it ruled
her life, and; in ways partially unrecognized by her, came to color and
conditio~ the view that she took of every sort of experience.""
Mr. Griffith, and others who feel compelled to fix absolute causes for
the poetic passion, should consider E. H. Gombrich's wise comment in
his essay on psychoanalysis and art history: celt isa commonplace that
there is no substitute for the psychoanalytic interview. Such attempts as
have been made, therefore, to tiptoe across the chasm of centuries. on ,a
fragile rope made of stray information can never be more than a jeu
cfesprit." It was Emily Dickinson herself who observed ithat "Human
Nature dotes/On what it can't detect."
-David T. Porter
Assistant professor of English at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, Dr.
Porter is a specialist in the poetry of Emily Dickinson. He has written about the poet
for Massacbusetts Review and has reviewed for New England Quarterly. Now he is
finishing a book-length study of Emily Dickinson's early poetry.

By THE WATERS OF MANHATrAN, SELECl'ED VERSE, by Charles Reznikoff.
New York: New Directions, 1962.113 pp. $1.50.
THE MATERIALS, by George Oppen. New York: New Directions, 1962.
52 pp. $1.25.
Poetry is big business. That much is certain. You have only to look at
the stock anthologies. Those who pitched ,in and pushed and were given
the full-page advertisements seem to be with us forever like the packaged
breads and inedible cheeses that were foisted on us in the same way. You
will not find either George dppen or Charles Reznikoff in any of the
"standard" collections of the verse of our time. They appeared in An Objectivists Anthology of 1932. George Oppen brought out a book of poems,
Dis~rete Series, in 19* with pithy introduction by Ezra Pound. Reznikoff
has gone on working, but his poetry, like that of Louis Zukofsky with
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One thinks of Williams again in "Scrubwoman~ though the lineation and
',
movement are clearly Reznikoff's own:
\

'

~

b

One shoulder lower
with unsure step like a bear erect, .t'
the smell of the wet black rags that she ,cleans with about her,
Scratching with four stiff fingers her half-bald head,
.
smiling.

A reIIl3Ikable early poem, beginning flatly with the line, "She sat by
the window opening into the airshaft," and making out of flatness a virtue and a subject, beautifully achieved but too long to quote in full, illustrates the kind of thing Reznikoff can bring off at his best. No Wil1jams1
certainly, but a poet who, over a phase of thirty years, has been turning
out consistently fine work ousted from our attention by the counterweights
of chance and reputation-mongering.
Oppen's work seems to have suffered asimi1ar fate. To say that it's
a pity New Directions didn't print the best pieces from Dis~te Series with
The Materials (the two divided in composition by a mysterious twentyfive years' silence) is not to grudge the honor this publisher deserves, but
to regret that such poetry should be totally unobtainable. One of Oppen's
favorite devices begins there, namely his liking for posing the human over
against, or surrounding the human by, the inanimate or mechanical:
He has chosen a place
With the usual considerations,
Without stating them.
Buildings.

,

The sea rusheS past a party on shipboar~ "homogeneously automatic," a
man is isolated among levers in a steam-shovel cab, a face between car
windows~ A child (?) bouncing a ball is qualified by the physics of the
act and by the things around the act:
White. From the "
Under arm of T
The red globe
Up

Down. Round
Shiny fixed
Alternatives
From the quiet
Stone floor. . . .

This awareness, with its line and breathing pointing forward to Creeley,
caus~ Oppen to set out unexpected distinctions:
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As soda-jerking from
~epriwreact

Of
Cmcking eggs. . .

-

~.

!

He brings to bear this dual awareness of the coexistence or qualification
of human and nonhuman fascinatingly as follows:
No interval of manner
Yow body in ~e SUD
You? A solid, this ~t ~e dress
insisted,
Your face unaccented, your mou~ a mouth?
Practical knees:
It is you who truly
Excel ~e vegetable
The fitting of gmsses-more bare than ~t.
Pomredly bent, your elbows on a car-edge
Incognito as summer
Among mechanics.

All the examples given so far are from Discrete Series. The Materials
carries on a continuity from here, underlined in its epigraph from Maritain:
"We awake in the same moment to ourselves and to things." As Oppen
writes:
"
l'

What I've seen
Is all I've found: myself.

The awareness brings, as one would expect from a later book, a sense
not only of self but of time:
Against ~e glass
Towers, ~e elabomre
Homed handle of a saw
Dates back
Beyond small harbors
Facing Europe. . . .

This poetry of intuitive measurement finds its analogy in the craftsmen of
the seaboard settlements:
..
Who is not at' home
Among ~ese men? who make a home
Of half tru~ rules of ~umb
Of cam and lever and whose d~_ and piers
Extend into ~e sea so self-contained.

Oppen's best things, like the products of the"men, wear the appearance of
having their parts "End-for-end, butted to each other, / Dove-taIled, tenoned, doweled ...." As Oppen says, "There is no beau~Jn New England lik~ the boats," and the sense of workmanship he adniires in them
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comes to the fore in that dialectic which we have already seen at work
of flesh against uthe materials:' uWorkman" finely embodies. this:
Leaving the house each dawn I see the hawk
FIagr.mt over the driveway. In his claws
That dot, that comma .
Is the broken animal: the dangling small beast knows
The burden that he is: he has touched
The hawk's drab feathers. But the carpenter's is a culture
Of fitting, of firm dimensions,
Of post and lintel. Quietly the roof lies
That the carpenter has finished. The sea birds cifcle
The beaches and cry in their own way,
The innUDlCIable sea birds, their beaks and their wings
Over the beaches and the sea's glitter.

This is an excellent book containing half a dozen comparable pieces
that should find their place into any intelligent selection of contemporary
verse. Oppen possesses, as Pound said of him thirty yeatS ago, CIa sensibility
which is not every man's sensibility and which has not been got out of any
other man's books." Readers who know Dr. Williams' work, wrote Pound
in that same introduction, "'wiD coagulate their rather gelatinous attention
on the likeness." At this date, it's perhaps easier to see that Oppen, in a
sense, a far more uintellectual" poet than Williams, stands closer to Louis
Zukofsky. It is this quality bf sharp, reasoning discriminations that sets
Oppen apart from Reznikoff, makes of him the more interesting wriier of
the two.
In publishing these two paperbacks, New Directions has helped to restore the balance of om attention to the name of the American poetic
tradition. A collected or selected Zukofsky would alter the balance further.
It all takes time-and money. But you cannot raise Whitman's race of
usuperll persons," ucopious, vehement, spiritual, bold," on the poetic
equiValent of supermarket bread.
-Charles Tomlinson
Guest professor at the University of New Mexico ,last year and poet.in-resid~ce at
the D. H. Lawrence cmch near Taos, this poet-critic is a reader in English liteIature
at the University of Bristol. As a poet, Harvey Shapiro wrote of him in the New Yorl: '
Times: "Tom1inson brings a rich rhetoric that is capable of imparting energy to its
objects"; Hugh Kenner in PoetIy: "Unmistakable combination of radical originality and
a sure impassioned civil intercourse with the past that marks off the poet of genius";
John Ciardi in the Saturday Review: "-here to stay and to grow. Read him. Believe
him." His most recent collection, A· Peopled Landscape, was· published by Oxford.
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AMmuCAN POEMS: A CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION, ed. byi~ Kessler,
Crosscurrents: Modem Critiques series, ed. by HaIry T. ~re. Carbondale: Southern Illinois U;DiveISity Press, 196 200 pp. $4.50.
This anthology is from\a new series of handsome books with uniform
cov~ which exhibit much latitude otherwise-in length, layout,· type,
and subject matter. Aside from an introduction by the POet-eWtorand
an astonishingly discursive and infom;ud ·preface (reading like a chatty,·
buttonholing press release from Alfred A. Knopf), this book is all POems
with sixteen poets under forty years of age represented. The editor admits
with disarming ~dor that he has nothing against poets over forty who
are still the best-leading the way-1?ut their price tags are too high. Nevertheless, he has been highly selective, his POets are far from ParVenus and each
is given SPace to show his mnge. They are Robert Creeley of the University
of New Mexico, Irving Feldman, S. S. Gardons, Allen Ginsberg, Barbara
Guest, John Hollander, Kenneth Koch, Philip Levine, John Logan, W. S.
Merwin, Robert Mezey, W. D. Snodgmss, James Wright, and the editor. '
Of Creeley's "very short poems" represented, Kessler writes that they
are "barely voiced or muttered bits of much more complex and elusive
history than the 'lyric' poem ordinarily accounts for." Editorial policy, it
is claimed, steers between the Scylla of the Poets of England and America's
sketchy sampling and the Charybdis of New American Poetry's slice-oflife all-inclusiveness. The editor promises no resurrected Dada or "practice touch-typing on the endless towelpaper of neosurrealistic institutional
associationa1ism," on the one hand, and no yawp or Churcbj]1jan chime
either. He swears the selection has been painstaking, and inspection seems
to bear him out.
.
Other new titles in the series are all of criticism. Among them are
Wallace Stevens, e. e. cummings, lames Toyce, and Alain Robbe-GrilIet,
a reprint of Malcom Cowley's anthology After the Genteel Tradition on
writers of the twenties and thirties, and a collection of essays on poetics
by the recent Nobel prizewinning Italian poet, Quasimodo.

+

.

THE SECOND VOICE, by Anne Marx. New York: Fine Editions 'Press,
1963. 72 pp. $3·75·
,
The keynote of Anne Marx's poetry is its ability to release the hidden
meaning and wonder below the surface of -everyday life. Her new book,
The Second Voice, is a POet's exploration of experience, a poet's ·medita-,
tion on the inner and outer dimensions of reality. I .

,}

\.-.
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Kenneth Burke once described the work of William Carlos Williams
as the poetry of the glimpse. The statement is an oversimplification, but
it is
that Williams is chiefly interested in the immediacy of experience; he is an impressionist whose poetry captures life as a series of Sensuously realized but often disconnected moments. If Williams is a poet
of the glimpse, Anne Marx is a poet of the probing gaze. Not content
with tIanslating external reality into words, she attempts to capture the
psychological vibration of a particular experience.
Paradox seems to be at the core of poetry and poets. Anne Marx is
a very "personal" poet; much of her work is evidently based on actual
experiences in a suburban environment. Paradoxically, the poems which
seem most private in theme and emotional content are the ones that
speak most dramatically to the reader, touching the nerve of his own
experience. By being completely honest with herself and her world, by
devoting herself patiently to the tIanslation of experience into art, Anne
Marx has achieved an authentic voice that speaks of the human condition.
One of the most memorable poems in the book is "Nightmare," a
dream poem of haunting power. The poem is representative of her craftsmanship, but not typical of her subject matter. Most of her poems are
about experiences in the light of common day. Among the most successful poems of this "realistic" type are "Adventure with My Grandfather," "Stopover, Frankfurt," "Note from Vermont," "Rural Resort,"
"Mother-Moment," "Dark Is Light," and "On Schedule." In "Argument
with Sara," a profound lyric in which Anne Marx challenges Sara Teasdale's ascetic denial of the human world, she is a philosopher without
ceasing to· be a poet.
Anne Marx was a published poet in her native Germany before coming
to the United States during the second World War. Soon she was writing poems in English and finding her "second voice" as an American
poet. !Jer poetry is characterized by such naturalness of phrase that the
reader would never suspect her native tongue to be other than English.
She ~ full command of her medium.
The Second Voice is beautifully printed and bound. In physical format
j
I
! as well as spiritual content, the book is a thing of beauty and a joy.

hue

I

~~ooD~

e

A member of the executive board of the Poetry Society of America, Alfred Dom
bas published two volumes of verse, Flamenco Dancer and Wine in Stone, and poems
in more than forty periodicals. He was represented on Folkways recorded- Anthology
of Contemporazy American Poetry and bas been a Penfield fellow at his alma mater,
New York University.
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THE POET AND THE POEM, by Judson Jerome•. Cincinnati: Writers Digest,
. 1963.227 pp. $+50' This is a salty book for would-be poets. If occasionally
it scolds and harangues, .it is not at all ex cathedra, never dull or too abstract. The author, a poet who writes a popular column for Writers
Digest, is chairman of the humanities division of the College of the
Virgin Islands. His first section is entitled J'Foothills of Pamassus-or
Why Bother?" The second is on uMaking Poems"; the third, JJInside
the Workshop," like the others, has many short chapters, one of which
is entitled UHow to Read Rejection Slips." If one stays with Mr. Jerome
to the end, a not unpleasant task for those interested in writing verse, or
reading sprightly prose for that matter, one cannot fail to learn something
of' the craft and its markets.
BEFORE My TIME, by Niccolo Tucci. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1962.
638 pp. $7.;0. It is clear that for its author, this book is a purge from hate
and pity of parents, obsession with their inhumanity and stupidity. From
such a nightmare came Samuel Butlers astringent The Way of AU Flesh, a
book to be read frequently and forever. From a· similar source, Before My
Time is a book to be read once, impatiently. Butler knows when to stop,
knows when to turn. A lifetime of thought is in his book. Before My Time
goes on and on; a lifetime of emotion is in it. The passion in Butler is
balanced by meditation but Tucci lacks ballast. The book lumbers and
careens before gales of memory, anger, and unresolved· character. Dis.
guised as a novel, it is a study-no, a memoir-of a grandmother, a mother,
a father, a tribe of aunts and uncles. In the lack of study and hard thought
-in the conviction that incessant report suffices-resides the failure of this
bodk. For a haunted man, inexorable free association is :perhaps useful.
It does not necessarily make a constructed work of art, a nbvel. This book
has been a signal act of therapy; it has not been architecture.
-Willis D.Jacobs
SPANISH AMmuCAN 1.ITERATURE: A HISrORY, by-Enrique Anderson Imbert,
tr. by John V. Falconieri. Detroit:· Wayne State University Press, 1963.
626 pp. $17.;0' Both history and literature, this book treats literature as
the subject but as aD aspqct of intellectual history. Movements and men
are given equal treabnent' chronologically and notnabon-by-nation. The
time span is the Spanish history of the continent from the chronicles of
Columbus to the present. There are a short bibliogtaphy and an adequate
index.
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FANTASTIC'STORIES, by Abram Tertz. New York: Pantheon, 1963.214 pp.
$3·95·
The name Abram Tertz is, of course, a pseudonym. The fact that this
young writer cannot be published in the Soviet Union and must smuggle
his works out to the West is well known. As a result, there has been a
general misunderstanding about his writing. The critics have 'wasted a
great deal of time attempting to place him somewhere on the spectrum
of 'conventional political revolt-or at least disaffection. The mistake was
easy enough to make after publication of The Trial Begins, which; caD be
read primarily as an anti-Stalinist tract (though in truth it is only secondarily that), and of his essay On Socialist Realism, a devastating attack on
official SQviet literary doctrine, which was mistaken for a manifesto (though
in truth it was much more a demolition job than a proposal for a program). Thus, when Lionel Abel reviewed these volumes for Commentary
(May 1960) he devoted himself mainly to worrying the question: "Does
he want a literature which will be socialist but not realist, or does he want
a literature which will be realist but not socialist?" He reached no firm
conclusion, principany because he could find little internal evidence in
Tertz's work to confirm either speculation.
Now, with the publication of Fantastic Stories, it becomes clear that
such preoccupation with Stalinism and Socialist Realism as was evidenced
in the early books was transitory-as transitory as the details of those
questions will come to seem in the long view of history. It now seems
that Tertz was working his way through these issues, as through underbrush, to a view of man in the modem, ipdustrialized, bureaucratized
state which is valid universany. He remains, and rather proudly so, a Russian. He is definitely in the underground tradition of that nation's literature, the tradition of Gogol, Dostoevski, Goncharov, Babel, et 31. But
what he has to say is to some degree applicable throughout the developed
world. He is clearly a profoundly alienated man, of the sort that has become increasingly common throughout Westem culture in this; century.
The one interesting, and perversely encouraging, political fact that can be
drawn from his work is that Russia contains at least one such individual,
and that he has gone so far in his alienation and withdrawal that he will
risk as much as Tertz does to publicize it. We have heard a great deal
about the restlessness of the Soviet masses, their eagerness to become
Westem.style consumers, to gain whatever small amount they can in the
way of personal freedom, that we have come to suppose they wish to
become bourgeois like the rest of us. Yet here is .a writer who, we can
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safely assume, would be as appalled by our kind of materialism as he
clearly is with the Soviet state's attempt to catch up with us.
But it must not be thought, despite the small amount of overt political
comment in the Fantastic Stories, that Tertz lives completely in a world
of his own. By his own admission he ,has lost his faith in ideology of all
kinds. Of faiths, only his enthusiasm for art remains. "We don't know
where to go," he says at the end ,of On Socialist Realism, ('But, realizing
that there is nothing to be done about it, we start to think, to set riddles,
to make assumptions. May we thus invent something marvelous?
Perhalfs. . . ."
.'t
Te~ has made an assumption and has created something marvelous .
from it. The assumption is that the effect of a police state specifically,
and of the modem industrial state generally, is to make a paranoid out
of the individual, whether he is ruler or ruled. His message is that the
essential quality of life in the Soviet Union, and probably in much of
the rest of the Northern hemisphere, is that of a huge loony bin. Since
this is a condition which is not subject to amelioration through politics
or other forms of social action, it is obvious why Tertz cannot be lumped
journalistically with Pasternak,· Evtushenko and the other deviants from
the official Soviet view of things. The terror of his vision separates him
from them· as much ~ it does from, say,' Ilya Ehrenberg. He is a total
litemy radical, in which description the word ('literary" must be stressed.
He knows what he knows about Soviet life, accepts it along with his inability to change it, and so presses ahead with the task of descn"bing its
pathology. His is the radicalism beyond radicalism-quietism.
As to his art, I don't believe I have ever read, either in fiction or in
the literature of psychology, more compelling descriptions of the funotionings of diseased mentalities. But ««description" is not a good word. It
implies the detached, nonparticipant observer, removed from his subject,
presenting an outsider's impression of it. That is precisely what Tertz
does not do. He allows nothing to stand between the reader and the
iIIlmediate perception of a· hallucinatory landscape. The Fantastic Stories
are all written in either the first or the second person, and frequently
both voices are used within the same story, a simple, excellent technique
for rendering the dynamics of schizophrenia.
It is not, as one might suppose, a corifusingor annoying technique as
Tertz uses it. Indeed, the hallmark of his prose is clarity;. that tem"ble
clarity of outline, of haunting, oddly juxtaposed details, of sudden, heartstopping shifts in tirile and place which are familiar to us in the landscape
of our dreams, but which form the everyday viewpoint of the madman. •
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Now, this viewpoint is applied to an underground world that is odd to
begin with. It is the place where the petty bureaucrats, the failed artists,
the feckless dreamers and the hapless crooks liv,. Thus vision and the reality observed have a unique, mutually reinforcing compatibility. Together
they forin a completely eerie totality, a shocking glimpse beneath the
monolithic facade of modem Russia. One would give almost anything
to know how large a percentage of the total population Tertz~s char..
acters repr~ent, but failing that, one can only relish this comically futile,
pathetically desper.1te crowd, lost in their sad drea~, frequently possessed· by a febrile sensuality which, as it occasionally appears in these
stories, is almost the most shocking thing about them-one being so
.used to the Olga-of-Sunnybrook-Collective sexuality of the official Soviet
litemture.
if All his stories deal with people whose skills and personalities are useless in a -materialistic, overorganized society in which the system makes
no allowance for the quirkiness of the human spirit. All that is "fantastic"
in his work stems from the fact that unused, unusable mental energy
must find outlets and that it will seek perverse releases if the normal
channels are blocked. There is no conventional political or social action
which can ameliomte this situation, which is why Teftz cannot be rec. gl'ided as a political rebel in the usual sense. He has gone quite beyond
po'tics, which may be why one's pleasure in his work is s~ complete.
Cehsorship may be his mother, but the thrust of his imagination. has taken
him far beyond the force it started ou~ to conquer. He has· now passed
"beyond specifically Soviet social issues, beyond the East-West confrontation, and has come close to the heart of the existential problem of anyone
who, regardless of national loyalties, lives in a world in which personal
talent and human feeling must be sacrificed to the need to produce things.
-Richard SclJickel
Recently viewed as book expert on the NBC television show "Sunday," Richard
SchickeI is writing a biography of Lena Home for Doubleday. A former senior editor
of Look and a founding editor of Sbow, SchickeI is the author of Tbe World of Carnegie HaD and The Stars. His The Film Art (Basic Books) and The Innocent Radicals
(Dutton) are scheduled to appear this fall. His articles have appeared in many magazines of largest circu1ation, less frequently in scholarly journals.

How IT Is, by Samuel Beckett. New York: Grove, 196+ 147 pp. $3.95.
"The book'is divided into three parts: Part I, before Pim; Part II, with
Pim; Part III, after Pim. Who is Pim? A fe1low-creature, encountered
once by chance in the mud, a victim met and briefly clung to b"ll it dis-
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appeared (Was it ever really there?)." So speaks the publisher abOut
Beckett's latest novel. Who is Beckett? Well, he wrote Waiting for
Godot and has some disturbing and poetic things to 'say peripheIa1Iy
about life. A leading dramatist of the Theater of the ,Absurd, he also
wrote Krapp's Last Tape. As was Joyce, he is an expamate Irishman
living iiI Paris; unlike Joyce did, he usually writes in French as here, tIlen
translates into English. An interesting twist on this was his most recent
play, Happy Days, written in English but a sellout at last year's Venice
art festival and a hit in Paris as Oh les beaux ;ours. Madeleine Renaud
played the only (partially) visible character (except for a crawl-on bit player). About the present book: it goes a little farther than ever did Gertrude
Stein, and almost as far as e. e..cummings typographically, with paragraphs
but no indents, no initial caps, and rio punctuation, which is far-out
enough. That's how it is.

(

wrm EXISTENCE: SEVEN PLAYS FOR A NEW THEATER,
by Lawrence Ferlinghetti. New York: New Directions, 1963. Paper.
118 pp. $1.50.
.
This is FerIinghetti's entry in the Theater of the Absurd. The most'
original and longest playlet in four scenes, entitled 'Dfhe Soldiers of No
Country," is the only one to have been produced. It is,set in a surreal
fallout shelter ~ and features a mangle situation-seduction in the foreground; assorted corpses in the background. "Three· Thc~usand Red Ants"
is a dialogue between husband and wife in bed. Here ali!e heard overtones
of both Beckett and Ionesco. "The Alligation," in which we have in the
cast a Tennessee Williams female, a blind Indian, and an alligator, is again
Ionesco of Rhinoceros garnished with some Kopit vegetable touches (plant
life taking over reminiscent of the carnivorous plants of Oh Dad, Poor
Dad). 'Dfhe Victims of Amnesia" combines Beckett and Ionesco again
with some Genet on the side. "Motherlode" and 'Dfhe Inspector in
Baggy Pants"-the first purest Beckett of both Godot and his recent Oh
les beaux joms (Happy Days), the second, impurest water-closet poetry
-are monologues. "The. Nose of Sisyphus" (playing time: two minutes)
is pantomimic farce with plenty of action and sound effects-a staged
"happening." Ferlinghetti, a funny man and considerable poet, impresario
and bookseller, is not at his happiest in this genre, but in spite of the
self-consciousness and eclecticism of these offerings, both wit and drama
show through at times.
UNFAIR ARGUMENTS
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FIGURES IN THE FOREGROUND, by Frank Swinnerton. New York: Doubleday,
1<)64· 272 pp. $4,9,· .
Not as impish as his Background with Chorus; not as illuminating as
his The~eorgian Literary Scene; not as endearing as Swinnerton: An
Autobiography: yet Frank Swinnerton's Figures in the Foreground-personal reminiscences of writers who flourished from 1917 to 194°-still has
its fascination for the incorrigibly literary-minded. This book is clearly the
product of an aged man (Swinnerton is eighty); it has the crotchets and
vagueness of old age; but it also has the seasoning and candor of final
years. Why not remind the world of T. S. Ellot'sfascist tendency, even
if he is a notable poet? Why not observe that T. E. lIubne preached
hatred, even if he is a dead critic? And why not praise. the talented and
lovabl~ like Phillp Gibbs and H. M. Tomlinson, even'if they are not
'fashionable? Mr. Swinnerton has the sharp eye of the alert aged; he' stings,
but he also knows whom he loves and respects, and says that too.
I

THE GALVANIZED YANKEES, by D. Alexander Brown. Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1963. 243 pp. $,.,0. Six thousand Confederate prisoners
of Union forces are the subject of this handsome book. They were recruited from the prison camps at the conclusion of the Civil' War to
serve as U.S. Volunteers in guarding and building the frontier West. The
time span of this little-known story is from 1864 to 1866, when they
ranged from northern Nevada to Santa Fe, from Leavenworth, Kansas,
to Sacramento, escorting supply trains, rebuilding telegraph lines, fighting
IndUms, manning lonely frontier outposts, and protecting stage coa~
routes. Their not inglorious history is intimately inteIwoven with that
of colorful frontier characters, some of whom were from the.ir own ranks.
The book is well written and well documented.

BRAZIL ON THE MoVE, by John Dos Passos. Garden City: Doubleday,
1963. 20, PP'~3'9,'
AN ImRODUcnON TO BRAZIL, by Charles Wagley. New York: Columbia
University Press, 1963. 322 pp., 20 photos, map, bibliography. $;.9;'
It is the first book which furnishes the better introduction to Brazil, as
it paints impressionistically a picture of the land, the promise (not forgetting the broken promises), and the people. Dos Passos is a lover of
Brazil with Portuguese blood in his veins~ True~ Brazil has been kind to
him as it alWays is to artists and seldom to businessmen. No one seriously
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doubts that Dos Passos can write, and he does here, capturing the spirit
of a country as few have since Flandrau wrote Viva Mexico in the early
days of the century. Brazilian .experts cannot· quarrel with the result.
For example, ex-Ambassador Adolf.Berle (who also received the turkeycarpet treatment reserved for distinguished foreigners) has given the book
the accolade it deServes. Dos Passos does not hide the poverty and the
hunger of the parched earth country of Ceara.....the poverty and stink of
the favelas, those hilltop slums of seaboard cities-but there he is not
impervious to the beautiful views stretching sOInetimes to the horizon,
and to the hope beyond the horizon. Many of the doers and shakers, at
least as rare in Brazil as elsewhere, are his friends, and give some substance to that ho~-architects like Lucio Costa and Oscar Niemeyer who
designed a good part of the United Nations headquarters in New York
as well as most of Brasilia, the new capital; statesmen like ex-President
Kubitschek whose dream was Brasilia; and the dynamic road-builder, Dr.
Bernardo Sayijo, who made it possible. Most topically, Dos Passos, in an
adequate clarification of the political tangle, gives an intimate view of
Brazil's coming man, governor of the new state of Guanabara and instigator of the recent revolution, the firebrand Carlos Lacerda. In contrast
to a glimpse of the future, we also get a hint of the past, a breath of.
saudades wlpch Dos Passos quotes the Pequeno Dicionano Brasileiro da
Lingua PortugtIesa as inadequately defining. "The sad and suave remembrance of perSons or things distant or gone." Dos Passos' freewheeling
penchant fpr rewriting the rule bOok of English punctuation has been
held in check, but instead we have word-combining that occasionally
stops us. For instance, on one page we have "tobaccocolored" and
"halfapologetic·"i
Inspired by ,Dos Passos, readers who seek to know more might well
study Charles Wagley's Brazil, a book which, while well and clearly written .
by an expert, laNes the literary touches but bristles with facts. Wagley
does not hide his own feeling about the country. He is both knowledgeable and sympathetically understanding regarding BtaZ11ians, for all their
racial diversity, as an integrate9 and promising peOple. ItI feel at home in
the Brazilian way bf life," 1)e writes, which must bean admission. of
ambivalence. As a social anthropolOgist, he bringsCilberto Freyre up to
d a t e . - R i c h a r d C . Angell

I
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Two Significant First Collections

By Bobert Beum

SONG OF
THEAROHER
AND OTHER POEMS
By Mary Shumway
The tlUe piece ofthis collection, In the
Judgment of Nathan A. Scott, Jr., Is
"the most brlJllanUy written and moving long narrative poem that any AlJlerlcan poet has produced since Hoberl
Lowell's 'The Mills of Kavanallgh.'''
Miss Shumway's poetry Is deeply twsonal and feminine, as well a~,ucra
mental, with Intimate small raln.s and
" Teacups ofl.9"e." Recommentled.

-l.lbrary Journal

I

7t pages, $3.50

Musing quietly but nonetheless Intenuly upon the 'S$lnU,1 mystt;y of
people,places,andnature,RoberlBeum
sJrlllfullytempershlsrhythmsandfotms
to the thrust of contemporary experIence. Although his bent Is classicaland
his Idiom epigrammatic, his themes are
redolent oflif., warm and abundant•••
Stlum should be a fa"prlle of the dls. criminating reader ofpreunt-day vera
•••Recomm.nded_Ubrary Journal
87 pages, $!.50

-------------------------------PLEASE SEND ME
_ _ _ _,COpy(l) of Song of The Archer@$3.50
\

_ _ _ _COpy(l) of Poeml and Eplgraml @ $3.50
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

o Check encloled
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A HISTORY OF RusSIA, by Nicholas V. Riasanovsky. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1963. 711 pp. $10.50'
Not very long ago, if one needed a continuous narrative' in English recounting the successive ~tages in Russian history from early times to the
presen~ one had to rely on little more than the pioneering. works of' Sir
Bernard Pares, Hogarth's translation of Kliuchevskii, and later the excellent monographs of Vemadsky. Valuable as these studies were, they were
not in a position to treat the Soviet period in any detail, and yet it was
precisely this period that was responsible for engendering the increased interest in the first place. This does not mean that 'there·was any dearth of
comment on the Soviet Union; on the contrary, a virtually unending
stream of it poured forth, as politicians, statesmen, journalists, Russian
exiles and foreign analysts, often reacting emotionally, undertook to express their views on the Soviet Union. Two things soon became apparent.
Much of this work was transitory and ephemeral Special pleading. As such,
writers usually bitterly attacked or uncritically pIaised the Soviet regime
as each conceived of or understood its accomplishments and objectives.
The other tendency that mpidly developed was to concentrate closely on
the Soviet period to th~ virtual exclusion of the earlier history of Russia.
Thus the limited study of Russian history that was ~dertaken in this
country between the wars concentrated almost exclusiv.ely on the last four
or five decades in the contempomry period and largely ignored the links
mththepast.
~
Furthermore, Russian studies were not flourishing in the United States.
For a long time America paid very little real attention to the Soviet
Union and its impact on the world scene, and hoped, perhaps, that ignoring
the Soviet government would cause it to go away. Lack of mdespread and
serious study of Russia compounded this attitudeand'led to misfortune. It
is possible to argue that not a few of the tragic misunderstandings that
occurred among {he Great Powers after World War II might well have
been to some degree avoided if ~erica and the Soviet Union had not
been so poorly informed about one another. Although admimtion for and
curiosity concerning Russia increased in response to the wartime exploits of
the Red Army, no major ~fforts to introduce comprehensive programs in
Russian studies in American colleges were made until after the end of the
war. Furthermore, these programs did not develop spontaneously, but because the condition of the pbstwar world had made-it abundantly clear that
the Soviet regime was stable and that the Soviet Union was now a power
of the first magnitude, mth which it would hellceforth be necessary to
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negotiate concerning the future of the world. The programs in Russian
studies that were now introduced in a number of American colleges were
cl~ly motivated by expediency and stressed primarily the history, politics
and economics of the Soviet Union. Their task was to train specialists as
quickly as possible for government and similar service and to provide infor·
mation that would assist others in making pmctical and immediate
decisions.
Next, the Soviet Union obligingly furnished dmmatic additional rea·
sons for studying it by astonishing the rest of the world by its achievements
in outer space, hemlded by the flight of the first Sputnik in 1957. This
led to a second rise in Russian studies, to a level that haS on the w\ole
been maintained since that time. Although utilitarian considemtions
initially underwrote this field of study, it is to be hoped that continuing
exposure is beginning to produce a growing realization that Russian studies
constitute a fascinating, aesthetically rewarding and important discipline
in their own right. The nature of the textbooks used in the teaching of
Russian history in American colleges (where the recent texts of Wren
and Clarkson come to mind) affords some support for this view, and
among them Professor Riasanovsky's book appears as a contribution of
real merit.
.
Riasanovsky's· text shows an important change in ~pprgach from that
of its predecessors. The most significant improvement, which sets it off
from the others and indicates·an increasingly mature approach to Russian
history in this country, is that the reader does not derive the feeling that
the author wishes to msh as fast as he can through earlier Russian history
in order to get to what everybody wants-an extended diScussion of the
Soviet Union and the inevitable speculation as to future developments
t
in that country. The earlier periods occupy a gbod bit more. than half the
book and they are analyzed and discussed in considemble detail, with
the result that to a far greater degree than hitherto the Soviet period a~
pears as the logical continuation of that which has gone before, instead
of an unprecedented adventure lacking any connection with the past.
Riasanovsky has made no attempt to disguise the fact that his book is a
text for American undergraduates' studying Russian history. In the preface
he states unequivocally that this is so, an~ he has dedicated the work to
his University of California students, whose needs it is designed to serve.
The boo~ is devoted not only to futernal political developments and for·
eign po~cy, but also to the life of the people, social problems, culture,
litemture and the arts, thus widening the student's norizon and going far
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to avoid the dryness that inevitably accompanies accounts occupied exclusively with diplomacy and war. .
Every chapter is a unit in the general plan and takes up a particular
phase in the evolution of Russian history. The first parts of the book briefly
narrate the main course of events-the coming of the Varangians to
Russia, and a presentation of the differing views on the matter held by
,-:trious scholars: the German and Soviet views on the Varangian influence
on the history of Kievan Russia, for example. This technique gives neophytes the essentials, but, more importantly, shows them that experts
can disagree over the proper interpretation of an event.
Riasanovsky is a specialist on the political, social and philosophical
currents that circled in nineteenth-eentury Russia. On this century, he
frequently expresses opinions of his own, a pmctice that he had largely
eschewed in earlier sections. He shares the general view that, with the
exception of certain aspects of the reign of Alexander II, the rulers of
Russia after Alexander I were men of narrow and limited vision, whose
failure to appreciate the inevitable force of change cost them priceless
opportunities to keep controll' of the vast political and social altemtions
taking place. Riasanovsky contends that the Silver Age of Russian culture,
characterized by extensive development in all branches of the arts in
contrast to the perfection of prose literature that had marked the Golden
Age, proved that Russia was rapidly maturing and creating a variform
culture, so that the Bolsheviks, whose outlook had formed in an earlier
em, "had to succeed soon or not at all." The author reserves his sharpest
criticism of the Soviet system for the restrictions it has imposed on Russian colture.
The section of this text that treats the Soviet Union is comparatively
short. Riasanovsky avoids excessive speculation, polemics and hypothetical
postulates. The Bolsheviks emerge as one contending faction among many;
they do not occupy the exclusive center of the ,,stage as they do in all
Soviet versions, as well as in the accounts circulated by bitter opponents
of the Soviet system. This is valuable, especially for students just commencing their studies of this complex and emotionally charged period of
modem history. The author's judicious treatment of Lemn and his role in 1
the Revolution, and his succinct remarks on Marxism as it has been and is
used in Soviet political formulations are particularly worthy of commendation.
Though containing no surprises or novel interpretations, this is a good
text. It recognizes that Russian history is much more than just Soviet
,
o
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history. The students who use it will find a sensible, balanced and· restrained approach to a highly controversial and emotional subject. Those
who stop there will be the better for the experience, and those who are
moved to continue their study in this field will have had a sound platform
from which to make their further ascent.
-Hugh F. Graham

MEDIEVAL RUSSIA'S EPICS, CHRONICLES

A\m TALES, by Serge A. Zenovsky.
j

New York: Dutton, 1963' 436 pp., 9 illus-., 3 maps.
$5.95.
.
,
Russian studies continue the remarkable progress that they have been
making in the past decade. The almost' exclusive preoccupation with the
Soviet period has given way to a more balanced approach that includes
the earlier periods of Russian history within its purview. One problem
posed by this expansion has been to find sufficient good source and textbooks. The field of history proper is by now fairly well off, for a number
of survey texts have recently appeared. A characteristic they all share,
however, is an attempt to "take the pain" out of Russian history, so
that a student often completes his course without realizing that the smooth
contemporary accounts he has been reading have been constructed from
a wide variety of raw source materials. Here is one reason why this book
is important. In early Russia it is virtually impossible to isolate history
from literature or literature from the church, since it was the Orthodox
Church that inspired and sponsored the bulk of the primary sources on.,
which modem histories of Russia must ultimately rely. Since the present
work gives many of these sources, its use should not be restricted to
students of literature; it should be made available to history students as
well, particularly those studying Russian cultural and social history.
This is by no means to imply that the book cannot render a very real
service to students of Russian literature. It will undoubtedly become the
. first unit in any serious course in Russian literature in translation, since,
apart from other considerations, such a book is indispensable in properly
introducing the nineteenth century, the most famous period in Russian
literature. In the past this period has very frequently suffered from a
marked tendency to consider it alone and apart from its cultural milieu.
Up to now there has been a singular d~rth of suitable readings in the
f early period of Russian literature available in translation. W. B. Walsh's
,. Readings in Russian History has been kept up to date in successive reissues, but the numerous translations made by Leo Wiener, the founder
of Russian literary studies at Harvard, and incorporated into his AnthoJ-
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ogy of Russian Literature, as well as the poetry renditions of Isabel Hapgood, The Epic Songs of Russia, have long been out of print. There are a
few genem1 anthologies-Bernard Guilbert Guemey's rather florid Treaswy of Russian Literature comes at once to mind-that attempt to survey
the whole range of Russian literature from the earliest times to the present
day within comparatively short compass, but the very vastness of their
undertaking invariably begets superficiality. The present volume, by wisely
confining itself to a single field, is able to do ample justice to the many
facets of early Russian literary endeavor. A word should be said about the
use of the term uMedieval" in this book. Specialists usually call the period
covered here the era of Old Russian Literature: to call it uMedieval" is
unexceptionable, however, if one' bears in mind that the word does not
carry the same connotation as it does in the more familiar history of
Western European literatures.
The editor has chosen to reproduce and render the better-known works
of Old Russian literature chronologically. The selection begins with extracts from the Russian Primary Chronicle, which are followed by the
sermons and homiletics of early Russian churchmen, and representative
Lives of the Saints, the most persistent and largest single genre in Old
Russian literature. No survey of the Kievan period would be complete
without the Lay of Igor's Campaign, and the editor has presented this
most puzzling, difficult, and ,tantalizing work in acceptable modern blank
verse, accompanied by copio~ notes drawn from the monumental Jakobson-Gregoire-Szeftel study. The most outstanding event in the history
of ~ussia in the Late Kievan period is of course the Mongol invasion,
which found abundant reflection in the literature of the time. Two of the
most striking examples it produced are given here, the Zadonshchina and
the Tale of the Destruction of Riazan. In addition, these and other works
clearly reveal the tendency towards asceticism and the more purely formalistic aspects of Russian Orthodoxy that became increasingly manifest in
the ensuing years of Tatar dominion. The Lives of the Saints belonging
to this period are likewise instructive in this regard. Not the least of this
volume's advantages is the fact that a thoughtful reaq.er can contrast the
expression of a specific literary genre in one age with its formulation in
another. Next, the section that the editor has logically'termed the Muscovite period ~ Russian literature contains passages from the famous
polemical correspondence between Prince Kurbsky and Tsar Ivan the
Terrible, which reveals the main ideological positions taken by the two
principal contending forces in the sixteenth-century Muscovite state.
The seventeenth-century material is most interesting. No reader of this
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book can fail to notice the strong feeling of religiosity that infuses- almost
all forms of Old Russian literature. Not until now do writers begin to tum
away from the heretofore exclusive preoccupation with the other world
to the joys and sorrows of this one. This can best be seen in the seventeenth.century work that at first sight appears to be the most intensely
pervad¢ by the spirit of religion, the Life of Archpriest Avvakum by HimseH. In spite of the many emotional appe:a1s to the deity and justifications .
of the theological principles of Old Belief, it is Avvakum's intense humanity and his overriding interest in all that occurs around him in this
world that make the most abiding and indeh"ble impression up?n the
reader. Although Savva Gmdtsyn eventually becomes a monk, most of
his Tale is taken up with the various aspects of his secular career. Save for
conventional expressions of piety, the story of Frol Skobeev the Rogue
ignores religion, and the same ~ true of the folkloristic tale of Shemia1ca's
Judgment. These changes gradually taking place in the content and outlook
of Russian literature faithfully reflect those that were simultaneously occurring in Russian life itself.
The choice of passages made by a single individual can never, of course,
entirely satisfy everyone, but the editor has on the whole included a good
proportion of the most significant works in early Russian literature. It
might, however, have been desirable to have had more of the Translation
Tales, a much larger selection of byIiny, with their stories of such bogatyri
(heroes) as the fabled D'ja of Murom, and portions of the Domostroj,
which affords fascinating glimpses of private life in old Muscovy.
The greatest value of this book lies in its appeal to students who have
no knowledge of the Russian language. Zenkovsky has endeavored to use
existing translations whenever possible. Samuel Hazzard Cross's well-known
version of the Primary Chronicle appears, and J. L. I. Fennell's excellent
version of the correspondence of Ivan and Kurbsky; there are some of
Wiener's translations and a few others of miscellaneous date and origin.
The rest were prepared by the editor himself, with assistance from the
graduate students in his Old Russian seminar at the University of Colorado. The specialist must express some reservation concerning the translations. Admittedly it would be neither possible nor desirable closely to
reproduce the style, structure, or syntactical devices of the original, for this would result in a contrived archaism displeasing to modem readers. Nevertheless, a tendency is discernible to take h"berties with the text that on
occasion weakens or even distorts the flow or meaning of a passage. One
example may be cited from an unfortunately rather large number. In the
Tale of the Destruction of Riazan, the Russian princes are fighting with
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the Tatars against clearly hopeless odds; all of them know that they are
doomed. The present translation of an event in this battle runs as follows
(p. 178): "And Prince Ymy Ingvarevich saw the slaying of his brother,
David, and exclaimed in anguish: fO my kind brothers and dear warriors,
the flower of Riazan's troops, be bmve and resist mightily. Our dear
brother, Prince David, was the first to drink the bitter cup to the dregs,
and we shall do the same.' " This translation is inaccUI3:te and redundant,
and needlessly flouts the spirit·of the original, which might be better rendered: "And the Gmnd Prince saw his brother Prince David Ingorevich
slain and cried out: fO my dear brothersl Before our eyes our brother
Prince David bas dmined the cup. SbaII we not do the same?' " The slight
changes in emphasis required by the syntax of the original restore the laconic style.
.
.
In spite of the few shortcomings indicated here; this book constitutes a
worthwhile addition to the steadily growing body of material of use in
studying Russian history, literature; and culture. It should not, however,
be regarded as definitive, but mther as ar-pioneering work, the success of
which should encoumge other scholars to make further contributions in
this field.
-Hugh F. Graham
Dr. Graham, formerly of both the'Language and History Departments at the University of New Mexico, was associated with the Peace Corps during the summer of
1963. He spent part of last winter in Russia, and has assumed duties as associate professor
of history at Sonoma State College, Rohnert Park. California.

l-""
J~EFORM AND REAcnON:

THE POLITIco-RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND OF THE
SPANISH CIVIL WAR, by Jose M. Sanchez. Chapel HilI: University of
North Carolina Press, 196+ 241 pp. $6~oo. It is difficult to remain objective on a political subject charged with emotion. This the author, assistant profess.or of history at St. Louis University, who received his Ph.D.
from the University of New Mexico, succeeds in doing in this well docu. mented study. His conclusion is that a politico-religious conflict, though
tmgicaIly atavistic, was as unavoidable as it was unnecessary. Sanchez
\ spent a year in Spain on a Social Science Research Council Fellowship
completing his research.
.
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WHAT Is EXISTENTIALISM? by William Barrett. New York: Grove, 1¢+
:n8 pp. $5.00.
The title of this book is only misleading in the sense that it focuses
minutely on but one existentialist, Martin Heidegger. The author, literary
critic of the Atlantic Monthly and a former editor of Partisan Review,
chooses Heidegger. to represent the movement on the grounds that he was
self-conscious of the tradition-the significance of his contribution to the
history of philosophy. Mr. Barrett, too, is versed in that history and bas
the happy faculty of threading lucidly through a complicated welter of
data. He does show antecedents and differences among the schools of
existentialism: the religious school of Jaspers from Kierkegaard, and the
much more popular French school of Sartre; but only Heidegger is
treated in depth. One suspects that these differences noted are over.~ simplified and that one would get a distorted view of Same's thought,
for example, especially in emphasis, by simply ta).ci~g this abbreviated
study of Heidegger with the differences qualifying or appended. The
historical approach is valuable, however, as a postcript to the history of
modern philosophy or the beginning of a new chapter. Barrett's handling is dispassionate but the inference is inescapable that he takes Heidegger's views quite seriously despite his disclaimer that, concerning them,
there is "no ready refutation [nor] approbation."
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